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TOTAL PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS FROM CITADEL

PC82 UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER £449.00

 Universal programmer-the complete designers kit.
 Over 1,500 devices-call for list on FREE disk.
 EPROM, EEPROM, Flash, BPROM, GAL, PAL, MPU etc.
 Serial EEPROM, EPLD, MACH, MAX, MAPL, CMOS

EPAL.

 Device testing -74XX, 40XX, 45XX, DRAM, SRAM.
 PAL vector test.
 Clear menu driven software
 Text mode only, suits any video card.
 40 pin Zero insertion force socket.
 Device testing - 74XX, 40XX, 45XX, DRAM, SRAM.
 Small half card to install in PC may be left in place.
 Secure round cable and locking D connectors.
 Proven reliability-over 100,000 units sold.
 Programmer pod size - 260x 140 x 38mm.

ADAPTERS FOR THE PC82 From £85.00

 Extend programming facility for special devices.
 Allows alternative socket types eg PLCC.
 Multi -gang adapters for fast programming of EPROMS, GAL, PAL and

popular CPU types.

FEATURES ALL PROGRAMMERS

For the IBM PC, install the interface card and programming socket, load
the menu -driven software and you have a complete design system at
your fingertips. The programmers will run on any compatible IBM
machines such as XT, AT, '286, '386 or '486. Whether it be an Amstrad or
Compaq the system will work. All features are software -driven and
supplied on 51/4" disks, these may be copied onto your hard disk using the
DOS copy command. All control of the programmer, programme volt-
ages etc are menu -driven by selecting manufacture, type number, and
selection of a suitable speed algorithm. Blank check, read & modify,
verify, programme, auto programme, security blow etc.
FREE SOFTWARE UPDATES as new devices become available.

FILE CONVERSION FACILITIES

 HEX to BIN File conversions for Intel, Motorola
and Tektronics.

 2 way/4 way Bin file splitter for 16/32 bit data.
 Dumpfile to Console, modify and re -programme.

For further information and your FREE PC82
Simulation and device disk

PHONE SAMANTHA
NOW ON:

081 951 1848
081 951 1849

E2000 BULK FAST ERASER £199.00

 Same advanced UV source as the M1 but 4 lamps.
 Very large capacity 64 x 32 pin chips or one double Eurocard.
 All other features as Ml.
 Low profile steel case finished in powder coat.
 Size 365x 240x 65mm high.

M1 FAST ERASER £99.00

 Advanced UV source.
 Typical erase time three minutes.
 LED display of set time and countdown.
 End of time irdicated by beep and display.
 Large capacity 13x28 pin devices.
 Sturdy construction, plated steel & aluminium
 Small footprint only 65x 225 x 100mm high.

PC86 HANDY POCKET DEVICE TESTER £99.00

 Tests and identifies virtually all TTL & CMOS.
 Test many DRAM and SRAM memory chips.
 LCD display of type number and results.
 Battery operated (PP3) and completely self-contained.
 Zero insertion force test socket.
 Dimensions 90 x 140 x 30mm.

PC84-1 to -8 ROM PROGRAMMERS From £139.00

 Low cost EPROM programmer-devices up to 1Mb CMOS and NMOS.
 One to eight gang versions.
 To program 2716 to 271000.
 32 pin Zero insertion force sockets.

ORDER INFORMATION
Please include £7 for carriage by overnight courier (£20 for exports) and
VAT on all UK orders. ACCESS, VISA or CWO. Official orders welcome
from Government bodies and local authorities.

BARCIAVCAM CP edadm,

CITADEL PRODUCTS LTD
DEPT WW

50 HIGH STREET, EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7EP
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Micro AMPS

£99 8051 'C ' COMPILER £99
Preprocessor, compiler, optimiser
Integer implementation
Inline assembler
Assembler level simulator and monitor
Single chip to fully expanded memory

Micro C is not a re -worked small C
Other code generators available: 68HC11, 6809,
8085
Low cost cross assembler available: 8031/8051,
6800/01/03/05/09/11, 8085/8096

£99 8051 BASIC COMPILER £99
Integer BASIC compiler Specific functions to access 8051 SFRs and
Supports single chip mode internal memory
8051 cross assembler included Line editor included, accepts text files
High level debugger runs on PC Generates INTEL hex format output
Standard Basic commands supported Output suitable for 87C751

8051 ICE (ICE51)
Low cost 8051 In -Circuit Emulator Assign memory and SFRs
Low power, 5 volt operation Upload/download INTEL hex files
Plugs directly into the 8051 process or PC host software communicates via serial port
socket on target hardware Monitor file supplied in assembly form
32K Bytes of battery -backed RAM for On -screen disassembly of code
program/data I2C drivers available
Single stepping and break points Real time clock version available

TM ICE51 is a trademark of Intel Corp.

87C751 ICE
Low cost 87C751 In -Circuit Emulator
Emulation cable plugs into the 87C751
processor socket on target hardware
On -board programmer for DIL devices
PLCC adaptor available for 87C751
Programs 87C752 DIL and PLCC devices
through optional adaptors

(ICE751)
Monitor uses only 48 bytes of program memory
Upload/download INTEL hex files
Assign memory and SFRs
Set break points
I2C drivers available
On -screen disassembly of code
PC host software communicates via serial port

8051 BOOK
Architecture, Programming
and Applications (£49.95).
This book includes a free
assembler and simulator for
personal or educational use

MACH 1
An RTX2000/1 PC based
evaluation board featuring the
RTX2001 RISC Forth
processor capable of
sustaining up to 12 MIPS

PEB552
The Philips evaluation board
for the 800552 processor
variant, a monitor and
programming adaptor are
available for this product

ICC2000
An 8 channel intelligent
communications card using
the RTX2001 RISC Forth
processor capable of
sustaining up to 12 MIPS

I2C

Quick Basic development tools
available which includes I2C
monitor program, I2C
connector/cable assembly and
parallel I/O demo board

FORTH+ +
A low cost RTX200/1
compiler optimised for use on
the IBM PC based MACH1
development board but can be
interfaced to other boards

The 8051: An Introductory Course
This is a one day course aimed at customers who need to become familiar with the MCS51 (8051)
microcontroller family, and designed to give a detailed look at the generic 8051 processor facilities.

66 Smithbrook Kilns, Cranleigh, Surrey, GU6 fin, UK
Tel: +44(0)483 268999, Fax: +44(0)483 268397 VISA

CIRCLE NO. 105 ON REPLY CARD
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ARE WE HARD TO GET?
Just one phone call to our Circulation
Actionline brings instant assistance.
Some readers have experienced problems
in finding copies of EW+WW on newstrade
shelves - so we've decided to do something
about it.. If you have any difficulty
purchasing your copy, call our Circulation
Actionline. We will follow up your
complaint and, more importantly, make
sure yon can obtain your copy.
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Paying for the arts
Wby should the government fund

higher educational activities
which do not materially add to the
nation's actual wealth? Isn't it about
time that we applied market laws in
such a way as to channel resources to
those sectors of education which will
eventually support manufacturing
industry?

The collapse of the UK currency
produced a real concern that this
country's economy is, compared to that
of France and Germany, very sick. Our
politicians (of all parties) look stupid
and inadequate, unable to comprehend
the overwhelming economic forces. We
wonder about our fate, looking with
awe at Germany's ability to support
both unification and the value of the
deutchesmark.

There is an explanation and a solution.
Simply put, the Germans make things,
real things, widgets that people want to
buy. They sell them to us and the rest of
the world. If we want a strong economy,
we too must make world class widgets
and sell them to the Germans and the
Japanese.

We kid ourselves if we think that the
country can support itself in any other
way, for instance by export earnings
from our financial services sector.
These bankers possess the loyalty and
morality of alley cats. They have just
ripped off this country for nearly £2bn
and they will do the same thing again
tomorrow unless we change the basis of
our economy.

The UK Government must develop a
long term strategy for British industry;
this starved and underrated sector
provides the only hope of salvation. It
must recognise the need for an

educated, motivated manufacturing
workforce paid the salary which its
fundamental position in the economy
deserves. It must be the first choice for
our brightest graduates, not the last.

Why is it that we price the value of
our investment in transport, energy and
health while singularly failing to
evaluate the returns which public
investment receives from education? A
Thatcherite style assessment of the
eduction service is long overdue.

Since engineering, science and
technology graduates potentially
contribute more to the core economy
than the arts departments, then public
funding should be switched massively
to the sciences. Studying of arts subjects
should be regarded as a personal luxury
which the nation should not be asked to
subsidise; a realistic course fee would
shorten admission queues, concentrate
thinking about the value of many arts
courses and release funds for the
economically useful science and
technology departments. After all, what
does the nation receive in return for
providing lecturers, buildings and grants
for three years to enable a handful of
students to study the History of Art?

If people want to study these
indulgences so that they can get a job in
some creative agency, then that's fine.
But they shouldn't presume an arts
degree to be a passport to top jobs in the
Civil Service and government. And they
shouldn't expect the rest of the country
to pay for them, especially if it is at the
expense of industry.

If you feel as strongly about this as I
do, please send a copy of this page to
your M.P.

Frank Ogden
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REGULARS
UPDATE

IBM and Motorola produce first
PowerPC rise chip
just a year after announcing their
technology tie-up to develop the next

generation of desktop PC architecture, IBM
has produced the first samples of the
PowerPC microprocessor chip at its
Burlington, Vermont, facility. The device
was made using IBM's 0.61.1m cmos process.

The two companies completed the design
and first fabrication in just 12 months -a
much shorter time than is common in the
industry. The 601 processor chip

incorporates 2.8 million transistors in a
silicon area of Ilmm2.

The chip includes the Motorola 88110 bus,
which supports personal computers,
workstations and multiprocessing systems.
Products using the 601 are expected to be
announced in the next 12-18 months from
IBM, Apple Computer, and others, including
Groupe Bull and Thomson-CSF, which have
stated their attention to develop PowerPC-
based systems.

Automotive radar
GEC Plessey Semiconductors (GPS) has

cracked the technical problems
involved in producing radars sufficiently
low-cost to allow their use in cars. The
subject was presented to the International

in a conference
paper entitled 'Millimetre Wave Radars for
Automotive Applications' given by GPS'
David Williams.

Wiliams states that in order to get the
cost down sufficiently it is necessary to
reach a $500 selling price for a 77GHz

sensor module with dc/digital interfaces to
the vehicle. He concludes: "The radars
described in this paper, together with the
simple quasi optical antenna system, show
that this is now a practical possibility".

Two types of radar are discussed in
Wiliams' paper. The first is a linearised
FMCW radar which measures range using
the swept frequency technique. The
frequency sweep must be linear for
accurate ranging and the radar makes use
of 'frequency feedback' to linearise the
transmitter VCO.

Racing to obtain EMC approval: Scalextric track and cars are prepared for EMC assessment
against EC Directive.

The 601 is the first of four initial PowerPC
RISC microprocessors that IBM and
Motorola will design, produce and market to
the industry. The firms are now developing
the designs for the next three PowerPC parts
at Somerset, a new facility in Austin, Texas
opened in May of this year. The
participating companies intend the new
architecture to displace Intel's 486 and P5
successors from the world's desktop
computers.

The radar presents range information in
terms of the intermediate frequency output
of the transceiver mixer. A fast fourier
transform (1-1.1) frequency analyser system
is used to convert the frequency data to a
digital word which is fed to the ICC
management computer. The 1-1-: I is realised
as a CMOS chip.

The second type of radar discussed by
Williams is a pulse coded radar using
pulsed frequency modulation to measure
range. The oscillator frequency is pulsed
from its rest value to a higher frequency for
a very short time (around 2Ons). Energy at
the pulsed frequency is transmitted and
reflected from a target.

This is a very simple type of radar to
make and uses few millimetre wave
components but is very inefficient since
energy transmitted in the interpulse period
is wasted. The power transmitted is also
very low (about 10mW).

A more sensitive but more complex
system uses phase coding. A millimetre
wave oscillator is used to drive an
upconverter mixer which is fed with a VHF
signal that is bi-phase modulated by a
pseudo random code generator. The
resultant output from the upconverter is
therefore also bi-phase modulated. This
signal is amplified and fed to the transmit
antenna.

Antennae have also to be low-cost and a
beam switching antenna has been
produced, says Williams, which uses quasi -
optical principles. No machined metal parts
are required, making the antenna suitable
for high volume manufacture.
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UPDATE

Satellite network plans....
Motorola's decision to redesign its
Iridium global pocket telephone

network to use fewer satellites could save
up to $500m in hardware and launch costs.
It is a decision which has been made
possible by the development of gallium
arsenide microwave component
technologies by the company's
semiconductor division.

The number of beams and antennae on
each satellite has been increased by almost
a third, reducing the number of satellites
from 77 to 66, orbiting in six low earth
orbits.

In addition, Motorola believes it is now
possible to conserve spectrum by using the
single band of frequencies between
1610MHz and 1616MHz for bidirectional
links. No other company has proposed
anything like it.

Last year it invested $100m in a new
GaAs fabrication plant in Phoenix. This
produced its first engineering samples
earlier this year. A first range of satellite
and microwave transistors were introduced
this summer in the 1660MHz frequency
band, supporting output powers from 0.5W
up to 35W.

As well as discrete MESFETs, Motorola
is also designing a number of monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs)
using its patented dielectric isolation
technology. This supports low capacitance
and low insertion loss in low noise
amplifiers (LNAs), mixers and oscillators
using stripline interconnects and printed
inductors.

GaAs is an important technology for new

commercial satellite systems such as
Iridium and global positioning system
(GPS) products. But it is likely to find its
first mass market application a lot sooner.

Mobile telephone manufacturers are
recognising that GaAs has a power
consumption advantage over silicon bipolar
technology and high density emitter
coupled logic (ECL) gate arrays.

Asic specialist Fujitsu is as close to
volume production of GaAs arrays as
anyone has ever been. It is now producing
4inch GaAs wafers with up to 30,000 gates
from its new $200m plant at Yamanashi.

Fujitsu points out that a 3,000 GaAs gate
array running at 600MHz will dissipate a
fifth of the power of an equivalent emitter
coupled logic (ECL) device.

Motorola believes the gains in radio front-
end design will be even more dramatic. The
RF power amplifier accounts for the largest
power drain in analogue cellular telephones.
John Powell of Motorola's RF products
group predicts that a switch to GaAs front
ends will increase handset battery life by up
to 75 per cent.

By the end of the year Motorola will be
sampling four I.8GHz front-end
components for the UK's DCS 1800
standard and the European digital cordless
telephone (DECT). These include an LNA
with a gain of 25dB and a 4dB noise figure,
and a transmit/receive switch with 20dB of
isolation. Richard Wilson

Automatic TV tuning
A chip that automatically tunes a TV set,
cutting out one of the most labour-
intensive parts of TV production, has been
developed jointly by Thomson Consumer
Electronics of France and Sanyo of Japan.
The chip, which sits inside the set, can
tune 46 parameters, including brightness,
colour and horizontal and vertical
synchronisation. Tuning takes place when
the set is first switched on. Thomson and
Sanyo have already started putting the
chip into TV sets although the device will
not be available to other TV makers until
the middle of next year.

... and NASA goes for GaAs
itesse Semiconductor, the Californian

V GaAs specialist, has first working
prototypes of a 15,000 gate array designed
for NASA. The GaAs telemetry frame
synchroniser will be used in ground based
data acquisition systems and will support
data capture rates of 300Mbit/s. NASA
chose a GaAs chip due to its combination of

performance, high level integration and low
power consumption compared to ECL
alternatives. "The silicon alternatives we
evaluated were either too slow or consumed
too much power," said Jim Chesney of
NASA. The Vitesse H -GaAs process can
integrate over one million transistors on a
single chip.

Inmarsat considers own GPS service
I nternational satellite operator Inmarsat

may be planning its own satellite
navigation service to compete with the
global positioning system (GPS) service run
by the US military.

Inmarsat has yet to make a final decision,
but there are plans to include a satellite
navigation transponder on a new high power
satellite due for launch in 1994.

At the moment, shipping, haulage and
railway companies using Inmarsat satellite
communications services must rely for high
accuracy positioning on the GPS signals
provided free of charge by US military
satellites.

Satellite navigation is not new but its use
is expected to boom as a result of new mass
market and aeronautical applications.
According to Bob Philips of Inmarsat,
customers are uneasy that it is controlled by
the US military.

Inmarsat may be forced to offer a free
service, but Philips justifies the investment
on strategic grounds. Inmarsat may also be
planning to offer a new higher accuracy

service for aeronautical navigation. Current
GPS accuracy of 50m can be improved to
under 5m using corrections signals
broadcast by Inmarsat.

Richard Wilson, Electronics Weekly

The world's first demonstration of an in-flight
facsimile service by an in-flight stereotype. BT
Research at Martlesham has developed a fax link
for use with its Immarsat based Skyphone
service.
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UPDATE

Superconductors from Du Pont ...
AA

breakthrough that brings high speed
superconducting chips one step closer

has been reported by US chemicals giant,
Du Pont.

A high temperature thin film
superconductor material has been
manufactured in a one-step process by Du
Pont scientists. This may eventually allow
digital circuitry to be built up from layers of
superconducting film laid down in a series
of sputtering operations, according to Du
Pont.

Du Pont researchers made a thallium -
based thin film material that was
superconductive after it emerged from a
sputtering chamber. This is significant
because the material did not require the
subsequent treatment in a furnace normally
needed to turn such a thin-film material into

a superconductor.
Du Pont is now planning to use this

process to develop a new family of thallium -
based compounds that superconduct at about
125K (-148°C) - warm enough to allow
components based on such materials to be
used in suitably cooled electronic
equipment.

Du Pont is currently working with US
computer maker Hewlett-Packard and US
nuclear weapons researchers at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory to develop
thin-film superconductors for high speed
electronic components that may be used in
advanced super -computer applications.

Thallium -based materials superconduct at
relatively high temperatures (typically,
warmer than -150°C) and are therefore ideal
candidates for component applications. The

...and carbon from NEC
japanese electronics giant NEC says it has
developed a new manufacturing technique

to produce a rare form of carbon which
could lead to novel electronic products.

NEC has discovered a way of improving
the yields of carbon nanotubes -a form of
carbon in which carbon atoms are arranged
in concentric sheets of hexagons organised
in a helical pattern.

These structures are microscopic but they
are as strong as diamonds combined with
properties associated with graphite sheets.
Researchers say that carbon nanotubes also
have interesting electrical conduction
properties.

They could become the basis for new
types of semiconductors once their
properties are better understood and
production yields are improved.

NEC is making carbon nanotubes by
allowing an arc of electricity to pass
between two carbon electrodes in an
atmosphere of inert gases at one atmosphere
of pressure. NEC says the yield is thirty
times that of the standard production
method.

The next stage is to develop techniques
that will allow control over the size of the
carbon nanotubes, whose properties vary
according to their dimensions.

Integrated silicon light bulb: Researchers from the University of California at Berkeley have
produced a microscopic hot filament light bulb on a silicon chip using standard IC production
techniques. These devices use heated filaments made of tungsten wire 0.711ln thick, 5µm wide and
200tim long. They produce up to 0.3 lumens of light visible at over 15 feet. Each filament requires
between 50 to 100mW of input power. This picture, taken with a scanning electron microscope,
shows an actual working hot filament chip.

trouble is that thallium evaporates at the
kinds of temperatures - up to 850°C -
typically needed to process thin-film
superconductors which will form the basis
of super conducting electronic devices.
However, Du Pont researcher, Dean Face,
from the firm's Experimental Station in
Delaware, managed to grow a
superconducting thallium -barium -calcium
copper oxide film at relatively low
temperatures - between 500 and 600°C -
below thallium's boiling point.

Face reported this breakthrough last month
at the Applied Superconductivity
Conference in the US. The Du Pont research
was conducted under a US Air Force
research contract in conjunction with the
Wright Laboratory at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base in Ohio.

Micron in flat
panel success

Micron Technology, the dram
company from Idaho, believes it

has demonstrated the feasibility of a
proprietary flat panel display technology
which it calls field emitter display (fed).

According to Micron vice president
Kipp Bedard, the company's fed
technology has five advantages over
other flat panel technologies: superior
drive circuitry; lower power
consumption; wider angle of view;
higher brightness and wider temperature
range.

Bedard said the company did not need
to build a factory for the fed display
because the product can be
manufactured alongside its dram and
sram lines.

At the moment, said Bedard, the
largest panel the company can make is
three by five inches "because that's the
largest size that will fit on the wafers we
currently produce". However that does
not rule out producing larger panels.
There are people who can supply l4in
diameter wafers," said Bedard, "or we
could get to larger panels by using
several wafers per panel. "

For the time being, Micron expects the
biggest market demand to be for one
inch square flat panels which it can
make on Its current semiconductor
production lines.

Recently Micron set up an R&D
subsidiary company called Micron
Display Technology Inc devoted to flat
panel technology. "We're still pursuing
different technology options," said
Bedard.

David Manners, Electronics Weekly
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HEAVY DUTY "ALCAD" NICKEL -CADMIUM 6 VOLT BATTERIES 6 VOLT 54 /{/Hrs. PLASTIC CASED IN WOODEN CRATES 16" X 9.5" HIGH X 5.5" WIDE
20 YEARS, 500 CRATES AVAILABLE. £20 PER CRATE

1N4004 SD4 lA 300V 100/£3
1N5401 3A 100V 10/£1
BA158 lA 400V fast recovery 100/£3
BY127 1200V 1.2A 10/£1
BY254 800V 3A
BY255 1300V 3A 5WU/£1

6A 100V SIMILAR MR751 4/E1
1A 600V BRIDGE RECTIFIER 4/£1
4A 100V BRIDGE 3/£1
6A 100V BRIDGE 2/£1
8A 200V BRIDGE 2/£1.35
10A 200V BRIDGE £1.50

10/£18
25A 400V BRIDGE £2.50 10/£22

SCRS
PULSE TRANSFORMERS 1:1+1 £1.25
2P4M EQUIV C106D 3/£1
TICV106D 80OrnuArrOG-SGS.01 100/£15

EXCE NDITION, EX HOME OFFICE. WEIGHT 15K

CO UTER ICS
2817 -20 (2Kx 8) EEPROM ex eqpt £2
AM 10 Modem chip ex. eqpt £5 new £10

A-2 used £1.25

27
27064-2

1 PROM5
usedAviped 100+ £1

19
IM 140OP-45 £2

1 MICRO £2
£5

D0751H USED
041257C-15 (256K x1 DRAM) £1 ea
NEW 4164-15 £1
USED 41256-15 £1
USED 4164-15 60p
BBC VIDEO ULA £10

£5
6522 PIA £3
AY3-1015D UART £2.50
9 x 41256-15 SIMM ,

x 4164 SIP MODULE NEW £8
HD 146818 CLOCK IC £2
2864 EPROM £3

27C1 80 lA) f-52°OnZs27a'Z'

FLOPPY DISC CON OLLER CHIPS 1771 £10
FLOPPY DISC CONT OLLER CHIPS 1772 £17.50
68000-8 PROCESSO NEW £6
HD6384-8 £5
ALL USED EPROMS ASED AND BLANK CHECKED
CAN BE PROGRAMM D IF DESIRED
716-45 USED £2100/£1
732-45 USED £2100/£1
764-30 USED £2100/£1.80
C256-30 USED £2

2 C512 USED £3.50
1 2 EPROM EX EQP £5
21 EX EQPT 50p 411 EX EQPT 70p

15 8k STATIC R £2
GR2 NON VOLATILE AM EQUIV 6118

£1.25

P9749H MICRO '

6845 CRT

ZBOA 0-0

USED £2 NEW £2.30
EPROM

TMS27 128-25 ONE HOT 27C128 £1 es 100/£70
P80387-1 CO-PROCE SOR £80
NMC9306E EEPROM 56 bits £1
71263/ DIGIT,LCD D IVER CHIP £2 ea
2816A-30 HOUS KED

£2 each QUANTITY AVAILABLE

REGULATORS
SANKEN STR451 USED IN AMSTRAD MONITORS
78H12ASC 12V 5A
78M05 5V 0.5A - "

£5
£5

7/£1
LM317H T05 CAN £1
LA4317T PLASTIC 70220 vari

7812 ME
ETAL £2.20

El

El
7805/12/15/24V plastic 25p 1 + 20p 1000+ 15p

5/12/15/24 plastic 25p 1 + 20p 1000+ 15p
C 7099 variable reg £/£1
LM338 £8
L387 5v 1/2A WITH RESET OUTPUT flea £50/100

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
1M000 1M8432 1M000 4M000 10401000 16M000 18M432000
20M500 56M6092 £1.50 each

CRYSTALS
IMO 1M8432 2M000 2M304 2M77 3M000 3M2768 3M400
3M579545 3M58564 3M93216 4M000 4M194304 4M194304
4M4336 4M9152 5M000 5M0688 6M000 6M400 8M000 8M448
9M8304 10M240 10M245 11M000 12M000 13&1000 13M270
14M000 14M31818 16M000 15M000 16M000 16M5888 17M000
20M000 21M300 21M855 22M1184 24M000 34M368 36M36875
36M5625 36M78125 36M79375 36M80625 36M81875
36M83125 36M84375 38M900 49M50 54M19166 57M7416
57M7583 69M54569M550 £1 each
60M000 NEW VALUE

TRANSISTORS
BC107 BCY70 PREFORMED LEADS
full spec £1 £4/100 £30/1000
BC557, BC546B, BC238C, BC308B £1/30 £3.50/100
2N3819 FETS short leads 4/£1

POWER TRANSISTORS
P POWER FET IRF9531 8A 60V
N POWER FET IRF531 8A 60V
2SC1520 sim BF259
TIP 141/2 £1 es TIP 112/125/4213 1

TIP35B/TIP35C £1.50
SE9301 100V 1DA DARL SIM TIP121
PLASTIC 3055 OR 2955 equiv 50p 1

2N3773 NPN 25A 160V £1.60 10/£14
2N3055H 4 for £2

TEXTOOL ZIF SOCKETS
28 WAY ZIF EX NEW EQUIPMENT £2.50
40 WAY NEW £5
SINGLE IN LINE 32 WAY CAN BE GANGED FOR USE WITH
ANY DUAL IN LINE DEVICES . . . COUPLING SUPPLIED

2/£1.50

3/£

1

CAPACITORS COMPUTER GRADE
2200pF 160V SIC SAFCO FELSIC C038 £4 (£1.20)
24.000µF 50V £3 (£1.30)
10,000µF 100V SPRAGUE/PHILIPS £6 (£2.00)

QUARTZ HALOGEN LAMPS
12V 50watt LAMP TYPE M312 £1 ea HOLDERS 60p ea
24V 150 WATTS LAMP TYPE A1/215 £2.50 each

NEW BITS
LCD Module 16x2 SIM. Hitachi LM016L 7126
31/2 -DIGIT LCD DRIVER CHIP

£6.50 ea.
£2 ea

KEYTRONICS
TEL. 0279-505543
FAX. 0279-757656

P 0 BOX 634
BISHOPS STORTFORD

HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2RX

CELLANEOUS
OS 555 T

L CMOS 31/2 DIGIT LCD DR
'SAFEBLOCKS' MADE BY RENDAR . MAINS 'RAT TRAP'
USED £4 ea
36 CORE 7/0.2mm OVERALL SCREENED £50/100m
LITHIUM CELL 1/2 AA SIZE 2 FOR £1
PASSIVE INFRA RED SENSOR CHIP + MIRROR + CIRCUIT
£2 each
EUROCARD 21 -SLOT BACK PLANE 96/96 -WAY £25 ea
"PROTONIC 24 VARIBUS" 16.7"x5" FIBREGLASS
MULTILAYER PRH PCB
EUROCARD 96 -WAY EXTENDER BOARD 290x 100mm

£10 ea
"PROTONIC 24" 44 2 SUPPORT ARMS/EJECTORS.
DIN 41612 96 -WAY A/B/C SOCKET PCB RIGHT ANGLE £1.30
DIN 41612 96 -WAY A/B/C SOCKET WIRE WRAP PINS £1.30
DIN 41612 64 -WAY A/C SOCKET WIRE WRAP PINS £1
DIN 41612 64 -WAY A/C PLUG PCB RIGHT ANGLE £1
DIN 41612 64 -WAY A/B SOCKET WIRE WRAP (2 -ROW BODY)

£1
BT PLUG +LEAD 3/El
PC PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE £5.90
13A MOULDED PLUG + 2m lead £1
MIN. TOGGLE SWITCH 1 POLE c/o PCB type 5/£
LCD MODULE sim. LM018 but needs 150 to 250V AC for display
40x 2 characters 182 x 35 xl3mm £10
TL431 2.5 to 36V TO92 ADJ. SHUNT REG 2/£1
6-32 UNC 5/16 POD PAN SCREWS f1/100

NUTS £1.25/100
PUSH SWITCH CHANGEOVER 2/£1
RS232 SERIAL CABLE D25 WAY MALE CONNECTORS

£5.90 es (£1.30)
25 FEET LONG, 15 PINS WIRED BRAI + FOIL SCREENS

I AC UST PRICE £30
STICK ON CABINET FEET RS NO 543-327 30/£1
LEMAG EARTH LEAKAGE TRIP 35A 35mA TRIP £9
FANS 240V 120MM £6 (£1.50)
(OTHER VOLTAGE SIZES USUALLY AVAILABLE)
AMERICAN 2/0 PIN CHASSIS SOCKET 2/E1
HUMIDITY SWITCH ADJUSTABLE £2
WIRE ENDED FUSES 0.25A 30/£1
NEW ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS 32kHz £1, / Pr
Also available 28 slot vari-bus backplane same size +
Price NEW
POWERFUL SMALL CYLINDRICAL MAGNETS 3/£1
BNC 500HM SCREENED CHASSIS SOCKET
SMALL MICROWAVE DIODES AE1 0C1026A
D.I. SWITCHES 10 -WAY £1 8 -WAY 80p 4/5/6 -WAY

VOLT 1WATT-ZENEFISatort2V675V-----, 1

N 1OLM 60V 1/2A 5 Ohm TO -92 mpjfat 4/£1 1''/£20
GLAMBEQNS--- 0/E1

RELAY -5V 2 -pole changeover looks like RS 355- arked
STC 47WBost £1 ea
MINIATURE CO -AX FREE PLUG RS 456-071 £/£1
MINIATURE CO -AX FREE SKT RS 456-273 2/E1.50
DIL REED RELAY 2 POLE n/o CONTACTS ££
PCB WITH 2N2646 UNIJUNCTION WITH 12V 4 -POLE RELAY

£1
400m 0.5W thick film resistors (yes four hundred megohms)

4/£1
STRAIN GAUGES 40 ohm Foil type polyester backed balco grid
alloy £1.50 ea 10+ El
ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT £0.90
Unear Hall e 7

£1 ea
AMP 6/£1

ZN414 AM RADIO CHIP 80p
COAX PLUGS nice ones 4/£1
COAX BACK TO BACK JOINERS 3/£1
4 x4 MEMBRANE KEYBOARD £1.50
INDUCTOR 20mH 1.5A 5/£1
1.25" PANEL FUSEHOLDERS 3/£1
CHROMED STEEL HINGES 14.5 xl" OPEN £1 each
12V 1.2W small w/e lamps fit most modem cars 10/£1
STEREO CASSETTE HEAD £2
MONO CASS. HEAD £1 ERASE HEAD 50p
THERMAL CUT OUTS 50 77 85 120°C £1 ea
THERMAL FUSES 220°C/121°C 240V 15A 5/£1
TRANSISTOR MOUNTING PADS TO -5/1-0-18 £3/1000
TO -3 TRANSISTOR COVERS 10/£1
PCB PINS FIT 0.1" VERO 200/£1
TO -220 micas + bushes 10/50p 100/0
TO -3 micas + bushes 15/£1
PTFE min screened cable lOrn/£1
Large heat shrink sleeving pack £2
IEC chassis plugs filter 10A £3
POTS SHORT PINDLES 2K5 10K 25K 1M 2M5 01
40k U/S TRANSDUCERS EX-EQPT NO DATA El/.
LM335Z 10M/degree C
LM234Z CON T. CURRENT I.0 £1
PAPST 18-24V FAN 120MM WORKS OK ON 12V £5
BNC TO 4MM BINDING POST SIM RS 455-961 £1
BUTTON CELLS SIM. AG10/A012 4/£1
MIN PCB POWER RELAY 12V COIL 6V CONTACTS 2 P C/O

e £1.25
VEL-LINDB TYPE OB

15+15V 10VA QTY. AVAILABLE
ANDOLIERED COMPONENTS ASSORTED ZENERS

LCD MODULE 16 CHAR. X 1 LINE (SIMILAR TO HITAC
LM10)
KYNAR WIRE WRAP WIRE £1/REEL
OPI1264A 10kV OPTO ISOLATOR £1.35 se 1004- £1 ea
'LOVE STORY' CLOCKWORK MUSICAL BOX MECHANISM
MADE BY SANKYO £1 ea

DIODES AND RECTIFIERS
Al 1 5M 3A 600V FAST RECOVERY DIODE 4/£1
1N5407 3A 1000V 8/£1
1N4148 100/£1.50

SEND £1 STAMPS FOR CURRENT IC +SEMI STOCK LIST - ALSO AVAILABLE ON
315" FLOPPY DISK

MAIL ORDER ONLY
MIN. CASH ORDER £5.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES/SCHOOLS/GOVT. DEPARTMENTS
MIN. ACCOUNT ORDER £10.00

P&P AS SHOWN IN BRACKETS (HEAVY ITEMS) OTHERWISE 95p

ADD 171/2% VAT TO TOTAL
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BOUGHT FOR CASH

25A 200 V BRIDGE £2

MEU21 PR00, JUNCTION

NEC TRIAC ACO8F 8A 600V T0220

TA 08-400 ISO TAB 400V 5mA GATE
D 30A

2/E1

TRIAC 1 A v. C3817 16k AVAILAB
5 FOR El 05/100

NECTORS
025 I KET FUJITS £2
34 -way car NECTOR (disk drive type) £1.25
CENTRONICS 36 WAY IDC PLUG £2.50
CENTRONICS 36 WAY IDC SKT £4.00
BBC TO CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD 1.5M £3
CENTRONICS 36 WAY PLUG SOLDER TYPE £4
USED CENTRONICS 36W PLUG+SKT £3

PHOTO DEVICES
HI BRIGHTNESS LEDS COX24 RED 5/£1
SLOTTED OPTO-SWITCH OPCOA OPB815 £1.30
2N5777
TILE 1 PHOTO TRANSISTOR

5 £10p

TIL38 INFRA RED LED 5/£1
4N25, OP12252 OPTO ISOLATOR 50p
PHOTO DIODE 50P 5/£2
MEL12 (PHOTO DARLINGTON BASE WO 50p
LED's RED 3 or 5mm 12/ci 100/£6
LED's GREEN OR YELLOW 10/£1 100/£6
FLASHING RED OR GREEN LED 5mm 50p 100/E40
HIGH SPEED MEDIUM AREA PHOTODIODE RS651-
995 £10 ea

STC NTC BEAD THERMISTORS
G22 220R, G13 1K, G23 2K, G24 20K, G54 50K, G25 200K,
RES 20°C DIRECTLY HEATED TYPE £1 ea
FS22BW NTC BEAD INSIDE END OF 1" GLASS PROBE RES
20°C 200R £1 so
A13 DIRECTLY HEATED BEAD THERMISTOR lk res. ideal for
audio Wien Bridge Oscillator £2 ea

CERMET MULTI TURN PRESETS 3/4"
lOR 20R 100R 200R 250R 500R 2K 2K2 2K5 5K 10K 47K 50K
100K 200K 500K 2M 50p ea

IC SOCKETS
14/16/18/20/24/28/40 -WAY DIL SKTS
8 -WAY DIL SKITS
32 -WAY TURNED PIN SKTS. 7k available

IMM SOCKET FOR 2 x 30 -way SIMMS El

LID STATE RELAYS
40A 250V AC SOLID STATE RELAYS £10

POLYESTERIPOLYCARB CAPS
100n, 220n 63V 5rn 20/£1 100/C3
1n/3n3/5n6/8n2/10n 1% 63V lO

mmmrad

10
3.500/0100/£

10

100/1:6

-
I.

£1 per TUBE
£2 per TUBE

3 for £1

£1)
00V rad 15mm 100/£10

10n/33nO7n 250V AC x rated 15mm 10/£1
11.1600V MIXED DIELECTRIC 50p es
1µ0100V rad 15mm, 1µ0 22mm rad 100/£6

RF BITS
XTAL FILTERS 21M4 55M0 £2 es
CONHE X 50ohm PCB RIGHT ANGLE PLUG
ITT/SEALECTRO 051 053 9029 22-0 4K AVAILABLE 2/£1
ALL TRIMMERS 3 for 50p
TRIMMERS larger type GREY 2-25pF YELLOW 5-85pF
VIOLET 5-105pF
SMALL 5pF 2 pin mounting 5mm centres

3 FOR 50p £10/100
TRANSISTORS 2N4427, 2N3866, 2N5109 80p

ea.
CERAMIC FILTERS 4M5/6M/9M/10M7 60p ea
FEED THRU' CERAMIC CAPS 1000pF 10/£1
SL610
74N16 MOTOROLA CELLULAR CAR PHONE 0/P

£5

MODULE
6 VOLT TELEDYNE RELAYS 2 POLE CHANGEOVER
(BFY51 TRANSISTOR CAN SIZE)
2N2222 METAL
P2N2222A PLASTIC
2N2369A

E5 ea
E2

541
10/£1
5/£1

PLESSEY ICS EX -STOCK
SL350G SL360G SL362C SL403D SL423A
SL521B SL523C SL541B SL630C SL85OC SL1021A
SP8655 SP8719DG

MONOLITHIC CERAMIC CAPACITORS
10n 50V 2.5mm 100/E4.50
1COn 50V 2.5mm or 5mm 100/£6
100n ax short leads 100/£3
100n ax long leads 100/£5

1µF
100n 50v 0V dil package 0.3" rad 100/£8

5 5mm Estioo

VISA
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REGULARS
RESEARCH NOTES

Jupiter's aurora is cloud
of uncertainty

cientists are still undecided about the
nature of Jupiter's aurora. This is despite

the wealth of information obtained
following the imaging by the Hubble space
telescope of the aurora surrounding its North
Pole.

The exposure, made with the faint object
camera aboard the telescope earlier this
year, must surely make the efforts of the
royal press corps pale into insignificance: it
was taken at a distance of 673 million km
from the Earth.

Measurements of Jupiter's aurora have
been made by various passing spacecraft,
but this is the first time that atmospheric
phenomena, other than the massive Great
Red Spot, have been observed and monitored
regularly from the vicinity of Earth.

The image was recorded in the far ultra-
violet part of the spectrum to isolate the
aurora which radiates at the Lyman -alpha
line of atomic hydrogen -a technique that
considerably enhances the visibility of the
aurora against the optically bright
background of the planet's surface.

The relative faintness of the aurora
combined with the loss of sharpness due to
the spherical aberration of the telescope
mirror made it necessary to group pixels
together (28 x 14 pixels) to improve the
image quality. The emission zone appears as
a patchy, non -homogeneous region,
extending around the magnetic pole.

Although bright in the UV part of the
spectrum, Jovian aurorae are not visible
optically because there none of the ionised

Is there anyone there?
A bout now, Nasa is due to start up its

r1"Project Columbus", a search for extra-
terrestrial intelligence expected to last ten
years. It will involve two separate
approaches: a high -sensitivity targeted
search for signals from 800 solar -type stars
- presumed likely sources of signals - and a
less detailed all -sky survey conducted at
lower sensitivity.

The possibility that intelligent life might
exist somewhere (else) in the Universe has
long fascinated scientists, philosophers,
poets and theologians, but so far there has
been no unequivocal evidence for its
existence. Unless, that is, you believe in
flying saucers.

But most serious ET watchers are
convinced that Alpha Centaureans, if there
are any, will adopt a more energy -efficient
approach and try to communicate using
radio. "Credit the aliens with some
intelligence" says Professor David Blair, a

radioastronomer from the University of
Western Australia.

Radio searches of the sky have been going
on in fits and starts ever since the 1960s
when Frank Drake conducted the first
formal search -for -extra -intelligence
experiment at Greenbank in West Virginia.
Then in 1970 Nasa started studies to
establish the parameters that are now being
used with Project Columbus.

The plan now is to scan more than ten
million different radio frequencies in the
range I-3GHz. Specialised computer
techniques will be used to distinguish
between natural signals and those of
artificial origin. Obvious points of
distinction will be the source of whatever is
received. Any signals of terrestrial origin or
which are not fixed in space will be ignored.
The receivers used in this project will
include the Arecibo telescope in Puerto Rico
and the Goldstone dish of Nasa's deep space

gases that colour up the earthly aurorae are
present - but the mechanism is similar. It is
thought that charged particles move along
the planet's very strong magnetic field lines
and interact with the hydrogen atmosphere,
producing the UV radiation.

The precise origin of the charged particles
is still the subject of considerable debate,
some scientists believing that they originate
from the solar wind outside the Jovian
magnetosphere. Others think that they result
from particle diffusion along the field lines
crossing the plasma torus surrounding
Jupiter near the orbit of the moon lo. The
latest observations seem to favour the first
explanation.

"EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIbENCEr
5C11105 MORE LIKE AN ADEN VERSION OF ELDORADO( "

network in California.
Nasa scientist John Rummel says the team

is convinced it can do good science and that
the equipment will be able to give a
definitive yes/no answer on whether there is
any signal of interest within the bands and
sky areas being covered. The biggest
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Within budget.
Without compromise.

a HEWLETT
I t io A

Gap PA 7.KAREI

The value of this 100 MHz
digital scope is easy to see.

Take a close look at the
HP 54600 oscilloscope, and you
can't help but notice certain
things.

It looks and feels like an
analogue scope, with dedicated
knobs and a display that
responds instantly to your
control changes. Yet it has all
the digital power that analogue
can't give you - high accuracy,
automatic measurements,
hard copy output and
programmability. And superior
viewing of virtually any
waveform, even at low rep rates
and slow sweep speeds.

But what really stands out is
that the HP 54600 gives you this
performance for just £1860
(4 -channel) and £2160
(2 -channel version)!, And that's
a value worth looking into.

For more information, or same -
day shipment, call HP DIRECT,
0344 362867. And we'll send
you a data sheet.

HP 54600 Digital Oscilloscope

No. of channels 2 or 4

Bandwidth 100 MHz

Timebase accuracy ±0.01%

Vertical accuracy ±1.5%

There is a better way.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

'As at 1 September 19J2
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RESEARCH NOTES

problem, he says. is the question mark over
funding because of what Nasa describes as
the "snigger factor". It is difficult, says
Rummel, for Congress to figure that anyone
out there might be intelligent...

Meanwhile, down under, Professor Blair
and his Australian group have been adopting
a different strategy. Instead of using what
they describe as Nasa's "sledgehammer
approach", Blair and his colleagues are
using the 64m Parkes dish in New South
Wales to search a different band of
frequencies, 3-10GHz, in a more selective
way. They too have been looking at Sun -like
stars in our own galaxy, but only on a
number of special frequencies, plus or minus
expected Doppler shifts.

Blair, in line with his hypothesis that any
aliens out there are probably fairly
intelligent, concludes that they would select
what he describes as an "interstellar
communication channel", or ICC. These

ICCs are mathematical combinations of
natural frequencies and universal constants.
The most likely sign of intelligence, thinks
Blair, would be to transmit on a frequency
of pi multiplied by the natural hydrogen
spectral line on 1.42 GHz. Finding someone
transmitting on this frequency (4.462336275
GHz) would be what Blair calls a "signature
of civilisation". He proposes to check out
ten to twenty of these special frequencies.

Although it may be that none of the
currently -proposed search experiments
yields positive results, that thought doesn't
really trouble the investigators. What the
studies will do is test a number of hypotheses
about life in space, the most basic of which
is the assumption that life will evolve
anywhere where conditions are suitable. If
no contact is established over prolonged and
detailed searches, this assumption - or at
least some of the statistics on which it is
based - may need radical revision.

Supercomputer
key to can
cure?
Using a Cray Y -MP machine at the North
Carolina Supercomputing Center, Scott
Clegg of the Duke University Medical
Center is building what he believes is the
most complete model yet of how microwave
energy heats up the incredibly complex
structure a cancer tumour and its
surrounding tissue. It's all part of an attempt
to exploit the fact that tumours tend to be
more susceptible than normal body tissues to
the destructive effects of overheating or
hyperthermia.

At present, hyperthermia using microwave
energy is seen as a promising form of cancer
treatment, but at the present stage of

Running rings around superconductors
L.

as Alamos National Laboratory
researchers report that a new

engineering design for high -temperature
superconducting wire results in a stronger,
simpler wire that conducts electricity more
reliably than other designs under
investigation.

High -temperature superconductors carry
electric current without any resistance, or
loss of energy, when cooled with liquid
nitrogen to 77K. Since their discovery in
the late 1980s, researchers have sought
ways of producing wires or tapes from this
brittle ceramic material, for use in energy
transmission and storage.

Dean Peterson of Los Alamos'
Superconductivity Technology Centre and
his colleagues have invented a "tube -
within -a -tube" design that sandwiches a
bismuth -based superconducting compound
between concentric silver tubes. After
depositing a layer of superconducting onto
a silver tube's outer surface, another tube
of slightly greater diameter is slid over the
bismuth layer. The three -layered structure
is then drawn and heated causing the
powder and the silver to bond into a single
tubular structure.

The "tube -within -a -tube" design is a
sharp departure from previous experiments
to produce lengths of superconducting
wire using the so-called "powder -in -a -
tube" method. In this approach,
researchers pack a silver tube with
superconducting powder, then draw it
down and heat it until the material bonds
into a single thread.

The new tubular structure is stronger
mechanically, capable of conducting
electricity even if the ceramic
superconductor partially cracks, and
potentially able to carry a heavier current.

The design also retains a hollow core
which allows liquid nitrogen to be run
down the middle to cool it. The
researchers preserve the hollow core by
filling the inside silver tube with lead and
melting it off at the end of the fabrication
process.

The team plans to enhance the current -
carrying capacity of the new design by
adding more layers of ceramic and more
silver tubes. By increasing the wire's
diameter one layer at a time - in the same
way as growing trees add tree rings - the
total surface area of superconducting
material is increased, allowing the wire to
carry more current. High -temperature
superconducting materials have additional
applications in medicine and
transportation. Magnetic resonance

Superconducting
ceramic

Inner silver
tube

imaging, a diagnostic tool, and the
magnetic levitation used by high-speed
trains, currently use superconducting
materials cooled to near absolute zero by
liquid helium. Since liquid nitrogen is
cheaper and more abundant than liquid
helium, the "tube -within -a -tube" concept
could make high -temperature
superconducting materials a practical and
more economic alternative for both of
these applications, Peterson says.

The Los Alamos researchers have filed
for a patent on the design and plan to offer
the invention for commercial development
with an industry partner.

Los Alamos researchers have found that
sandwiching a bismuth -based superconductor
between two silver tubes produces a stronger

Outer silver
tube
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AUDIO-RF-VIDEO

QUALITY
EQUIPMENT
THAT PASSES
THE VALUE TEST

FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATORS

When you're coking for
the best value in v deo and
aLdio testing equipment, listen
to what Kenwocd has
to offer

As well as a compre-
hensive range of CD and
R-DAT test instruments,
digital monitoring, encoders,
jitter meters and converters.
there are distortion meters,
wow and flutter meters,

mllivoll meters, aLdio oscillators and
frequer cy counter,.

PATTERN
GENERATORS

For further infornation,
please contact:
Trio-Kenwood LK Ltd,
Kenwood House,
Dwight Road.
Watford WD1 8EB
Tel 0923 816444
Fax: 0923 819131

KENWOOD
TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

CIRCLE NO. 108 ON REPLY CARD

AUDIO
GENERATORS

Accurate tenting of video
equipment is more affordable with
the Kenwood rage of pattern
generators, analizers, vectorscopes

an waveform
mcnitors.

The range of
sicnal generators cover
frequencies up to 260
MHz and offer GP-IB
as standard. Prices start at
E1 515 and there is a range
of )ptional accessories
available for each product.

VIDEO ANALYZERS

Complete your
tools with Antex
Soldering Irons

the art of accurate soldering 1,,
to maintain the bit temperature
at the optimum level.

Antex fixed setting, thermally
balanced, high efficiency irons
maintain constant tip
temperature and offer a wide
range of soldering bits to suit
your particular application.

For the more sophisticated
applications, control at lower
temperatures is essential.
In these cases an adjustable
temperature soldering iron is
required. Also available are
soldering stations with the
option of digital
temperature read out

Antex products are
designed for precision
soldering to meet the
demands of precision
electronics.
Ask for Aptex by

name at leading
Electronics distributors.

ANTEX Antex Electronics

2 Westbridge Ind. Est.,

Tavistock, Devon PL19 8DE

Telephone: (0822) 613565

Fax: (0822) 617598

HALCYON
ELECTRONICS

Test equipment, video monitors, amateur
power supplies, communications, disk
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors,
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators,

radio gear, printers,
drives, multimeters,

component
computers.

WANDEUGOLTERMANN SPM-2 LEVEL METER £169 'ANTIQUE TEST EOUIPT, VARIOUS. POA

WANDEL/GOLTERMAN SPM-3 LEVEL METER £189 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS, VARIOUS POA

WANDEL/GOLTERMAN PS -3 SIGNAL GEN £169 200W U.V. SOURCE WITH TIMER. £85

ADRET 470A AM/FM SIG GEN .1-1120MhZ £1995 1920'S WIRELESS, REED 2. HORN SPKRS POA

FARNELL FG1 FUNC GEN .2-2.2MHZ £129 McMURDO SILVER CORD, 1 ONLY £49

MARCONI TF2304 AM/FM MOD METER PRTBLE £195 PERISCOPES MILITARY No. 43 Mk.3 £19

RACAL 9059 F/CTR 560MHZ MAINS/BATT £145 LCR MARCONI TF1313A 0.1% £95

19' RACK, 20U, 31' DEEP £125 LCR MARCONI TF2701 IN SITU £125

GOULD 0S33008 50MHz 2 TRACE DEL 78 £269 LCR MARCONI TF868B £69

TEK 453 50MHz DUAL TRACE DEL T/B £249 LCR COMPONENT COMPARATOR AVO CZ457/S £75

TEK 465 100MHz DUAL TRACE DEL T/B £450 WAYNE KERR B221 6321 BRIDGES Ea £39

SCOPEX 4D25 25MHZ DUAL TRACE £169 HP1901A -05A -08A -17A 25MHZ PULSE GEN £125

BECKMAN 9020 20MHZ DUAL TRACE C249 EKCO MARINER U834 L. M 8 7S B'CAST REC'R £75

DATA PRECISION 6000 WITH 611 PLUG-IN AND SCR578N GIBSON GIRL EMERGENCY XMRTER £75

681 DISK DRIVE UNIT £3995 AMFNENNER 625/2 SIG GEN IHZ-1MHZ SIN/SO £89

GOULD OS3000A 40MHZ 2 TRACE, DEL 17B C249 LEVELL TG152 3HZ-300KHZ OSC SIN/SQ £85

HAMEG 203-5 20MHZ, 2 TRACE. COMP FESTER C249 LEVELL TM6B MICRO V -METER 450MHZ £95

MUCH VC 6015 10MHZ DIGITAL STORAGE £395 LEVELL TM3B MICRO V -METER 3MHZ C85

H.P. 1340A X -Y DISPLAYS C99 TU8B/TU9B TUNER UNITS BRAND NEW £29/t39

LEADER LBO -9C ALIGNMENT SCOPE £195 OERTLING V20 SINGLE PAN BALANCES 200GM £95

TEK 5L4N 100KHZ SPECT ANAL WITH 5110 M/F. SAGE 2 -WAY CO -AX SWITCH SAN 2120 N CONNS £95

Z./ 5A18N. 5E1109 TIME BASE £750 UDI 2026 SONAR SCANNER, SURFACE UNIT £895

TELEQUIPMENT D75, 50MHZ 2 TRACE DEL T13 £225 B8K 1013 BFO 8 2305 LEVEL RECORDER £195

TEKTRONIX 7403N, DF1, 7D01 LOGIC ANAL £495 UPA CAVIDERM CDC P.T.H. TESTER £750

TEK 5458, 585, 535A, 541A etc From £49 MARCONI MARINE KESTREL 3 POA

TEK 545/585 SERIES PLUG -INS From £10 ANALYTICAL BALANCES WITH WEIGHTS £69

HP 3490A DMM AC/DCN OHMS 6 -DIGIT £125 DECADE Ft/CN BOXES FROM £15

XFORMERS SEC 30-0-30V 20A, UNIV PRIS C -Core £20 KAYE DEE, PNEUMO UV EXP UNIT 390x260mm £175

WHOUSE 1/4HP REV'BLE MOTORS 220V 1KRPM £25 VACUUM PUMPS TYP 100 MBAR (2BLAIIN) C95

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 'MANSE'S 150VA-2KV POA CALIBRATION STANDARDS CN/L/F1 POA

MARCONI TF2331 DISTN FACTOR METER £175 COSSOR CRM533A VHF NAV/COM RF SIG GEN 1
C750

BBC -B 8 MASTER COMPUTERS From £99 COSSOR CRM511 ILSNOR AUDIO SIG GEN

MARCONI TF2300 FM/AM MODULATION METER £195 TOPAZ 91007-11 75KVA 120/240-120/240 ISOL 1249

TEKTRONIX 834 PROG DATACOMMS TESTER £395 KINGSHILL NS1540 15V 40A PSU CASED £295

VARIABLE OUTPUT PSU's HV 8 LV From £29 HP 626A, am SIG GENS, LAST FEW C35 ea

TEKTRONIX 520 521A PAL V/SCOPES From f475 SIGNAL GENERATORS AF TO 21GHz From £15

UST AVAILABLE, BUT 1000's OF UNLISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS ALL PRICES EXC. OF P&P AND VAT

QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED

423, KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHASE, LONDON SW20 8JR
SHOP HOURS 9-5.30 MON-SAT. TEL 081-542 6383.
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RESEARCH NOTES

development it's as much an art as a science.
Doctors have to rely on skill and judgement
to select the right amount of energy and the
right direction in which to beam it. Their
precarious task is to raise the tumour's
temperature enough to kill the diseased
tissue without at the same time damaging
normal tissue just a few millimetres away.
It's a task which is complicated by the huge
variability in size, shape, density and
composition of tumours. Nor is it helped by
the fact that tumours have highly variable
water content, highly variable blood flow,
and hence highly variable thermal
properties.

Clegg and his colleagues have set about
constructing computer models to predict

Computer models constructed by Scott T
Clegg, assistant professor of radiation
oncology and biomedical engineering, and
his colleagues at Duke University will predict
how microwave energy is deposited in
tumours and surrounding tissues.

how microwave energy is deposited in
tumours and surrounding tissues. From
"power deposition" calculations it's possible
to work out how effectively microwave
energy is distributed throughout a tumour
and how this is offset by the tumour's ability
to conduct heat away. Further calculations
can then yield a "temperature map" of the
entire tumour and surrounding tissues.

Clegg's model is based on finite element

Battery that fits inside a blood cell
Chemists at the University of California,

Irvine, have constructed a battery mea-
suring only 70 nanometres along its largest
dimension, one -hundredth the diameter of a
red blood cell. It contains fewer than
500,000 atoms.

Reporting in the Journal of Physical
Chemistry, Reginald Penner, assistant pro-
fessor of chemistry, and his co -researchers
describe a "nanometre-scale galvanic cell"
consisting of tiny pillars of copper and sil-
ver deposited on a graphite surface using a
scanning tunnelling microscope (STM).

When the surface containing the tiny
metal structures is immersed in a dilute
copper sulphate solution, atoms from the
copper pillar spontaneously dissolve and
copper ions plate onto the surface of the sil-
ver pillar, generating 20mV for 45 minutes.
By comparison, a typical biological cell in
the human body requires about 60mV to
drive its metabolic processes.

Penner says the key to creating the bat-
tery using the STM was the ability to
deposit atoms directly onto a desired site.
Previous attempts had been foiled by metal
atoms migrating to defects elsewhere on
the surface. By adjusting the voltage of the
STM, Penner essentially created his own

defect, a tiny pit at the desired site, where
atoms of metal accumulated and formed a
pillar.

Other than its incredibly small size, the
most remarkable property of the battery is
that it works at all. A normal copper/silver
battery operates in a solution of silver ions,
not copper, and silver ions from the solu-
tion deposit onto the silver terminal at the
expense of copper atoms dissolving from
the copper terminal.

The force driving the nanometre battery
appears to be an esoteric electrochemical
phenomenon known as underpotential
deposition (UPD). Electrons in the two
metals have a slightly different work func-
tion. This difference drives copper ions to
deposit on the silver terminal until the sil-
ver is coated with a layer of copper only
two atoms thick, a process that takes 45
minutes. Once the silver terminal is coated
with about 80,000 atoms of copper, the bat-
tery stops working.

To test the theory that UPD was driving
the nanobattery, the scientists created a
macroscopic version using copper and sil-
ver wires in a beaker of copper plating
solution. Indeed, sensitive spectrometric
measurements revealed that a two -atom

analysis in which the computer divides the
tumour and its surroundings into a three-
dimensional grid. Details for constructing
this grid would be obtained from a patient
by means of magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) or computerised tomography (CT)
scans.

So far the system has only been tested on
dogs whose tumours are being treated with
hyperthermia. These animals have very thin
thermocouples inserted into their cancers to
check out the predicted temperature rise.
What the North Carolina group have found
is that the temperatures actually measured
during microwave treatment are very close -
within one degree Celsius - to the
predictions of the computer model.

Eventually Clegg hopes that doctors will
be able to use an advanced version of the
model to plan treatment strategies for human
patients. That will require better knowledge
of the properties of human tumours, as well
as the development of more powerful
algorithms.

Meanwhile researchers at various other
US universities are doing thermal modelling
using ultrasound and different frequencies of
electromagnetic energy as the power source.
It's extremely complex work and the amount
of computer power need to model
heterogeneous tissue in three dimensions is
massive. But, given the current advances in
computer power, Clegg expects
computerised hyperthermia to become a
routine clinical practice in the not -too -
distant future.

thick layer of copper formed on the silver
wire before UPD stopped.

Although the battery's life is limited,
Penner says the device could conceivably
be recharged by applying a positive voltage
to the graphite surface and driving the cop-
per coating off the silver terminal.

As a power source, the battery currently
lacks any immediate application but in
principle the constructional methods could
be adapted to produce other types of nano -
electronics, such as diodes and transistors
made of a few hundred thousand atoms.

Penner envisages the first important
applications to be in studies of corrosion,
itself an electrochemical reaction. For
example, a piece of rusting iron can be
thought of as a very low -power
oxygen/iron battery.
, Very little is understood about corrosion
at the atomic level and this technique
makes it possible to look directly at what
occurs during corrosion and to measure its
rate and changes in the surface structure, all
in real time.

Research Notes is written by john Wilson of the
BBC World Service
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SPECTRUM ANALYSERS RALFE  ELECTRONICS HEWLETT PACKARD

Oft

,111111.11.0
ADVANTEST R413IB portable 10kHz-2.5GHz analyser
B&K 2031 narrow band audio analyser
POLARAD 632A-1 100kHz-2GHz. Digital storage
HP3562A systems analyser 6401z-100kHz
HP35660A dynamic analyser 244pHz-100kHz
HP3580A 5Hz-50kHz opt 01. Digital readout model
HP3582A dual -channel 25kHz analyser
HP855813/181A (storage) 1500MHz analyser
MARCONI TF2370 110MHz analyser
ANRITSU MS62B 10kHz-1700MHz
ANRITSU MS62B as above with tracking generator
MARCONI 2380/2382 400MHz system

£4000
E2000
E2000
£1500
£3500

36 E.ASTCOTE LANE, S HARROW MIDDLESEX HA2 EDB
TEL: 081-422 3593. FAX: 081-423 4009

£2000
£4000
£1500
£2000
£2000
£3500
£4500

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
2018 synthesized signal generator 10kHz-520MHz
2091C/2092C white noise receiver/transmitter, pair
2356/2357 level oscillator/level meter
2380/82 400MHz spectrum analyser
TK2374/1 75 ohms zero -loss probe
2440 20GHz frequency counter
2501 RF power meter 0.3W DC-IGHz
2503 RF power meter to 100W DC-1GHz
2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser
2831 multiplex tester
2833 digital in -line monitor
2970 data communications tester
2955 test set MORE WANTED FOR WAITING CUSTOMERS
2956 NMI cellular adaptor, latest issue software
6059A signal source 12-18GHz
6140 GPIB adapter
6593A VSWR indicator
67008 sweep oscillator 8-12.4 GHz 12.4-18 GHz
6960/6910 digital RF power meter 10MHz-20GHz GPIB
6912 power sensor 30kHz-4.2GHz for above series
0A28054 PCM regenerator test set
TF2015/2171 signal generator AM/FM 10-520MHz
TF2162 audio frequency attenuator
TF2304 automatic modulation meter
TF2370 110MHz spectrum analyser
TF2908 blanking A sync mixer
112910/4 non-linear distortion (video) analyser
TF2914A TV insertion signal analyser
TF2910 TV interval timer

£950
£500
£500

£5000
E275

£1500
E100
E200

E1000
£1500
£250
E500

E1250
E750

£200
£250

E1000
E1000
E150

£750
£400
£100
£350

£2000
E50

£1000
£1250

E500

URGENTLY REQUIRED -
'HIGH -END' Test Equipment by brand
names. TOP prices paid for HP, TEK,

MARCONI etc.
PLEASE CALL.

EST.
35

YEARS

TEST EQUIPMENT

ADRET 71006 AM/FM signal generators 10kHz-1.3G1-1z
ANRITSU MW98A/MH925A optical TDR
AVOCB154/5 electrolytic & rant' cap' bridge
BRUEL & KJAER 4230 sound level calibrator
BRUEL & KJAER 2307 level recorder
BRUEL & KJAER 2317 portable level recorder
BRUEL & KJAER 2031 spectrum analyser
DATRON 107( digital voltmeter (R & IEEE options)
FEEDBACK VP0602 (RS 616-532) variable phase osc
KEITHLEY 192 GPIB digital multimeter
LING DYNAMCS LA500 (500W vibrator amplifier)
MAURY MICROWAVE 8650E TNC-calibration kt
PHILIPS PM9355 current probe
PHILIPS PM5534 standard pattern generator NTSC
PHILIPS PM5545 colour encoder PAL
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF modulators £250. PM5598 UHF
PHILIPS PM5580 I.F. modulator
PHILIPS PM6652 1.5GHz timer/counter GPIB
PHILIPS PM8202 recorder with 9874/01 temp' unit
RACAL -DANA 9008A automatic modulation meter
RACA-DANA '992 frequency counter 1.3GHz
RACA-DANA 9302 RF milli -voltmeter
RACA-DANA 9512 counter/timer 512MHz
RACAL 9105 RF micro -wattmeter 0.020W- 20mW
RACAL 9300 RMS voltmeter -80db to + 50
RACAL Store 44 -channel tape recorder
RACAL 9341 LCR databridge component tester
SCHAFFNER NSG430 static discharge simulator
SCHLUMBERGER 4010A mobile radio test set
TEKTRONIX TM503/SG503/TG506/TM501/ PG506
calibrator
TEKTRONIX .116 digital photometer
TEKTRONIX 1485R hill spec' TV waveform monitor
TEKTRONIX 1503/03/04 TDR cable tester
TEKTRONIX 1503C/03/04 TDR cable tester
TEKTRONIX 2236 100MHz oscilloscope
TEKTRONIX 465 100MHz dual -trace oscilloscope
TEKTRONIX 465B as above
TEKTRONIX 475A 250MHz dual -trace oscilloscope
TEKTRONIX 7623A 100MHz storage main- frame
TEKTRONIX 7A13, 7853A, 7A18, 7885, 71387, 7CT1N
TEKTRONIX AFG5110 arbitrary function generator
TELONIC 1205A 1-1500MHz sweep generator
THURLBY PL320T-GP 0-30V 2A twice psu. GPIB
W&G PS20/PM40 digital level generator/ meter
WAYNE KERR 6905 automatic precision bridge
WAYNE KERR RA200/ADS1 frequency response analyser

£2000
£1500

£350
£200

£1000
f1850
£2000
£1250
£200
£500
£275

£1750
£350

£2500
£500
£500

£1500
£850
£250
£400
£550
£450
£275
£250
£325

£1000
£350

£1000
£1250

£2250
£275

£1500
F1750
£3550
£1000
£400
£450
£600
£750
(call

£1750
£1250

£350
£750

£1150
£850

HQ " 
.6.

9Th NEM iv 711

1160213 transistor fixture for S -parameter test £250
11710 frequency down -converter for 8640B £500

1746A 100MHz oscilloscope £500

333A distortion meter £400

339A distortion meter £1650
3406A sampling voltmeter £250
3582A audio frequency specturm analyser £3500

400 FL mV -Meter 1000-300V fs. 20Hz-4MHz £325

415E swr meter £350

4192A LF impedance analyser £6500

4276/001 LCZ meter £1750

432A/478A RF power meter £400

5005B signature multi -meter, programmable £500
5328A frequency counter £150

5334A frequency counter 100MHz HPIB £1000
5342A microwave frequency counter to 18GHz £1500
6825A bipolar power supply/amp -20 to +20vdc 0- 1A £350
70466/1/2/7 X -Y recorder 2 pen, analogue, high speed £850

70300A tracking generator plug-in unit £2000

70907A external mixer 1750

703513 X -Y single pen chart recorder (analogue) £400
8405A vector voltmeter. voltage & phase to 1000 MHz £1250

8496A comb generator £1000
8585A network analyser system including 8503A S- parameter test
setand 8501A
storage normaliser £5000
851AB/141T/8552B spectrum analyser system to 1250MHz £1750
85b8B/181A 1500MHz spectrum analyser system £1500

8600A digital marker generator for 8601A £250
£500

£1250
£2000

£400
£250

£1250
£1500
£2500
£5000
£6500
£6500
£2500
£4000
£2750

8601A 110MHz sweep generator
8654A signal generator 800MHz - 2.4GHz
8620C/136222A 10MHz-2.4GHz sweep generator
8755A/182C swept amplitude analyser (no detectors)
89(1013 peak power meter
8640B singal generator option 001/003
86ii6A AM/FM synthesized signal generator 0.1- 990MHz
8671A synthesized signal generator 2-6.2GHz
86436 22-6.5GHz signal generator
86430 2.3-13GHz signal generator
86340 5.4-18GHz signal generator
8931A modulation analyser
89318 modulation analyser options 01/02/04
89(138 audio analyser options 001/010/051
8934A transceiver interface £500

PEASE NOTE ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS NOW OPERATION -VERIFICATION TESTED

BIFORE DESPATCH BY INDEPENDENT B55150 -REGISTERED LABORATORY. we
wow be pleased to handle lentitIcates of Callbrabor or NAMAS Cerbfiratior b,
saille laboratory at cost pee Alt bents coarsen PA our 90 day parts ano labor

purarantee and day light to kerne warrant. URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR

TEST EQUIPMENT. Top pnces paid
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MQP ELECTRONICS SYSTEM 200
UNIVERSAL DEVICE PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

 Fast and reliable programming
 Low cost
 Expandable system - buy only

what you need
 Virtually all programmable

devices covered
 Easy to upgrade
 Manufacturer approved

algorithms
 Efficient and attractive

software interface
 Special batch mode for production
 Not a plug-in card

System 200 is one of the most versatile programming systems
available. At the heart of the system is the award -winning Model 200A
programmer. Designed to quickly connect to the serial or parallel port
of any PC compatible, the Model 200A is controlled by PROMDRIVER,
widely acclaimed as the best driver software available for any
programmer.

 EPROM5, EEPROMs and FLASH memories up to BMbit
and beyond

 Microcontrollers from most manufacturers including
- 8748 Family
- 8751 Family (including 87C751/2 and 87C552)
- Z8 Family
- PIC16C5X Family

 Emulators
 8 -pin Serial EEPROM5
 PALs, GALs, EPLDs etc
 Bipolar PROMs

Write or phone today for Free Information Pack:
Phone: (0666 825146 Fax: (0666) 825141

MQP ELECTRONICS LTD,
PARK ROAD CENTRE,

MALMESBURY,
WILTSHIRE SN16 OBX UK

European Distributors: Digitron, Norway Tel 071-17 890;
Synatron, Germany Tel 089/4602071; Elexind, Italy Tel 02 92 10 35 54

m

ALL -MODE WIDE -BAND
IC -R7100 RECEIVER

THE IC -R7100 FEATURES:
 25 to 2000 MHz continuous

coverage allowing you to receive
VHF, UHF, amateur, marine. CB,
utility bands, FM and TV
broadcasts

 All -mode capability.
 900 memory channels in 9 banks.
 20 Scan edge memory channels.
 Dual scan with over 40

combinations.
 High sensitivity and -eliable

frequency stability
 0.1, 1, 5. 10, 12.5, 20, 25. 100 kHz

and 1 MHz tuning steps available.
 Built-in 24 -hour system clock with

5 ON/OFF timers.
 Effective 20dB attenuator for

0 strong signals.

IC

 Automatic recording so important
programmes can be caught
when away from receiver.

 Dial lock funct on.
 Noise blanker circuit for

eliminating pulse noise.
 Noise squelch and S -meter

squelch
 CI -V system for computer control

through an optional CT -17.
 Frequency announcement in

English with an optional UT -36.
 Large function display with

selectable LCD backlighting
brightness.

 Easy -to -read S -meter plus FM
centre indicators.

 AC and DC power operation

Post to: Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept WW
Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD
Tel:0227 741741 (24hr). Fax: 0227 360155

r
Name/address/postcodle

Call sign -

1

Tel: Dept: WW
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COMPONENTS

Opening
the gates
to DIY LSI

Anyone undertaking serious electronic systems design must possess a
working knowledge of programmable logic, just as they needed to know
about TTL two decades ago. This series of three articles by Dave Nicklin and
Nick Sawyer will cover its use and applications in electronic systems with
emphasis on high density devices such as the FPGA and the complex EPLD
families.

programmable devices have become the
fastest growing segment of the entire
semiconductor industry. It is now rare
to find a designer who does not use

programmable logic in one form or another. It
is interesting to note that the ubiquitous micro-
processor is just another form of pro-
grammable gate, but that is another story...

By the middle of the I 970s, TTL logic in its
various forms (standard, Schottky, low -power
Schottky, etc.) had become the de facto way to
design electronic systems. A large range of
MSI devices had been developed to try and
meet the changing markets, and virtually all
electronics systems were designed using them.
However, discrete logic design using TTL had
a number of shortcomings. Engineers didn't
like the amount of work needed to modify

'Xilinx UK

1: introducing programmable logic

designs: even a simple circuit change could
mean another printed circuit hoard design or at
the very least a number of cut -and -straps. It
thus became a common practice to design
with possible future modifications in mind.
Circuit boards were designed to accommodate
extra devices, and extra gates were deliber-
ately left free for use if needed. Management
accepted the need for this practice, but didn't
like these hidden costs, nor the longer design
cycle time. Buyers, trying to control their
stock levels, didn't like the increasing range of
devices specified by the design departments.

Proms
At this stage proms were being used mainly in
the computer industry to store micro -programs
and look -up tables, though some creative
designers had already started using proms in
their general logic design. Although they were
highly inefficient in terms of silicon usage,

proms gave the designer the ability to write on
silicon for the first time. In a matter of minutes
people were able to program the prom to per-
form a Boolean transfer function. As an exam-
ple a 16x8 device, which was common at the
time, could be programmed to generate up to
eight outputs, each of which was a function
(any logic function) of the four inputs. It now
became much easier to modify a design to cor-
rect or change that function. Proms were par-
ticularly useful for state -machine encoding.
They allowed the designer to program the
state tables directly without the need to per-
form the device count minimisation phase,
something designers using TTL still needed to do.

There were, however, two main weaknesses:
the devices were expensive and the fixed AND

structure was too inflexible for efficient use of
the silicon. The solution developed came in
two flavours: the PLA (programmable logic
array) and the pal (programmable array logic).
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PLA
4 la -4 00-16 Products

AND' ARRAY
(FIXED)

-OR-ARRAY
(PROGRAMMABL E)

721T
03 02 01 00

PAL Device
4 In -4 Out 16 Products

'3 '2 10

13R- ARRAY
(FIXED)

-111-1-111

I

4-4-11
I

D-
D

ir

4

4D
I

1 I
-11-11

-t

II

D

-I

, IF

WW1MI I.
I°

S.
"AND -ARRAY

(PROGRAMMABLE)

03 02 01 00

Fig. 1. Comparing PLA and PAL structures. The PLA is a PLD with two programmable arrays: an
AND array and an OR array. Unlike PAL devices, the output OR array in a PLA is fully
programmable.

Input

-t>
D

programable AND matrix

fixed OR

output
enable

D

CLK 0

output

Fig. 2. One sect'on (of eight identical ones) of a 16R8 state machine PAL device. It has 16 inputs,
eight registered outputs with feedback available to the AND array structure.

Fig. 3. The 22V10 from AMD used a much more sophisticated I/O
arrangement. The output structure of OR gate plus register could also
ad as an input increasing dramatically the versatility of the device.

Macrocell
01 -(_)

n 6 in 12 16

AR CIA

AR
D 0

sp0

O 0

O I

The PLA
The PLA contains a programmable AND array
(product terms) followed by a programmable
OR array (sum terms). To put this another way,
the designer could generate a number of inter-
mediate product terms from some or all of the
true/complement signals available from the
inputs. He could then add any or all of these
terms together in the OR array. Such an archi-
tecture was extremely flexible and also less
expensive than a prom when performing a
similar function. However, the presence of the
programmable OR array made it larger in
terms of die size, i.e. more expensive, and also
lower in speed than the other alternative, the
pal.

The PAL
The pal architecture was invented by
Monolithic Memories and has proved over the
years to be the most popular of the available
small PLD architectures. The pal has a fixed,
i.e. pre -defined OR (sum) structure and a pro-
grammable AND (product) structure. This
meant that it had the same benefits as the PLA
over the restrictive AND structure of the prom,
but was slightly less flexible than the PLA in
terms of its output structure. The fact that the
OR array was fixed made the devices smaller
(and therefore less expensive), and faster than
the other PLD architectures. Designers found
that the cost and speed benefits usually out-
weighed the slight loss of flexibility. A com-
parison of the basic PLA and the basic pal
showing these differences is shown in Fig. 1.

The pal architecture began as a straight AND -

OR structure, with products such as the 12L10
and I6L6. Each available output (the second
number, e.g. 10 or 6) was a straight sum -of -
products of the available inputs (the first num-
ber, e.g. 12 or 16) and no more. Incidentally
the L in the part number means that the out-
puts were active -low, and H would indicate
active -high. Designers, however, began to ask
for (and indeed require) more features, such as
registers and it was not long before the basic
pal structure was enhanced to incorporate
them Perhaps the best known of these newer

Configuration Options
Registered Outputs

ACTIVE LOW

ACTIVE LOW

ACTIVE HIGH

Combinatorial I/O

ACTIVE LOW
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Simple pal design
This design example is intended to illustrate the uses to which pals
were (and indeed still are) put in the embedded controller world. The
design (a buffered serial protocol converter) would have been typi-
cal seven or eight years ago, and at the time would have demon-
strated a reasonable level of system integration and performance.
The circuit shown ) consists of a Z80 running at 6MHz together with
an 8kbyte eprom, 48k dram, and a serial communication controller.
The 'glue' logic is provided by a 16V8 device from Lattice.

Consider the equations we need to generate to produce the
required function:

1. The Eprom decode line ROM_CS is required to be active low for
addresses in the range of 0000 to 1FFFH. This is easily achieved by
just decoding the address lines (all low), and ensuring that MREQ is
low, IORQ and RFSH are high, i.e. :

/ROM_CS = /A15 * /A14 * /A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH

2. The RAM_CS signals are used as the RAS (row address strobe)
line for the three banks of dynamic rams are required to be active
low for all memory addresses in the range of 4000H to 7FFFH (bank
1), 8000H to 81-1+H (bank 2) and C000H to 11,1-+H (bank 3). The
decodes are performed exactly as above, but with different address
combinations.

In addition dynamic ram needs periodic refreshing to retain the
memory contents. This is done by addressing each of the 128 rows
in the device at least once every two milliseconds. The Z80 is well
suited to this, as it automatically generates a 7 -bit refresh address at
the end of each op -code. This situation is identified by MREQ and
RFSH low together, and this decode is ORed in with the address
decode. The CS_RAM lines will therefore become active so that the
rams will be refreshed.

/RAM_CS1 = /A15 * A14 * /A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH
+ /A15 * A14 * A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH
+ /RFSH * /MREQ

Design example of an
embedded controller

based on the Z80
chip. It illustrates the
role of programmable

logic and the
derivation of the

equations used to
program the logic.

/RAM_CS2

/RAM_CS3

= A15 * /A14 * /A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH
+ A15 * /A14 * A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH
+ /RFSH * /MREQ
= A15 * A14 * /A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH
+ A15 * A14 * A13 * /MREQ * IORQ * RFSH
+ /RFSH * /MREQ

3. The SCC is chip selected for any input/output access as it is the
only peripheral in the system. If there were more then some address
decoding could be performed as well. The decode is therefore active
when MREQ and RFSH are high, and IORQ is low:

/SCC_CS = MREQ *M1 * /ORO * RFSH

4. The signal to control the multiplexers is slightly more compli-
cated in that the Z80 has two different sets of memory timings. The
one in use depends on whether it is reading the first op -code in a
sequence or not. We need to use a registered output and a couple of
tricks here! The registered output is used to produce a signal that is
only used internally called DUMMY, which is just MREQ inverted and
registered.

The real MUX signal generated uses DUMMY, MREQ and RFSH to
select the second set of eight addresses that the dynamic rams
require, and in doing so also causes an active low CAS signal to be
generated, by switching a mux whose inputs are just 1 and 0.

DUMMY := /MREQ (note the use of := to indicate a registered
Function)
MUX = DUMMY * /MREQ * RFSH

The I 6V8 was chosen for the function, as only one registered sig-
nal is required, the rest are purely combinatorial, and the output
macrocells are therefore programmed appropriately. The pro-
grammable device replaces a handful of MSI devices, but there is
still the drawback that the interrupt acknowledge mechanism of the
SCC is not handled in logic. Software polling is therefore used, and
this slows down the system somewhat. Next month we will look at
the improvements that were realised with the advent of the FPGA.
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parts was the 16R8 pal structure (Fig. 2). It
had 16 inputs, eight registered outputs, and
each of the flip-flop outputs was fed back into
the AND array structure. For the first time
designers could implement a complex state -
machine design on a single (programmable)
chip, without the expense of designing a gate -
array. This architecture and its numerous vari-
ants became immensely popular, and contin-
ued to replace discrete TTL solutions.

The cost of designing with pal followed the
classic cost -reduction curve as the devices and
their programmers became cheaper, and more
importantly higher board densities were
achieved. Designers had to become familiar
with the textual form of design entry, followed
by software processing, and found it more
productive to design for pal architectures in
this way. Thus, the growth and acceptance of
the pal relied both on the pal architecture itself
and the ease of design via textual entry tools.
This two pronged concept of architecture and
matched development tools set the scene for
future generations of logic.

The next notable development was that of
the hugely successful 22V10 device, invented
by Advanced Micro Devices. This was more
flexible in use due to further architecture
enhancements, such as a varying number of
product terms (eight to 16) for each output,
and a programmable input/output or macro -
cell structure (Fig. 3). The programmable
macro -cell meant that each 'output' instead of
having a fixed structure, was individually con-
figurable as either an output, an input, a reg-
istered output with feedback, etc. This feature
made the 22V10 the most generic of logic
devices so far. and many companies started
using them as their standard device for elec-
tronic design.

The alternatives to PLDs
Despite their flexibility and ease of use, PLDs
have two main weaknesses which stopped
them from competing effectively with the
other types of custom logic design, namely
gate -arrays, standard cell and full -custom.
Firstly. they consumed a lot more power since
they relied on a bipolar fuse link technology.
Secondly, they could only replace a handful of
TTL MSI devices, whereas a gate -array could
replace hundreds. Small cmos pals utilising
eprom technology were developed to reduce
power consumption, as were the gals (generic
array logic) developed by Lattice Semicon-
ductor which utilise a cmos eeprom process.
However, they still consumed more power
than an equivalent gate -array and were still
lower in density.

The main problem for designs using gate -
arrays, standard cell and full -custom was that
they only became economic as the number of
pieces involved increased. They were also
much harder to design, sometimes had a large
overhead for the necessary test logic, and also
required large capital outlay, both for software
tools, and for mask charges. However
attempts to increase integration in the user -
programmable market, using bipolar devices
with multiple pals on one piece of silicon, had

Why sum -of -products ?
The sum -of -products method of defining logic is virtually universal for two main reasons.
First, any possible function of n logic variables can be expressed in this form, and second
it is easy to understand. This is one of the reasons that the programmable AND, fixed OR, i.e.
sum -of -products structure of the pal was developed.

Consider the verbal expression I want an output when A is high and B is high or when C
is high and D is high. This reduces to the simple expression X = A*B + C*D, which can be
directly implemented in a pal without further manipulation, either by the designer or the
software.

Real life is not so simple, and graphical methods have been developed to help with the
data entry process. The most popular of these is the Kamaugh map, which is especially use-
ful for expressions with a small number of input variables. Using this method, a matrix with
a space for each possible input combination is filled in by the designer. The entry in each
box can be a '1', i.e. an output required, a '0', i.e. no output required, or an 'X', i.e. a don't
care situation. Groups of common output states are then selected, and the resulting equa-
tions are the sum -of -products expression of the logic function required.

An example which has three input variables (A, B, C) and an output Y might be:

A - Am I interested in this article ?
B - Does the lawn need mowing ?
C - Is it raining ?
Y (an output) - I should carry on reading.
Drawing the truth table, we might get :

A B C Y
0 0 0 0 Find something better to do
0 0 1 1 Well if it's raining...
0 0 0 May as well mow the lawn
0 1 0 Go sailing

0 0 1 No rain - read it in the garden
0 1 1 or read it indoors

0 0 Mow the lawn later
1 1 Who cares about the lawn anyway?

The completed Kamaugh Map will then look something like Fig. 4 (we hope!)
Now we can 'associate' common output values. This is done by the grouping of common

values as shown, and then reading off the product terms that are formed, and adding them
together. To do this, we look at the groups
and write down the variables that are not
cancelled out. For example the vertical
group of two is high when C is either low
or high, so C is cancelled. In addition A is
high and B is low, so the result is A*/B
(the '/' indicates that B is to be inverted).

Doing this for all three groups and
adding (oRing), the equation becomes :

A''/B + A*C + B*C

This equation can then be directly
entered into the appropriate software for
the target device - note the sum of prod-
ucts format.

The example shown here is for purely combinatorial logic, but the principle can also be
used for registered logic, where existing states (registered data) are used to determine future
states (registered data after the clock edge occurs) This is the unremarkable reason that
such designs are known as state machines, of which more next month.

C

C

AB AB AB AB

0 1 0 0

1 ((1 0*0

Fig. 4. Am I going to continue reading this
article? A Kamaugh map graphically brings
logical terms together to produce a Boolean
logic expression.

proved less than successful.
The market was most recently addressed by

EPLDs and FPGAs. The EPLDs relied on the
development of high density cmos eprom
technology, whereas the FPGA initially relied
on the application of cmos sram technology.

Erasable Programmable Logic
Devices (EPLDs)
It was the mid -1980s before cmos eprom tech-

nology had been developed to the exten
where it could be applied to the logic market.
Instead of bipolar fuse links blown perma-
nently to break a connection, the eprom relies
on an electrical charge to turn off a transistor.
A new company called Altera, developed the
EP range of devices using this technology.
The smaller devices in the family are very
similar to PALs and are used to replace them,
mainly to reduce power consumption. The
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larger members in the Ef< range4could inte-
grate multiple pal and Tit, devices. They also
use both graphical and Boolean forms of
design entry, allowing the designer to integrate
old TTL and pal design& very efficiently.
Once again the combination of technology and
ease -of -design (i.e. the software) made for a
best seller, and paid for the development of
the next generation of Altera EPLDs, the mul-
tiple array matrix (MAX) family.

Other companies also chose this technology
to develop their products. AMD uses it in its
mach range, and the Xilinx EPLD division
(formerly Plus Logic) uses similar concepts,
these will discussed in greater detail next
month.

The Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA)
The first FPGAs ever produced were the
XC2000 family of logic cell arrays (LCAs)
from Xilinx. They were invented by Ross
Freeman, while working for Zilog
Corporation. His idea was to apply cmos scam
technology, widely used in the microprocessor
market, to the logic market. Even with the
programmable solutions mentioned above, the
density of programmable logic devices (as dis-
tinct from gate -arrays) was far below that of
the other two main components of any digital
system, i.e. the microprocessor and memories.
Freeman also invented a radically new and
flexible architecture to go with this technolo-
gy, which broke away from the AND -OR struc-
ture of the PLDs, and had similarities to a sea -

GLOSSARY
EPLD Erasable Programmable Logic Device.
EPLDs are manufactured using a cmos eprom
process, and are typically of higher density
than conventional PLDs. They do have a basic
AND -OR type structure although the specific
number of product terms varies between com-
peting architectures.

PLD Generic name for small density pro-
grammable logic devices. These are usually
pals, gals and PLAs.

PAL Programmable Array Logic. (TM name
MMI/AMD) This architecture has a pro-
grammable AND array and fixed OR array, as
its basic structure.

PLA Programmable Logic Array. This archi-
tecture has a programmable AND array and a
programmable OR array as its basic structure.

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array.
FPGAs have a basic structure in which an
array of logic cells is connected via flexible
programmable interconnect.

Eprom Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory. Technology used in EPLD devices.
Electrons held on an insulated gate of a tran-
sistor during the programming phase, prevent
the transistor from turning on. Strong UV light
contains sufficient energy to release the elec-
trons and erase the device ready for re -pro-
gramming

of -gates gate -array. The technology used
rugged memory latches to control pass tran-
sistors. These transistors in turn controlled
look -up tables for logic functions, and a pro-
grammable channelled interconnect for hook-
ing the logic functions together. The devices
could be manufactured on a relatively inex-
pensive standard cmos process.They were
seen as flexible and efficient architectures for
programmable logic. They also had the low
power requirement, though this varies (in
common with all cmos devices) with operat-
ing speed. Powerful new software had to be
developed to help with the ease of design and
exploit the opportunities the new architecture
afforded the engineer. It was not long before

they became accepted by designers, and
became a phenomenal success.

Next month: the specific architectures and
relative merits of both EPLDs and FPGAs will
be covered next month. The third part will
attempt to explain the importance of software
developments such as synthesis that have
occurred in parallel, and their role in increas-
ing design productivity - in other words HOW.

We will also be announcing a competition
that will challenge the ingenuity of the reader,
and the prize in which will be a complete
Xilinx development system and schematic
entry package.
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Secret Weapon.
Writing code for today's applications is tough
enough withoJt having -o fight your assembler
Why bather when you can use our advanced

m ki-proce3sor Linking Meta Assembler,
Source -Le' el Debugger and an Integrated
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Field Electric Ltd. Tel: 081-953 6009. 3 Shenley Rd. Borehemwood,
Herts. WD6 1AA. 081-953 6009; Fax: 081-207 6375
3.5'' floppy disk drive Chinon BBC compatible, new £35 c/p £4.00.
3.5" floppy disk drive NEC IBM compatible. Full height unit. £39.95 new & boxed.
1.6Mb, c/p £3.00.
Switch mode power supplies 240V AC input 5V DC 40amp £29: 12V DC 10amp £46;
5V DC 40amp -12V DC 4amp +15V DC 11 amp £48.
Western Digital 3.5" hard disk drive new 40Mb RLL ST506 £85 cip £6.00.
NEC new & boxed 5.25" floppy disk drive model FD1055-311 BBC compat. 1/2 height
£48 c/p £6.00.
Plantronics (Auralite) type headsets very lightweight new BT approved ideal 'or
comms: £19.95 c/p £3.00.
Famell fan -cooled PSU 240V AC input +12V DC 4amp -12V DC 1 amp +5V DC
10A -5V DC 5amp £16 c,/p £7.00.
NEC 1/3 height 3.5" hard disk drive. IDE 40Mb 25ms £80 c/p £5.50.
IBM compatible printer lead right angle £8 inc. c/p.
Ali flight case for computers 510 x 480 x 175 £45 c/p £10.
Auto data switch 401. Up to 4 PC to 1 modem or printer. New & boxed £46 c/p
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Auto data switch 801. Up to 8 PC to 1 modern or printer. New & boxed £56 c/p
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Famell stabilised B30/20 power supply 0-30V 20A linear £295.
Farnell DT12/5 12MHz o'scope £175.
Farnell D30/4 power supply £250.
Hewlett Packard 3490A multimeter £275.
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1821A time base delay gen. £375.
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AVO universal bridge 8150 £125.
Black Star Jupiter 500 function gen. new & boxed £105.
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Wavetec waveform gen. 159 £250.
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Schlumberger 4900 RF-AF measuring unit £290.
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Z -MATCH II simplifies RF
matching and includes many
more features than the standard
Smith Chart.

Handles transmission line
transformers, stubs, discrete
components, S Parameters etc.

Supplied with many worked
examples.

*Superbly easy to learn and use.
Runs on IBM PC/XT/AT/386/486,

CGA,EGA,VGA.
Ideal for Education and Industry.

NEW powerful ANALYSER III has
full graphical output.

Handles R's,L's,C's, Bipolar
Transistors, FET's, OP -amp's,
Tapped and Untapped
Transformers, and Microstrip
and Co -axial Transmission Lines.

Plots Input / Output Impedance,
Gain, Phase & Group Delay.

*Covers 0.001 Hz to > 10GHz
For PC/XT/AT/286/386/486 with

EGA or VGA.
 Very fast computation.

At last! A full featured Digital
Circuit Simulator for less than
£1000!

PULSAR allows you to test your
designs without the need for
expensive test equipment.

*Catch glitches down to a pico
second per week!

Includes 4000 Series CMOS
and 74LS Libraries. 74HC/HCT
libraries only £48.00 each.
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LAB INSTRUMENTS
virtually redundant?

In data acquisition, process control and system simulation,
the current generation of 386 and 486 PCs lead the way.
Their preeminence is due in part to their large storage

capability (hundreds of Mbyte), high performance (32 -bit
buses working at 33MHz) and a high resolution graphics
front end - all at a reasonable capital outlay. Yet though the
machines themselves have been around for a few years, very
little commercial software has been available to exploit the
32 -bit architecture.

National Instruments' Labview has set out to change that,
designed to make the most of today's high performance
PCs. The aim is an impressive one - but perhaps the magni-
tude of the package can be gauged by looking at its size and
system requirements: 10Mbyte hard disc space occupied:

Tank Control System

PC
ENGINEERING

National Instruments' weighty Labview sets
out to provide the complete solution to data
acquisition. Allen Brown unwraps one of the
major packages of its class on the market.
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8Mbyte ram (extended memory)plus the usual maths copro-
cessor to run.

Labview is a complete system for design, simulation and
eventual control of a laboratory or an industrial process. Its
role is to enable the PC to replace standard and custom lab-
oratory instrumentation so that instead of having various dis-
crete laboratory instruments (voltmeters, frequency meters
and counters) each device can be created on the PC as a "vir-
tual instrument" (VI) with its own switches, knobs an dis-
play features.

Each instrument (or group of instruments) occupit.,. .in
individual window - with the multitasking ability o ilic

386/486 PC easily allowing each wid-
ows (instrument) to operate indepen-
dently of each other. S) once the design
is up and running the VI front panel
al ows parameters to be controlled inter-
actively in real-time. The various i/o sig-
mls are exercised th-ough expansion
cards compatible with Labview and are
slotted into the expansion area of the PC.

Using Labview to represent an industrial process, with the
various input parameters adjusted interactively by the user.

Constructing a temperiture monitoring system.
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PC ENGINEERING
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National Instruments) as opposed to a usual text based lan-
guage.

Lahview's G language contains all the constructs of a con-
ventional programming language. Program loops, conditional
transfer, subroutines (referred to as subVls) are all repre-
sented as icon events. For example, simple mathematical
operations are performed with triangular icons/nodes. The
front panel shows the inputs and output boxes -a dice icon
represents a random number source - and the inputs can be
changed dynamically by pointing and clicking the mouse on
the direction arrows.

In the system diagram (middle left) the actual icons and
links required to achieve the design are shown.

Icon libraries and other Lahview facilities are accessed
through the mouse click and drag technique from drop -down
menus common to most windows -based software. The num-
ber of icons is vast; but the information required to use them

is available only in the appropriate manual. There
is no help file to give an insight into the operation

051

1 Mt

EA

[-Pp

Random Numbed

Using Labview
Every VI has two views (each view within a window); front
view and the inside view or system pictorial block diagram.
For example when designing a VI to be displayed on the PC
screen, one window would have the outward appearance of
the instrument with its panel and display setting, while the
other would contain the actual system design.

A system is constructed from icons selected from library
sources, and the actual "programming" involves linking or
wiring together the chosen icons making up the system
design. In this way the designer works at a high level and
uses a graphical programming language (referred to as G by

Documentation
A library of seven spiral -bound reference manuals provide a
considerable amount of information on operation and breadth of the
product.

On the whole the manuals are well -written and, containing a useful
number of illustrative diagrams.

The introductory tutorial is well thought out and a valuable
introduction to the product.

Labview has been available for the Sun workstation for some time,
and layout of the Reference Manuals shows it is obvious that National
Instruments has benefited from the experience. But Labview still has a
long and sometimes steep learning curve. Becoming familiar with the
G language is one thing, but learning how to use it proficiently
requires a lot of practice.

and use of each icon. But this is where practice
pays off and a proficient user soon learns the ins
and outs of each icon.

As a viable programming language G has con-
structs common to conventional programming lan-
guages: the for loop, the while loop, the case struc-
ture (CS) and the sequence structure (SS).

In the WHILE and FOR loops sub diagrams are
built inside each structure. The for loop has a count
terminal N, set automatically or from a front panel
icon, and an iteration terminal /, containing the
number of completed iterations. Whatever opera-
tion is built inside the for loop remains executing
until the exit condition (the defined number of iter-
ations) is reached. The while loop has a condition
terminal, and the operation inside the loop contin-
ues executing while that condition is true.

To add to design flexibility of the loops, shift
registers can be added to the boundary of the struc-
ture - useful where a recursive -type operation is

being performed in the loop and the result of the previous
iteration is needed for the next iteration.

Case structures can be created as stacks. The value con-
tained in the top panel (sub diagram display window) - the
diagram identifier - can be a numerical value or TRUE or
FALSE. The stack of CSs are parallel paths along which the
programme can progress. The choice of the CS in the stack is
determined by a condition test which is performed before
entering the stack. The result of the decision can either TRUE
or FALSE or a number.

The sequence structures (SSs or frames) on the other hand
are also created in stacks except SSs are executed sequen-
tially. Data can be passed from one frame to another using
local terminals. In essence it is possible to construct a stack
of frames, each fed with the same input data to process in
parallel. However the output from the stack is only available
when all the frames have finished processing the input data.

Formula node is an attractive feature of the G language and
can contain a set of equation. The inputs and outputs are
attached to the boundary of the node box and all variables are
treated as floating point scalars. But since many computa-
tional tasks involve manipulation of matrices, it is disap-
pointing that formula node cannot cope with matrix algebra
directly.

Analysis and Signal Processing
Lahview has many provisions for implementing signal pro-
cessing operations - one of the user manuals is given over
entirely to its analysis features - falling into roughly four
groups; DSP, digital filters, numerical analysis and statistical
operations. The various DSP virtual instruments for signal
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
386 or 486
8Mbyte ram
80387 coprocessor if using 38
Mouse
VGA or SVGA monitor
IEEE -488 and/or suitable multifunction 16 -
bit i/o card(s)

generation within Labvidr consist of impulse, pulse, square,
ramp, triangular, sine, sine and white noise (both Gaussian
and uniform) for one or two dimensions. The ubiquitous Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and its derivatives are well repre-
sented, and other transforms include the Fast Hartley
Transform and the Fast Hilbert Transform - useful for gen-
erating the quadrature component of input signals. There is
also a wide selection of window functions to choose from in
order to improve the resolving nature of the FFT.

For infinite impulse response (IIR) or finite impukc
response (FIR) filters there are a number of option-.
Customary IIR filters include Butterworth, Chebyshev (I &
II). elliptical and Besse' designs. and the common FIR filter
design techniques are also included (Window and Equi-rip-
ple). Output can either he a transfer function or a set of filter
design coefficients. The computation for calculating the coef-
ficients for Equi-ripple is quite intense but proves to be
remarkably fast on a 486 PC.

The analysis library also contains icons for performing sta-
tistical tasks on data arrays such as mean, variance, his-
togram, Chi square distribution, curve fitting and some
options for statistical modelling/hypotheses testing.
In fact the range of statistical options is impressive
and exceeds that available on most applications of
this type. The analysis library also has some attrac-
tive icons for manipulation of matrices - cross
products, trace, inverse matrix, multiplication and
the solution to linear equations are just a few.
Understanding of the analysis features is helped by
the examples given in the Analysis Reference
Manual.

Code interface nodes
Occasionally code compiled from the icon design
does not run fast enough, for example with a crit-
ical real-time system requiring a very fast
response. But Labview can provide a framework

Below: Implementing the FFT using icons to
generate a spectrum and the power spectral
density of a waveform.
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which allows creation of code interface nodes or CINs.
Applications which cannot be realised directly through the
icon language G will also require the use of CINs, and an
example of this is a device driver for an expansion board in
the PC. CIN icons, once created, may be integrated into a
Labview design with their various inputs and outputs. CINs
can be written in C - though there are a few restrictions on
the C compiler, and as yet only the Watcom C compiler is
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acceptable, producing 32 -bit code specifically for the 80386
CPU. It is directly compatible with the Labview format.

Input/output functions
Transferring data to and from Labview, whether from an
expansion card or a disc file, can be by accomplished by a
variety of icons and data transfer methods.

For storage, retrieval and manipulation of disc files
Labview has several icon choices. All computer operating
systems have instruction relating to the operation of disc files
and directories - creating directories, copying files, deleting
files. In Labview these operations are represented as icons,
and file tasks (or sets of tasks) can be implemented by string-
ing together the appropriate icons.

There are three other sources of data transfer; the IEEE -
488.2 card (or gpib), the RS -232 serial ports and specific data
acquisition expansion cards. Users familiar with the gpib will
find Labview's implementation of it quite convincing, and
there are thirty one IEEE -488.2 icons available.

But for users new to gpib, a good grounding in its opera-
tion is necessary before attempts can be
made to design a control and data acqui-
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Designing icons for use in the display above

I.

sition system based on it. What is not
given in the Gpib Reference Manual is a
list of the commercially available IEEE -
488 cards acceptable to Labview.

National Instruments is well-known for
its PC i/o boards, such as the
Multifunction I/O (MI0) family and Lab -
PC expansion board, and there is plenty
of guidance in the Data Acquisition
Manual on interfacing the boards to
Labview. Board -specific virtual instru-
ment icons, required to configure the
expansion boards and to perform cali-
bration procedures, are contained in a
library so the tedious task of writing
device drivers is removed.

Suitable for major projects
Labview is a professionally designed
product with a great deal to offer the
engineer embarking on a major project
involving data acquisition, system design,

simulation and eventual control. It represents one of the
major packages of its class on the market, certainly exploit-
ing the power of 80386/486 based PCs. But to run it on a
IBM AT (80286 based) PC is really a non-starter and this
combination should not be considered for any serious appli-
cation.

Reliability of such a high level language becomes an
important factor in critical real-time system design - though
since it has been available for Sun workstations for some
time high integrity can be assumed.

Labview uses Windows 3.1 as its operating platform, and
though 3.1 is more robust than its predecessor, an open mind
should be kept regarding its reliability. The occurrence of
unexpected application error or UAE events is still not
unknown in Windows 3.1 and while using Labview I have

been confronted by Application Error - Win386 caused a
General Protection Fault with the result that the program
shut down. Apart from this reservation, which is applicable to
every application package running under Windows, I feel
that Labview is designed and will find numerous applications
in the intended target areas.

SUPPLIER DETAILS

National Instruments, 21 Kingfisher Court,
Newbury, Berkshire RG14 5SI Tel- 0635 523 545
Fax: 0635 523154.
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lAicroprocessor Development Irool

G30,1A,RLW
ROM sizes from 2716 to 64 Mbit I

Full bi-directional communications

Emulates all 24, 28, 32 & 40 pin devices

Fast download - loads 4Meg in 10 seconds

Split and shuffle and paged ROM capability

URalWgRaalL ng,111130.111-2
Relocatable - fast assembly

Caters for ALL microprocessors and controllers

Iterative macros

Intelligent jump facilities

Linker and MAKE facility

E -310'd IDNWIALC)Pli5:9`03
Pascal, C and Modula2 Compilers

Simulator, Cross -Assembler, Linker and Editor

Source level Debugger

Multitasking support

Supports ALL 8051 variants

L--)DgCL--\PAWIAn@.
Universal programmer

Low Cost E(E)PROM Programmer

EMULATORS - SIMULATORS - COMPILERS - ASSEMBLERS - PROGRAMMERS
8051 8085 Z8 68020 77C82 800552 320C25 68HC11 6301 6502 87C751 65816 Z80 6809 8096 7720 MIPS etc.

2 Field End, Arkley, Barnet, Herts EN5 3EZ Telephone: 081-441 3890 SPAACOMMUNICATIONS

(IR( LE NO. 117 ON REPLY CARD

NEW STOCKS
AND SPECIAL OFFERS

ASTEC SW mode
power supply
Three pin mains socket input,
on/ail switch. Output +5 volt
3.75 amp, +12 volt 1.5
amp. -12 volt 0.4 amp. 115-
230VA/C Input
Size 7.0 x 5.3 x 2.5 ins with

circuit* £12.95 Incl VAT

'POCKET' TEST INSTRUMENTS
`(with case) Prices Ind VAT

 135 Sateete Signal Finder, FS + Compass £29.95
 1065 Digital Lux Meter - 3 Ranges £61.00
 120N Sound Level Meter - 2 Ranges £45.00
2004 20HZ to 200 MHZ.
2 Range Freq. Counter £104.58
555 Sine/Sq. 20 HZ to 150 Kill. Audio Gen.
Switch Frogs £47.95
'50' Digital Capacitance Metes upto 2000 miO £51.00
Knit. TR Grid Dip. 6 RAnges 1.5 to 250 MHZ £82.00
 Y2256. VHS Video Head Tester £38.95
HZ65. Component Tester - Add to any Scope £41.00
57300. AC Clamp Meter. 0/300k 0/600V. 0/1Kohm
SPECIAL PURCHASE £25.95
265. 0/2000 amp AC Clamp - Add to Dmm £15.95
202 0/200/2000 Amp AC/DC Version £53.95
*320P. Wallet Type Digital Mullimeter
SPECIAL PURCHASE £21.95

LCR DIGITAL METER
Pocket size instrument
 3 1/2 digit LCD, 20 ranges.
 7 Capacitance, 0/200 mid
 6 Inductance, 0/200H
 7 Resistance 0/200 M ohm
£69.95 incl VAT
with leads and battery

TL34
33 Range 3 1/2 digit mm
24mm Large Display
FEATURES: 5 Capacitance
ranges. 6 - resistance
ranges to 20M ohm Diode
and transistor test. AC/DC
volts ranges, 5 ranges
AC/DC current to 20 amps.
With leads, battery and
instructions.

£25.95 incl VAT
TL3400
31 range 3 1/2 digit mm
with 25mm Large Display
FEATURES: 4 Capacitance
ranges. AC/DC volts.
AC/DC current to 20 amps. 6 resistance ranges
to 40M ohm Diode test. Continuity test. Logic
checker with buzzer. Auto range frequency
counter. Peak hold button. Tempercture test.
£39.95 incl VAT

IN STOCK AUDIO -ELECTRONICS
(DeTolis n caloa, catalog, ono st.arktotents)

FULL RANGE OF TEST INSTRUMENTS -
M Scopes  Counters  Power Sup Vies
 Generators  Meters  Hameg  Metes
 Blackstar  Testlab  Thurlby  Minder
SECURITY AND COMMUNICATIONS -
1 Alarms  Lighting  Detectors  Intercomms
 Doorphones IN CCTV and CB Radio
AUDIO EQUIPMENT -  For Pubhc Address
 Hi -Power Car Systems  Disco and Hi-Fi
 Speakers  Amplifiers  Mics  :ffects etc
COMPONENTS AND TOOLS - Large Range inc.
 Fans  Large Value Caps  Relays
 Transistors
ACCESSORIES -  For TV  Video  Hi-Fi
 Telephones CB etc etc.

ll

HEnRY.e 404 Edgware Rd, London W2 lED
cittlipt gtt 071-724 3564

Open 6 days a week for
callers and telephone orders
UK Corr/Pock/Ins £2 05 -

Post Free any rwo items

Sec to tty, CCTV, Collin 1000, titioto. 071-724 0323
Components, Service Aids 071-723 1008

QUANTITY, EXPORT AND EDUCATION DISCOUNTS,
OFFICIAL ORDER SALES Tel: 071-258 1831. Fax: 071-724 0322

COLOUR
CATALOGUE

with supplements
send £4 (UK).

6eIPt21rCaFREE updates for
Your 91/92

carololoa,geusAe sEend

t(6364Pstamp)catalogues
with trade prices

for trade and
education -
write or tax

R.S.T. LANGREX R.S.T.

SUPPLIES LTD
One of the largest stockists and

distributors oil electronic valves, tubes
and semiconductors in this country.

Over 5 million items in stock covering more than
6,000 different types, including CRT's, camera

tubes, diodes, igniitrons, image intensifiers, IC's,
klystrons, magnetrons, microwave devices, opto

electronics, photomultipliers, receiving tubes,
rectifiers, tetrodes, thryatons, transistors,

transmitting tubes, triodes, vidicons.
All from major UK & USA manufacturers.

Where still available.
Obsolete items a speciality. Quotations by

return. Telephone/telex or fax despatch within 24
hours on stock ilems. Accounts to approved

customers. Mail order service available.

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2QP.

Tel: 081-6841166
Telex: 946708

Fax: 081-684 3056
CIRCLE NO. 118 ON REPLY CARD
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You will search in vain for
the word 'phrack' in the

Oxford English Dictionar};
but there again, you will

not even find the word
'phreak' there. Before

dismissing phracking as
another asinine example of

modern computer jargon,
consider the suggestion

that phrackers cost
American telephone
companies and their

customers $2bn in a year.
Moreover, according to

telephone company
officials, this may be only

the beginning. Mark Nelson
reports.

PHONE FRAUD:
a high technology
crimewave?

phracking is the new combination of
phreaking and hacking: the perpetrators
combine computing skills and tradition-

al phone phreaking to steal phone calls. What
distinguishes this piracy from previous activ-
ity of this kind is the extent of the fraud and its
technical ingenuity. Unlike earlier forms of
phreaking, the telephone companies'
exchanges and networks are no longer the
object of the phrackers' attentions; individual
customers' systems are the target. And where-
as the phone phreaks of old justified their
attacks on the phone companies, saying that
no individual ever suffered as a result of their
enterprise, the new breed of phrackers have no
such scruples. Municipalities, large corpora-
tions, universities, even religious organisations
have all been defrauded by these high-tech
crooks. A large Seattle business was charged

with $100,000 of fraudulent calls in just one
weekend. Private individuals are not immune
either: a single Seattle resident was charged
with a similar burden last year.

The fact the phrackers get away with this so
easily speaks volumes for the lack of security
on modern user systems. Simply put, they
tend to know more about the programming of
modern call -connect systems than the official
custodians. Which is how the former can
manipulate them undetected to their own ends.

The information needed for phracking is not
hard to find. In the USA there is a national
underground movement of phrackers who,
although not organised in any group, can
obtain the information on a number of well-
known computer bulletin board (BBS) sys-
tems. A hacker magazine called 2600 is now
on sale openly in stores like Tower Records
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and is crammed full of articles and letters on
topics like cellular eavesdropping, telephone
system loopholes and magnetic card abuse.
'Share the information that others want to
keep secret' is its motto.

An American disease?
Phracking is possible in the USA because
company switchboards frequently provide a
re-routing facility. This enables employees
away from base to make a cheap or toll -free
call into the switchboard and then dial their
long distance and international calls through
the PABX at their employer's expense. A
password is required but this is liable to
become common knowledge: its use allows
free calls exploiting this re-routing facility,
sometimes even using the company's interna-
tional toll -free lines from Europe. Companies
with voice -mail systems have also discovered
advanced facilities set up for private purposes
by the phrackers.

By exploiting these features in new -tech-
nology PABXs and the loopholes in their
owners' security measures, the new phone
pirates can place long-distance calls for noth-
ing from any payphone (or private phone).
And many more people 'not in the know' are
willing to pay a modest sum to the 'brokers'
who are happy to set up calls for a fee.

The result is that calls to worldwide desti-
nations are being charged to unsuspecting cor-
porations and organisations. Network opera-
tors charge the cost of these calls back to the
victim customers, customers are blaming the
phone company and their PABX supplier and,
meanwhile, the law -breakers disappear with-
out a trace. Nobody, it seems, is prepared to
admit their system security was inadequate.

"The phone pirates' method is alarmingly
simple and only works because people don't
take the most basic security precautions," says
Cardiff -based telecomms consultant Richard
Cox. "Some observers are afraid the technique
may catch on this side of the Atlantic and,
while possible, it is less likely. Of course, if
telecomms managers took proper precautions,
PABX fraud would be impossible but we have
seen in the States how lax people can be."

"Until recently, this system of re-routing
calls was not generally permitted in Europe,"
says Cox, "but it is now perfectly legal in
Britain and elsewhere, thanks to liberalisation
and user demand. Remote programming of
call -connect systems is also widespread now."
This facility allows complex switchboard sys-
tems to have their software updated over the
phone line. Hackers can also break in via the
'maintenance ports' and set up their own re-
routing facilities on direct inward dialling
lines. The hackers can do this because owners
often do not change the password code from
the default settings of 000 or 111; once logged
on, they can make the changes they want and
even change the passwords to lock out the
legitimate system manager.

Cox explains that the maintenance ports are
normal ex-directory phone lines and discov-
ering these is not as difficult as it might seem.
The likely exchange prefixes can be deter -

A history of phone fiddling
Using deception to obtain phone calls in Britain dates back many decades
when people used to kick the coinbox mechanism to rattle the gong
which told the exchange operator you had deposited a coin. Dexterous

individuals used to tap the switch -hook of the old "Button NB" payphones or
employed skilful "back -dialling" techniques to avoid paying for calls.

Long before the introduction of subscriber trunk dialling people made long-
distance calls by "chaining" local dialling codes or by exploiting unadvertised
codes to enter the trunk dialling network used by telephone operators.
Nonetheless this was a minority sport until the late sixties, when enterprising
students started collating all these codes on (mainframe) computers and built
'bleepers' to simulate the tones of the STD trunk network. With a general
increase in anti-establishment feeling these codes and techniques began to
achieved a wider circulation, culminating in a major criminal case in 1972,
when the Post Office prosecuted 12 phone phreaks at the Old Bailey for
conspiring to use electricity without authority.

In the USA phreaking was now widespread too, associated with the hippy
fraternity and the yippy movement, also with organised crime. It was even
alleged that the initial capital for founding a well-known personal computer
corporation derived from the sale of blue boxes (used illegally for simulating
operators' call -routing signals). In truth, though, the sheer technical virtuosity
required to 'box' or make calls in this fashion meant that the problem was
confined to relatively small numbers. For a while Ma Bell picked up the tab but
better network security devices and some well -publicised custodial sentences
both defeated and deterred ail but the keenest of phreakers.

As the phreakers, like the hippies, grew older and followed more conventional
pursuits, phone fraud declined in popularity and significance. As an intellectual
pastime during the 1980s it lost respectability, being supplanted by computer
hacking, and no doubt the phone companies thought this problem had finally
gone away. But suddenly, at the beginning of the nineties phone fraud has been
re -born and this time the problem is on a massive scale. It is remarkable how
technological advance always brings problems along with its blessings.

mined by logical survey, then the actual num-
ber obtained with the aid of a scanning pro-
gram and a phone -connected PC. This dials
every number on an exchange sequentially
and drops the line after it answers, having first
noted whether a modem tone is returned. Vast
tracts of numbers can be scanned overnight
(unlimited local calls are allowed in the USA),
presenting the phracker with a shortlist of like-
ly numbers to test further the next morning.

Armed with a system manual and some
inside knowledge. the telephone hacker can
set up new, more 'user-friendly' facilities at
will. It can be prevented by proper password
security and by dial -back operation, where the
PABX rings back directly to an authorised
number for re -programming."

Initially, the phrackers kept their secrets
within their own fraternity, using their knowl-
edge to cut the cost of their hobby - to call
remote computer bulletin boards, for instance.
They also used their free calls to dial premi-
um -rate sex lines. Then they became more
adventurous. According to US West
Communications, one of the regional Bell
telephone companies in the USA, voice -mail
and credit bureaux are the new targets.

Credit card fraud
Phrackers allegedly deposited 300 messages to
each other in a single voice mailbox of a large
Seattle -based company. Their use of the box
was not discovered until its assignment to a

new employee. The hackers even sealed the
mailbox with their own password, which they
distributed throughout the underground net-
work.

By connecting their computer to the tele-
phone via a modem, the phrackers have been
known to call credit bureau computers and
enter a generic code with a name. They have
obtained financial information, including cred-
it card numbers.

According to The European, the United
Nations is leading the list with $925,000 in
disputed charges, followed closely by NASA
and IBM, which were defrauded of half a mil-
lion dollars each. Business Week reports that
hacked calls - mainly to Pakistan, Egypt and
the Dominican Republic - added $90,000 in
one month to the phone bill of Philadelphia
Newspapers Inc., nearly a quarter of their total
charges.

Some phone customers refuse to pay;
AT&T has sued at least 17 of its business cus-
tomers for not paying bills run up by hackers
and MCI Communications Corp. has filed
suits against a few customers. Other customers
cannot pay: the Christian Broadcasting
Network was hit for $40,000 and has yet to
pay.

Even though some customers claim they
were never warned by the phone companies
that PABX fraud was a problem, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has
ruled that customers are liable for all charges.
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POLITICS

Ban the bulletin boards?
Chief sources of information for phrackers remain the computer bulletin
boards (BBSs) run by hobbyists, disseminating all manner of doubtful
information. Information for defrauding phone companies is less openly

displayed in Britain than in the USA, and you will search in vain on the BBS
opening menus for phreaking and phracking options. The information is said to
be there but as an unadvertised choice - presumably the precise means of access
is spread by word of mouth.

It would be ludicrous to suggest that all BBSs are hotbeds of subversion. Many
provide a genuine service to their users without any antisocial undertones. Even
more, they generate valuable income for the telephone companies at the same
time.

The innocence of their operators does concern network security chiefs,
however, who perhaps paranoiacally see every BBS as a potential medium for the
promulgation of dodgy information. Such people also find it difficult to see how
anyone would wish to collate or pass on privileged inside information on the
working of telephone systems unless for unlawful purposes. Yet, back in 1973,
New Scientist suggested that phone phreaks were no more than telephone
addicts. The previous year Judge McKinnon described the Old Bailey defendants
as "rather similar to the small boy who liked to drive a train". They were, he said,
fascinated by the machinery of the Post Office and "wanted to drive it
themselves".

Times have changed and the stakes have increased. Whether publishing this
kind of information electronically is an offence or whether it is even publishing is
a vexed legal issue. That notwithstanding, the authorities in the USA have
deemed that running a BBS containing other peoples' private codes is an offence.
As a result, several individuals in the USA have been raided by the Secret Service
and had their computer equipment confiscated. In a celebrated case, Craig
Neidorf faces legal bills close to $50,000. The Electronic Frontier Foundation was
set up to defend some of these BBS operators, but the claim of accused BBS
operators that they are not responsible for what is posted on their boards is doing
nothing to placate the victim organisations whose security has been breached
and publicised by hackers and phrackers. A major test case seems inevitable.

It maintains that PABX users have the ability
to control access to their systems and have
merely failed to exercise this control.

Given the notoriety of the problem, which
has been significant since 1987, it seems
remarkable that corporations have allowed the
situation escalate. PABX vendors, too, have
advised their customers to change passwords
frequently, monitor call -detail records daily
and deactivate unused phone extensions and
passwords. Rolm Corporation has introduced
new software that lets users cut off callers who
make more than a programmed number of
password attempts and is enhancing security
on the maintenance ports.

A crooked Europe?
Will the same mistakes be repeated in Europe,
with the same consequences? Cox hopes not.
"Initially I was reluctant even to discuss the
subject in case people accused me of inciting
hackers," he says. "But the industry must
inject a level of responsibility and take the
matter seriously before problems occur. It is
particularly worrying that some PABXs which
are recontigurable by remote command have
fixed passwords on the maintenance port.
which cannot be changed by the comms man-
ager. Users should press their suppliers to clar-
ify this matter."

Another telecomms industry figure, who
preferred not to be named, agreed that proper
system security could prevent a repetition of

the American nightmare in Britain. But could
is the operative word in his opinion. He elab-
orates: "What worries me is that so few
comms managers really understand how the
equipment they control works. Most of them
are just administrators with no technical back-
ground whatsoever, who couldn't tell an earth
start from a busy peg. I must be careful
describing a monster that doesn't exist yet nor
create a self-fulfilling prophecy, but the poten-
tial for mischief appals me."

We asked BT and Mercury whether they
believed fraudsters were at work in the UK
and whether they had instituted counter-mea-
sures. Although BT prefers not to comment
officially, sources close to the company indi-
cate they are well aware of the extent of phone
phreaking in Britain: while it occurs "on a rea-
sonable scale", the situation is more or less
under control.

Digital exchanges can be programmed to
detect repetitive dialling and short holding
time on calls which would betray someone
searching for ex-directory access ports, while
an expert system called LIMTEL has been
developed by BT Research Labs to identify
sudden surges in usage on individual phone
lines.

The company says this will help alert users
to possible misuse of their lines and also help
BT combat large-scale telephone fraud and
bad debts which cost the firm £179 million
'last financial year.

Mercury says that it has not come across any
phracking or phreaking on its network. The
GPT-manufactured ISTDX call connect sys-
tem supplied to major customers does not per-
mit 'in and out' through dialling and the ring -
back system employed for remote
programming means that these exchanges are
extremely secure. So runs the official rubric.
Unfortunately, it is admitted, quite a few users
have insisted on a direct access (dial -in) link
for reprogramming (albeit password -protect-
ed) and through -dialling is possible with a
third -party enhancement supplied by
Chesilvale Ltd. The tax on the use of mobile
phones is making this 'in and out' dialling
option look increasingly attractive to large
users, moreover.

One item of cheer to British telephone cus-
tomers is that without any announcement, BT
has altered the wording of its customer agree-
ment, releasing the customer from liability for
calls made from his 'line' and restricting the
liability to calls made from his 'telephone
apparatus'. This was instituted after a televi-
sion programme showed how easy it was for
fraudsters to make illicit connections to cus-
tomers' lines on wiring outside their premises.
Whether this will also absolve business cus-
tomers whose PABXs have been tapped into
remains to be seen and may require testing in
court.

Criminal hot line
Even with these reassurances, telephone sub-
scribers may still have cause for concern.
Earlier this year fifteen men were arrested for
allegedly defrauding Mercury
Communications of phone calls worth £500
million. They had achieved this by using
authorisation codes which, it was suggested,
had been issued illegally by the company's
own staff. Cases of widespread fraudulent
calling by BT staff have also been reported in
the past, in one case to run a travel bureau
business, and there have been repeated
rumours of sales staff taking bribes to provide
London businesses with unmetered lines.
Although it was the telephone company and
not innocent customers who were the victim in
these last cases, the burden still falls on sub-
scribers as a whole.

During June the US House of Represent-
atives began consideration of a bill by Rep.
Barney Frank of Massachusetts which would
make phone companies and equipment sup-
pliers, not consumers, liable for losses due to
fraud.

Newsbytes reports that experts told the
House telecommunications subcommittee of
Rep. Edward Markey, which has jurisdiction
on the bill, that consumers are losing $2.2bn to
thieves, and the fraud will continue as long as
the industry is able to say it is not responsible.
But a spokesman for AT&T said his company
has taken steps against the thieves, and main-
tained that since PBXs are on customer
premises and only the customer knows who is
an authorised caller, that the customers' secu-
rity measures are the best defence.
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
In fact, cheaper than £1 because
if you buy 10 you can choose one

other and receive it free.
2 x 25W CROSSOVERS for 4 ohm loudspeakers Order Ref.22
2 a NICAD CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGERS easily adaptable to
charge almost any mcad batter. Order Ref 30.
10m TWIN SCREENED FLEX white pvc cover Order Ref. 122
2 WHITE PLASTIC BOXES with lids, approx. 3" cube. Lid has
square hole through the centre so these are ideal for light
operated switch. Order Ref. 132
2 x REED RELAY KITS you get 8 reed switches and 2 coil sets
with notes on making relays and other gadgets. Order Ref. 148
1 x BIG PULL SOLENOID mains operated. Has 1/2" pull. Order
Ref. 871
1 x BIG PUSH SOLENOID mains operated. Has 1/2" push. Order
Ref 812
1 a MINI MONO AMP 3W into 4ohm speaker or 1W into 8 ohm.
Order Ref. 268.
1 x MINI STEREO 1W AMP. Order Ref. 870.
1 x IN-FLIGHT STEREO UNIT is a stereo amp. Has two most
useful mini moving coil speakers. Made for BOAC passengers.
Order Ref. 29.
1 x MAGNETIC SECRET SWITCH does not look like a switch and
is supplied with a separate magnet to operate it. Order Ref. 873.
1 x 0-lA PANEL METER full vision face 70mm square. Scaled
0-100 Order Ref. 756.
2 x LITHIUM BATTERIES 2.5V penlight size. Order Ref. 874.
2 a 3M TELEPHONE LEADS with BT flat plug. Ideal for 'phone
extensions. fax, etc. Order Ref. 552
1 x 12V SOLENOID has good 1/2" pull or could push if modified.
Order Ref 232.
4 x IN -FLEX SWITCHES with neon onioff lights, saves leaving
things switched on. Order Ref. 7.
2 x 6V 1A MAINS TRANSFORMERS upright mounting with fixing
clamps. Order Ref. 9.
12 x 30 WATT REED SWITCHES. It's surprising what you can
make with these - burglar alarms, secret switches, relay, etc.
Order Ref. 13.
2 x HUMIDITY SWITCHES. as the air becomes damper the
membrane stretches and operates a micro switch. Order Ref. 32.
5 x 13A ROCKER SWITCH three tags so on/off, or changeover
with centre off. Order Ref. 42.
2 x FLAT SOLENOIDS you could make your multi tester read AC
amps with this. Order Ref. 79.
1 a SUCK OR BLOW OPERATED PRESSURE SWITCH or it can be
operated by any low pressure variation such as water level in
water tanks. Order Ref. 67.
1 x 6V 750m A POWER SUPPLY, nicely cases with mains input
and 6V output leads. Order Ref. 103A.
2 x STRIPPER BOARDS, each contains a 400V 2A bridge rectifier
and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well as dozens of

condensers, etc. Order Ref. 120.
12 x VERY FINE DRILLS for pcb boards etc. Normal cost about
80p each, order Ref. 128.
5 x MOTORS FOR MODEL AEROPLANES, spin to start so needs
no switch. Order Ref. 134.
6 x MICROPHONE INSERTS magnetic 400 ohm also act as
speakers. Order Ref. 139.
6 x NEON INDICATORS in panel mounting holders with lens.
Order Ref 180.

1 x IN -FLEX SIMMERSTAT keeps your soldering iron, etc., always
at the ready. Order Ref. 196.
1 x MAINS SOLENOID very powerful as'/' pull or could push
if modified. Order Ref. 199.
1 a ELECTRIC CLOCK mains operated, put this in a box and you
need never be late. Order Ref. 211.
4 x 12V ALARMS makes a noise about as loud as a car horn.
All brand new. Order Ref. 221.
2 x (6"x4") SPEAKERS 16 ohm 5 watts so can be joined in
parallel to make a high wattage column. Order Ref. 243.
1 x PANOSTAT controls output of boiling ring from simmer up
to boil. Order Ref. 252.
2 a OBLONG PUSH SWITCHES for bell or chimes, these can
switch mains up to 5A so could be foot switch if fitted in

pattress Order Ref. 263.
50 x MIXED SILICON DIODES Order Ref. 293.
1 x 6 DIGIT MAINS OPERATED COUNTER standard size but
counts in even numbers. Order Ref. 28.
2 a 6V OPERATED REED RELAYS one normally on, other normally
closed. Order Ref. 48.
1 x CABINET LOCK with 2 keys. Order Ref. 55.
1 a MAGNETIC BRAKE for stopping a motor or rotating tool.
Order Ref. 66.
1 x SHADED POLE MAINS MOTOR 1/4" stack so quite powerful.
Order Ref. 85.
2 x 5" ALUMINIUM FAN BLADES could be fitted to the above
motor. Order Ref. 86.
1 x CASE 31/2 x 21/4 X 13/4 with 13A socket pins, Order Ref. 845.
2 x CASES 21/2 x 21/4 X 11/4 with 13A socket pins. Order Ref. 565.
4 x LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCHES 10A mains Order Ref 793.
4 x DIFFERENT STANDARD V3 MICRO SWITCHES. Order Ref. 340
4 a DIFFERENT SUB MIN MICRO SWITCHES. Order Ref. 313.
LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES moving coil so superior
sound. Order Ref. 890.
LOUDSPEAKER 61/2" 4 OHM 12 Watt max. Order Ref. 900.

BARGAINS GALORE
THIS MONTH'S SNIP is a Japanese -made -1/4 unitary operated.

brushless axial fan. 93mm square. its optimum is 12v but it performs
equally wry at only 6v and its current then is only IflOmA so it could be
made into a hand-held dry battery -operated cooler. Or, on your desk
operated by a P.S.U. or in the car using the lighter socket. Snip price only
£4. Order Ref. 4065 Mains power unit to operate this at variable speeds
£2. Order Ref. 2P3

MOVEMENT ALARM GOES OFF. WITH THE SLIGHTEST TOUCH Ideal to protect

car, cycle, doorway. window, stairway, etc etc. Complete with Piezo

shrieker. ready to use. Only E2 (PP3 battery not supplied) Order Ref 20282

PROJECT BOX a fast -class, Japanese two-part moulding size 95mm x
66mm x 23mm Held together by 2 screws, this will hold a PP3 battery
and a PCB and is ideal tar many projects. To name just a few. the washer
bottle described in September's issue of E.E.This is nicely finished and
very substantial. You get 2 for £1. Order Ret. 876.

HOLD IT MAGNETIC BASE embedded in a circular metal shallow disc,
diameter approx 65mm (21/21, is the most powerful nagnet. We have yet
to find anyone who can remove this with his fingers. Iceal for adding extra
shelves inside a metal case or to glass without drilling. Its uses. in fact,
are innumerable. Price E2 each, Order Ret 20296.

AM/FM RADIO CHASSIS with separate LCD module to display date and
time. This is complete with loudspeaker and is mains -powered Price

£3.50, Order Ref. 3.505

2,3 AND 4 WAY TERMINAL BLOCKS the usual grub screwtypes Parcel
containing a mixture of the 3 types, giving you 100 ways for El, Order
Ref. 875

12/24 DC SOLENOID The construction of this is such that it will push or
pull as the plunger is a combined rod and pastor. With 24v this is

terrifically powerful but is still quite good at 12v and. of course it can
be operated by any intermediate voltage Price El, Order Ref 877

2M 3 -CORE LEAD terminating with flat pin instrument socket. £1, Order
Ref. 879 ditto but with plug on the other end so that you could use this
to extend an instrument lead. E1.50. Order Ref. 1 5010

MULTI -CORE CABLES all with 8A 230v cores so suitable for disco and other
special lighting effects. With earthable woven screen and thick pvc outer
3 core. 30p per metre 16 core. 50p per metre, 18 core. 80p per metre. 25
core El per metre and 36 core. £1.50 per metre

20W 5" 4 OHM SPEAKER mounted on baffle with trent grille, £3, Order
Ret. 3PI45 Matching 4 ohm 20W tweeter on separate baffle. £1.50. Order
Ref I.5P9

135W POWER SUPPLY UNIT - ASTEC 2304 in + I2v at 4A, 5v at 16A
and -I2v at 1/24) out. Completely enclosed in plated steel case, brand new
E9.50. Order Ref. 9 5PI

LOW PRICED FIELD TELEPHONES Ex -GPO mdoels. not quite so nice looking
but quite efficient. and have the big advantage that the ringing is done
by means of a hand operated internal generator. This saves a lot of

batteries These 'phones have the normal type of rotary dial built in and
can still be connected into a normal B T system. Tested, guaranteed in
good order. price only E9.50 each. Order Ret. 905.

DRY BATTERIES CAN BE RECHARGED but not with a normal dc charger.
it must be a periodic current reversal type. We can supply the kit, with
data, E9.00. Order Ref 9010

SOLAR ENERGY EDUCATIONAL KIT an ideal present for electronics
students. it shows how to make solar circuits and electrical circuits, how
to increase the voltage or current. how to use solar power to work a radio.
calculator, cassette player and to charge nicad batteries. The kit comprises
8 solar cells. one solar motor, fan blades to fit motor and metal frame to
hold it to complete a free-standing electric fan. A really well written
instruction manual makes this a lovely little present Price E8.00 Order
Ref 8P42B

HEAVY DUTY FLEX 3 core 15A, grey outer. 10m for £2.50. Order Ret 2.503
3 core 20A, white outer. 10m for £3, Order Ref. 301£9. 2 core 20A, 15m
for £3, Order Ref. 30110

HIGH POWER SWITCH MODE PSU normal mains input 3 outputs,- + I28
at 4A, 5V at I6A and -I28 at 1/2A. Completely enclosed in plated steel
case. Brand new. Our special offer price of £9.50 axtended until 31st
August. Order Ref 9.501.

MULTI -CORE CABLES all with 8A 230V cores so suitable for disco and
other special lighting effects. With earthable woven screen and thick pvc
outer. 3 core, 30p per meter. 16 core, 50p per metre, 18 core. 80p per
metre. 25 core, E1 metre and 36 core £1.50 per melee.

VARIAC an infinitely variable unit gives any voltage from 0-230 a.c. at
1/2A. Obviously an invaluable piece of equipment which should be in every
workshop and probably would be except that the usual price for this is
£35 plus VAT. Now is your chance to buy one. brand new, at £15 including
VAT, Order Ret 15042B

ULTRA THIN DRILLS Actually 0.3mm. To buy these regular casts a fortune.
However. these are packed in half dozens and the pr ce to you is £1 per
pack. Order Ref. 7978.

YOU CAN STAND ON IT! Made to house GPO telephone equipment. this box
is extremely tough and would be ideal for keeping your small tools. Internal
size approx. 101/2" x 41/2" x 6" high. These are complete with snap closure
Op and shoulder length carrying strap. Taken from used equipment but
in good condition. price £2 Order Ref. 2028313.

BUILD YOUR OWN NIGHT LIGHT. battery charger or ary other gadget that
you want to enclose in a plastic case and be ahle to plug into a I3A
socket. We have two cases. one 31/2" x 21/4" x 11/4" deep. El each, Order
Ref. 845 The other one is 21/2" x 21/4" x 13/4" deep, 2 for El. Order Ref 565.

SAFETY LEADS curly coil so they contract but don't hang down Could

easily save a child from being scalded. 2 care, 5A. extends to 3n: El

each. Order Ref 846. 3 core, I3A. extends to 3m. E2 each. Orde' It -
20290

POWER SUPPLY WITH EXTRAS output 12v lamp, mains input is fused
and filtered and 12v output is voltage regulated. very well made on p c.b,
and also mounted on the board but easily removed are two 12v relays and
a Piezo sounder. Made for expensive equipment but never installed, price
£3 order ref 3P800

ULTRA SONIC TRANSDUCERS 2 metal cased units. one transmits, one
receives. Bruit to operate around 40kHz. Price E1.50 the pair. Order Ref.

1 50/4

100 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS normal primaries 20-0-20 at 2.5A or
30V at 3.5k £4. Order Ref. 4P24 40V at 2.5A. £4 Order Ref 4P59 50 V
at 2A £4 Order Ref 4060.

PHILIPS 9" HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR black and white in metal frame
for easy mounting, brand new still in makers packing, offered at less than
price of tube alone, only L15+£5 post and packing. Order Ref. 1501.

16 CHARACTER 2 LINE DISPLAY screen size 85mrr 36mm. Alpha-
numeric LCD dot matrix module with integral micro processor made by
Epson their ref 16027AR £8. Order Ref 8048

INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER internally generates voltages
which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter
has four ranges. AC/DC volts. 3 ranges DC milbamps. 3 ranges resistance
and 5 anp range. These instruments are EX British Telecom, but in very
good condition. tested and gntd. ON, probably cost at least £50 each. yours
for only 0.50 with leads. carrying case £2.00 extra Order Ref 7.5P/4.

MAINS 230V FAN best make "PAPST" 41/2" square. metal blades. £8, Order
Ret. 8P8

2MW LASER Helium Neon by PHILIPS, full spec. £30, Order ref 3001. Power
supply to this in kit form with case us E15.00. Order Ref 15016. or in
larger case to house tube as well £18, Order Ref. I8P2 The larger unit
made up tested and ready to use comple with laser tube £69. Order Ref
6901.

1/21IP 12V MOTOR - THE FAMOUS SINCLAIR C5 brand new, £15 Order Ret
1508.

SOLAR CHARGER holds 4 AA nicads and recharges these in 8 hrs., in very
neat plastic case £6.00. Order Ref. 6P3.

FERRITE AERIAL ROD 8" long x 1.1" diameter, made by Mullard Complete
with 2 coil formers 2 for El. Order Ref. 832B

AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS 2 20 pf !deal for precision tuning uhf circuits
4 for El, Order Ref. 8I88

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting "to earth/ shocks
230V in rind 230V out. 150 watt upright mounting £7.50 Order Ref 7 5P

5 and a 750W version is £10, Order Ref. 10079

5 RPM 61W MAINS DRIVEN MOTOR AND GEARBOX this has a 31n square
mounting plate and is 4in deep. It is a shaded pole motor. Price ES. Order
Ref. 5054.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT mains in, dc out. cased 4.5v 100mA 1,Order Ref
104 6V 200mA Et Order Ref. 103. 6V 700mA. £1. Order Ref 103A, 24V

200mA. £2. Order Ref 2P4, 12V 2A, E6. Order Ref 6P23

AMSTRAD POWER UNIT 13.5v at I.9A encased and with leads and output
plug, normal mains input Eh, Order Ret. 6P23

ATARI 6411E at 65K this is quite powerful so suitable for home or business.
unused and in perfect order but less PSU, only £19.50, Order Ref. 19.5P.
5B

HOW MAIMS TRANSFORMER two available. good quality, bath with normal
primaries and upright mounting. one is 20V 4A. Order Ref. 30106 the other
40V 2A. Order Ref 30I07. only E3 each.

PROJECT BOX size approx 8" . 4" en 41/2" metal. sprayed grey. louvred
ends for ventilation otherwise undrilled. Made for GPO so best quality, only
E3 each. Order Ref 3074.

WATER VALVE 230V operated with hose connections. ideal for auto plant
spray or would control air or gas into tanks etc. El each Order Ref. 370

BT POWER SUPPLY UNIT output 9.5V AC at 600mA. in black plastic case
with 13A plugs to go straight into socket and approximately 3 metres of
twin output lead Price E1.50 Order Ref. 1.5P7.

INFRA -RED RECEIVER CONTROLLERS Multi -way as used to channel switch.
Thorn TV receivers, brand new E2.

5008 BRIDGE MEGGER developed for G.P 0 technrcians the Ohmeter 18B
is the modern equivalent of the bridge megger. 9V battery operated it
incorporates a 500V generation for insulation testing and a null balance
bridge for very accurate resistance measurement. Ex B.T in quite good
condition with data & tested. Yours for a fraction of original cost £45,
Order Ref. 4502.

EXPERIMENTING WITH VALVES don't spend a fortune on a mains
transformer we can supply one with standard mains input and secs of

250-0-250V at 75mA and 6.3V at 3 A £5. Order Ref. 50167

15Watt Bohm 8" SPEAKER 8 3" TWEETER made for a discontinued high
quality music centre. give real hi fi and for only £4 per pair. Order Ref
4P57

WATER PUMP very powerful and with twin outlets. mains operated, £10 00

Order Ref 10074.

0-1MA FULL VISION PANEL METER 21/4" square. scaled 0-100 but scale
easily renoved for re -writing El each, Order Ref 756

Vu METER illuminate this from behind becomes onioff indicator as well,
11/2" squ..re 75p each, Order Ref 366.

EDGE -WISE PANEL METER ideal when short of panel space only 40 en

14mm. also have built-in led. 500 uA f sod. scaled 0-5, El each. Order
Ref 131

( are only described in our newsletter. Over 50 appear in
our current issue. If you order something this month
you will receive this and the next three issues posted

to you tree of charge.

LIMITED SUPPLY ITEMS

Pr ces include V.A.T. Send
cheque/postal order or ring

and quote credit card
number. Add £3 post and
packing. Orders over £25
post free, unless postage

quoted separately.

M&B ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES LTD

12 Boundary Road, Hove,
Sussex BN3 4EH

Telephone (0273) 430380
Fax (0273) 410142
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COMPONENTS

POWER
SUPPLY
SENTINEL
Unsteady supplies and voltage
glitches create havoc with
microprocessor -based systems and
other sensitive devices. Even
powering up must be done in an
orderly fashion. Philip Darrington
shows how Dallas Semiconductor's
new auto -reset device tackles both
jobs automatically.

Depending on the precise role of a
microprocessor, disturbances on its power
supply line normally require a reset. A reset
push-button is one answer, but requires several

extra components and an awareness that something needs
to be done in the first place.

The Dallas Semiconductor DS1233 and DS1233A
EconoResets do the job automatically for 5V and 3.3V cir-
cuits respectively.

The device continuously monitors the microprocessor's
power supply voltage and compares it with a temperature -
controlled reference. On detecting a departure from
nominal voltage of more than 10% or 15%, depending on
which version is in use, the device emits a 10mA
minimum reset signal, which is maintained for 350ms after
the power supply has regained its proper level.

The system application diagrams shows the /RST
monitor line keeping a watch on the reset line, on the
lookout for a manual reset applied by a push-button. If it
detects a low -going edge from the switch, the edge is
effectively de -bounced by the EconoReset's pulling the
reset line low. It continues to monitor the reset line after
the delay has finished and, on finding that the button has
been released, takes reset low for the 350ms. For proper
operation with an external reset switch, a capacitor
between 100pF and 0.01µF must be connected between
/RST and ground. In applications where additional reset
current is required, a minimum capacitance of 500pF
should be used along with an external pull up resistor of
lkS2 minimum.

The upper timing diagram shows the button release (the
hump in the middle) detected and followed by the 350ms
active reset time.

On power up, the device imposes a 350ms delay after it
detects the power voltage rise to within operating tolerance
before releasing the reset line (lower diagram). This
provides time for the power supply to stabilise after
switch -on. The DS1233 draws 50µA in normal operation.

Clearly, the device may be used for purposes other than
MPU power supply monitoring and reset. For instance
switch debounce or power supply monitoring and
protection.

EW + WW professional
services offer -
FREE SAMPLE
If you would like a free sample of the DS1233/A, just fill in
the special coupon located between pages 936 and 937. If
your application is out of the ordinary, write and let us
know about it. We will publish the more interesting ones.

Note: issuing of samples and data as part of this offer is
being handled directly by Dallas Semiconductor UK Ltd.

DALLAS
DS1233
Econo

Rosol

1 2 3

4111P
TO -92 Package

PIN DESCRIPTION
PIN 1 GROUND
PIN 2 RAT
PIN 3 Poo

vm0

RS!

VPs TOLERANCE
AND BIAS

T.C. REFERENCE

TOR

LAY

Dallas's DS1233 monitors
micro's voltage supply and
resets micro if voltage

wit departs from nominal
level. The device can work
with a push-button reset
(below), holding the reset
line down for a further
350ms until the power
supply is established.

PUSHBUTTON
CAPACTTOR

V

MICROPROCESSOR

RESET

Timing in the device. When the DS1233 detects a falling edge, it first
debounces the push-button, recognises the button release and imposes a

350ms reset active interval.

I

On power up, reset is active until power line is steady.
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INTERFACING
WITH C

by

HOWARD HUTCHINGS

Interfacing with C can be obtained frcm Lorraine Spindler, Room
L333, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM5 2AS.

Please make cheques for £14.95 (which includes postage and
packing) payable to Reed Business Publishing Group.

Alternatively, you can telephone your order, quoting a
credit card number. Telephone 081-652 3614.

A disk containing all the example listings used in this book is
available at £25.50 + VAT. Please specify size required.

C HERE!
If you have followed our
series on the use of the C
programming language, then
you will recognise its value
to the practising engineer.

But, rather than turning up
old issues of the ;journal to
check your design for a
digital filter, why not have all
the articles collected
together in one hook,
Interfacing with C?

The book is a storehouse of
information that will be of
lasting value to anyone
involved in the design of
filters, A -to -D conversion,
convolution, Fourier and
many other applications,
with not a soldering iron in
sight.

To complement the
published series, Howard
Hutchings has written
additional chapters on D -to -

A and A -to -D conversion,
waveform synthesis and
audio special effects,
including echo and
reverberation. An appendix
provides a "getting started"
introduction to the running
of the many programs
scattered throughout the
book.

This is a pract.cal guide to
real-time programming, the
programs provided having
been tested and roved. It is
a distillation of the teaching
of computer -assisted
engineering at Humberside
Polytechnic, at which Dr
Hutchings is a senior
lecturer.

Source code listings for the
programs descr,bed in the
book are available on disk.
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NATURAL RADIATION
FOCUSED BY POWER
INES: NEW EVIDENCE

Scientists searching for a mechanism to
explain increases in the incidence of can-
cer among those living in close proximi-

ty to power lines could have been looking in
the wrong place. New evidence suggests that
instead of trying to find an as yet unproven
cellular reaction to the presence of the power -
line's magnetic fields, researchers should
investigate power lines as concentrators of
potentially damaging natural sky radiation. If
accepted, a clear link between a known bio-
logical cell damage mechanism and power
lines will have been established, triggering a
reassessment of the independent studies
recording statistical increases in cancer inci-
dence around power lines.

The evidence stems from recordings show-
ing concentrations of background solar radia-
tion under power lines -a direction of enquiry
prompted by a chance observation made dur-
ing a British Astronomical Association exper-
iment.

The effect appears to have remained undis-
covered because cosmic ray researchers have
focused on ultra high energy particles, delib-
erately screening out the biologically destruc-
tive low energy particles. It has also escaped
environmental monitoring agencies like the
National Radiological Protection Board
because they use carefully sited vertical axis
Geiger tubes - an arrangement that could have
fatal flaws for these type of measurements.

The worrying aspect is that overhead power
lines could be concentrating the biologically
most destructive lower energy particles along
their length, exposing those living and work-
ing nearby to at least double the normal sky
radiation dose. During periods of high solar
activity, the situation is even worse, with
whole body irradiation rates increasing many
times during major solar flares.

Although the sky radiation levels near
power lines are within current safety limits,
the large population affected is likely to show
a small but statistical increase in radiation -
associated disease, because no lower level cut-
off for radiation damage to human cells has
been formulated.

Cancer risks from
radiation are well
established. Anthony
Hopwood turns the
power line debate on
its head with evidence
showing power line
fields can concentrate
background radiation
to damaging levels.

Aurora clue
The first clue to the variability of low energy
sky radiation came from work in the Aurora
Section of the British Astronomical
Association, which was at its most productive
during the sunspot maximum of 1989-90. To
help predict the magnetic storms which cause
aurorae, a Geiger counter on a tall pole was
set up to detect the solar eruptions that provide
the particle blast that generates the aurora. The
tube was initially oriented East West, with its
long axis horizontal, in the mistaken belief
that this would be the best way of detecting
direct solar radiation.

First results from the detector in late 1990
were disappointing. For several months the
rate stayed stable with a total background vari-
ation of less than 2% even though solar activ-
ity reached record levels.

In January 1991, the detector tube was
turned to a geomagnetic North South axis. The
effect was immediate, with variations in sky
rate exceeding 50%. For the first time the
count increased visibly as an active sun rose,
and there were changes in rate caused by geo-
magnetic storms.
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But other effects showed up too. Charged
shower clouds caused a particle count tran-
sient as the electric field front passed over the
detector, and during the aurora of 8/9
November " 991, the counter recorded a large
sky particle peak as a direct auroral ray passed
overhead. (See Figs 2 and 3).

It was his chance observation that con-
firmed that the geomagnetically aligned low
energy secondary charged particles picked up
by the detector might also be influenced by
other artificial electric and magnetic fields. So
a portable Ceiger counter was built to find out
how power lines affected incoming low ener-
gy particles

Measuring the power line effect
Tie instrument is conventional apart from the
horizontal setting of the tube. As with the
fiKed installation previously mentioned, it
taxes advantage of the directional properties of
a long thin Geiger tube set horizontally in an
aluminium sleeve. The sleeve serves as an
electrostatic screen and weather shield.

The methcd of measurement is very basic.
Ti2 counter is placed on a tripod. Its axis and
exact location are noted as well as the start
tine of the °Nervation. The time taken for the
instrument t) count to 500 is recorded on a
st3owatch, and this figure is later calculated as
a count per ninute. The result is also checked

Anthony Hopwood investigates the focusing
effect of power lines.

The Earth's magnetic field bends low energy
charged particles from the sun to produce
aarorae. Magnetic fields from power lines bend
and focus low energy particles - which make up
na.ch of our oackground radiation -in the same
way. Picture shows the Aurora Australis
(Southern Lights) as seen by the crew of Shuttle
Discovery during Mission STS -39 28 April -6
May 1991 (N4SA -SPL).
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against the continuous count record for the
same period to check for sky rate anomalies
caused by solar flares

Hundreds of readings have been taken
around power lines up to 33kV.

They show that power lines have a very
strong effect on the secondary particle sky
radiation under and near them. The width of
the affected zone varies with line current: on
one 3 -phase 6kV line, the zone of maximum
sky count moved from 8m from the centre line
to 12m as local residents cooked their Sunday
lunch!

8m up, even a domestic 240V line to an
individual house will double the sky count,
causing it to move up to 3m from its centre
line. A tent or umbrella analogy is a reason-
ably accurate one, but the counter showed up
two distinct particle deflection effects inside
the zone of electrodynamic influence.

Although an overhead power line carries
current and voltage waves which alternate 50
times per second, the effect is averaged
because the particles travel so fast that they
only respond to the instantaneous electric and
magnetic field as they pass. This averaging is
differentially detected by the directional prop-
erties of the long Geiger horizontal tube, and
will not show clearly on the small portable
vertical tube Geiger counters widely used for
environmental monitoring.

200

DETECTOR PARALLEL 0

DETECTOR 90° +

PERCENT

SKY COUNT

ABOVE NORMAL

0

LINE

O
O

M.

0
O

O
G

o o+
10 12

Fig 2. Graphic representation of typical 6kV 3 -phase line effect on sky particle count. Note
difference in detection rate between Geiger tube parallel to line 0, and at right angles +. The + rate
probably shows particles aligning to the instantaneous electrodynamic field like a linear motor. The
0 rate may show the mean deflection of particles when the current/voltage wave is weakest.

Directional differentiation
This directional discrimination makes it pos-
sible to examine the structure of the power
line field effect by varying the position and
alignment of the portable detector.

Directly under the centre of a typical 3
phase 6kV overhead line, it was discovered
that there was a band about 4m wide where

BACKGROUND OF CONCERN
The continuous particle bombardment to which we are all sub-

jected - popularly known as background radiation - has four
main sources. Most is from the ground and varies with geology.
Areas of young granite containing uranium and thorium can show a
background many times that of a "quiet" area, and buildings made
from naturally radioactive materials can significantly irradiate those
living in them.

The second major source is the Sun, a fusion reactor converting a
million tons of hydrogen a second into light, heat, ionising radiation
and fresh fuel. The Sun gives us about a third of our lifetime radia-
tion dose but the actual dose rate varies widely during the 11 year
sunspot cycle - which last peaked in 1989-90.

The rest of our dose of radiation is split between two other sources.
The main one is the Galaxy. The cataclysmic process of star forma-
tion and destruction blasts the Earth with ultra high energy particles
that may have come from a supernova or galactic collision that took
place millions of years ago. These particles, and those that come
from the Sun, are true primary cosmic rays and have so much ener-
gy that they shatter any nucleus they hit, generating a shower of
nuclear fragments that can irradiate an area of several hundred square
metres on the ground (Fig 1).

The remaining source of background radiation consists of artificial
radio isotopes and X-rays encountered at work and in medicine, plus
the residual legacy of contamination from atmospheric nuclear test-
ing and Chemobyl. Despite popular belief, this now accounts for less
than 1% of typical human lifetime exposure in the UK.

Solar and cosmic radiation - or sky radiation - can vary from about
a third to many times typical background levels, depending on cir-
cumstances. It is generally agreed that the earth's electric and mag-
netic field causes a primary (over 2 x 1010 electron -volts) cosmic ray
intensity variation of less than 2% between the Equator and the poles.
This figure derives from cosmic ray research carried out on ultra high
energy primary particles, which could not be generated artificially on
earth.

the sky count for all detector axes was normal
background. At 4m from the centre on both
sides, the sky count peaked at +50% for a
detector set parallel to the line, tailing gradu-
ally down to normal background at 12m from
the centre line.

When the detector axis was set at right
angles to the line, a different effect was noted.

For the main part, the lower energy secondary particles which
reach the ground and contribute much of our background radiation
dose have been ignored. However, the ground level variation in low
energy sky radiation is much greater than the 2% figure given for
high energy primary particles.

Fig 1. Tracing from
an automicrograph
of a high energy
primary cosmic ray
collision captured on
a photographic plate.
The primary particle
was probably a
silicon nucleus. The
fragmentation
products were not
silicon chips! The
light tracks would be
energetic fast
particles like mesons,
protons and alpha
particles. The heavy
black tracks would
be slower low energy
particles created ._-______. -
from the disruption
of residual nuclei.
The impact nucleus
was probably silver
or bromine in the
photographic
emulsion.
Source: Intensity
Variations in Cosmic
Rays. D.C.Rose 1957.

5%
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COMBINED EARTH CURRENT
AND LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
COUNTER LOG FOR AURORA
ON 3/9 NOVEMBER 1991
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The sky count rose by 60% 5m from the line,
peaking at double the normal count 8m from
the line. The sky count then tailed off rapidly
to reach normal at 12m from the line. The fig-
ures have been averaged from many hundreds
of observations, and represent a a typical
effect of a three phase line crossing open
fields (see Fig. 2).

The effect for higher voltage lines has not
been scaled due to problems with access.
Since the affected zone for a 33kV line
extends at least 25m from the line, it seems
reasonable to extrapolate that there will be
enhanced sky radiation at much greater dis-
tances for 300kV "supergrid" lines.

From the field measurements taken, it seems
that line current is the significant variable
parameter. The voltage effect will be signifi-
cant, but constant, as will the height of the
line. The most surprising result is that, from a
sky radiation point of view, the best place to
be is right under the wires!

Fig 3. Chart recording for the same event as that
referred to in Fig. 2 from geomagnetically
aligned Geiger tube. The plot shows background
particle rate rise (top trace) and simultaneous
geomagnetic earth current transient caused by
local ionospheric particle beam effect.

Why the Geiger counts
A Geiger counter is the best known type of
radiation detector. It does not detect all
types of radiation, only those that can
trigger an electrical discharge in the detector
tube as they penetrate it. A convenient way
of measuring nuclear radiation is to count
the -discharges in such a tube. This gives a
direct measure of radiation intensity, from
which an accurate dose rate can be
calculated after applying various
corrections.
Every day, millions of atomic particles pass
through our bodies. A Geiger tube with a
detector volume of a few millilitres
generally detects about 20 sky particles
every minute of the day or night.

More research required
More detailed research involving sophisticat-
ed equipment will be needed to fill in the fine
detail of power line/sky radiation interaction,
and to pinpoint locations where the effect is
most marked and likely to irradiate large pop-
ulations.

In the meantime, it seems reasonable to ask
that no more supergrid lines be erected by the
power companies close to houses, schools and
factories. Instead, lines that can be shown to
irradiate heavily populated areas should be
installed underground. 

HP 8558B

q 0 0 0

SPECTRUM ANALYZERS
100 khz TO 1500 mhz

simple 3 knob operation
182T mainframe
1 khz TO 3 mhz +VAT P/P

Resolution bandwidths
Recent release in good
clean tested condition

£1800

M&B RADIO
86 BISHOPGATE STREET

LEEDS LS1 4BB

TEL (0532) 435649
FAX (0532) 426881

CIRCLE NO. 121 ON REPLY CARD
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REGULARS
LETTERS

Distorted proof
I am writing in response to Ben
Duncan's article, "Proof for the
Golden Ears Hypothesis", (EW +
WW, June 1992). My first comment
is about his choice of test frequency.
It was really clever to get distortion
spikes falling on grid lines so we
cannot clearly determine their
levels! Well, all is not lost.

In the last paragraph on p466 Mr.
Duncan says that figure 2 clearly
documents differences that
corroborate the audible change, and
odd harmonics - above the 9th -
slope off monotonically with the
modified circuit. I do not agree with
either suggestion. It is because
Duncan has chosen I kHz as a test
frequency that his harmonic spikes
all lie on graph grid lines; hence it is
virtually impossible to determine
their amplitude accurately.

If the test frequency was shifted
by a small amount, Af from lkHz,
then the nth harmonic would be
shifted by n times this amount, ie
nAf. As the 13th harmonic line is
almost exactly on the 13kHz grid
line we can tell the test frequency
was probably within a few Hertz,
less than 10Hz, of 1kHz. Since graph
frequency resolution is only about
20Hz, it is not possible to read the
amplitude of the harmonic spikes
with any degree of accuracy. We see
artefacts due to the non zero
resolution bandwidth of the
spectrum analyser.

Apparent differences in
amplitudes of harmonics above the
9th, such as llth, 13th and 15th, are
considerably less than fluctuations
due to noise. These harmonic spikes
are only about 6dB above the grass,
and variation in noise spikes
between both graphs can be 10dB or
more. Check it out around 9.3kHz,
10.3kHz, 12.4kHz and 13.2kHz. All
one can reliably say, with regard to
the odd harmonics above the 9th, is
that some of them are visible above
the noise, and Duncan's suggestion
they "slope off monotonically"
cannot be supported with the
graphical evidence presented.

As for even harmonics, I agree
there does seem to be a significant
increase, borne out by figure 3.

So where does that leave us?
Assuming the presented information
is accurate, I think we would all
agree using "reversible elcap"
increases the amp's THD by about

50% (3dB). Not surprising, as most
electronic equipment designers
would tell you electrolytic
capacitors do not have V-/
characteristics which are
symmetrical around zero, even at dc.

For this reason it is foolhardy to
use electrolytic capacitors in
situations where they may become
reverse biased, and it is probably
this mechanism of generating
distortion which contributes to
relatively poor performance from
some amplifiers. It is an all too
common mistake made by many
designers of hi-fi gear. Duncan has
introduced a non-linear component
into the amp and its effect is to
increase distortion, most notably
even harmonic distortion, and
therefore also intermodulation
distortion.

It is widely known that even
harmonic distortion is not altogether
unpleasant. Not surprising since the
second, fourth and eighth harmonics
lie one, two and three octaves,
respectively, above the fundamental
(ie, are musically related to it). In
many circumstances even the sixth
may be as well, which is probably
the main reason for some people
finding valve amps sound more
pleasant and "sweeter" than
transistor amps.

It is hardly surprising some people
would find modified DVT-50s more
pleasant, assuming they really can
detect a difference. If hi-fi power
amps contributed no distortion
whatsoever, the nature of the circuit
and devices used would be
irrelevant, and very nearly state of
the art. Speaker distortion is far
more significant in most hi-fi setups
than amplifier distortion.

Duncan gives us no reason why
increase in distortion should give us
"sonic benefit", but expects us to
simply believe it does. As outlined,
there are well established reasons
why modified amplifiers might
sound preferable to some people,
but this does not mean they have
superior performance.

Duncan has failed to provide any
evidence that the modified amplifier
offers superior performance. If
anything, the evidence suggests the
opposite. He has provided us with
evidence which shows that many
subjectivists or "golden eared" ones
like their music coloured with a little
even harmonic distortion. Ironically

it often seems to be the same crowd
that berates us for using tone
controls because they colour music.

Duncan says figure 3 shows how a
traditional THD+N vs frequency
measurement misses the point.
Unfortunately it is Duncan who
misses the point. Once again,
supporters of the golden eared ones
have failed to interpret data correctly
and once again they have ignored
the facts. Until they can come up
with some real evidence, or accept
evidence against them, the sooner
they will be taken seriously.

In the mean time, some of us will
have a good laugh, and I will
continue to listen to my music with
as little added distortion as possible.
Phil Denniss
University of Sydney
Australia

Crash solutions
I too suffered intermittent 'crashes'
on my old Mitsubishi PC a few
years ago, after re -siting it within the
house. An attentive ear noticed the
fridge/freezer switching off at the
time of one of the crashes, and later,
toaster 'popping' also froze the
system. The PC's eventual demise
was, I believe, due to the use of a
vacuum cleaner on a nearby socket.

The lesson must be not to trust
PSUs of older PCs and to site PCs'
power points far away from sources
of electrical noise. Use a
capacitor/inductor filter to reduce
line noise input to the PC and use
filters on offending domestic
appliances too, to prevent noise
entering the mains.

Perhaps a suitable authority on the
subject could produce an EW + WW
article on the use of C, Cy
capacitors and flux -cancelling
inductors!
Mike Whittaker
Cumbria

Speakers in series
It is often suggested that audio
speakers be connected in series (or
in a parallel/series lattice) in order to
present an acceptable load to the
amplifier. But this can have
disastrous effects on sound quality,
as the following experiment
demonstrates.

Speakers being linear motors,
connect two small identical dc

motors in series and apply a dc
voltage. You will find the motors do
not run at half -speed: only one
motor actually works! In addition,
you can 'flip-flop' the active motor
by applying a small breaking force
to it.

This instability makes it doubtful
that speakers connected in series
would reproduce sound evenly,
unless they are exactly matched and
have the same enclosure, damping
material and room location!
Instead I would recommend using a
step-down auto -transformer for each
speaker, all connected in parallel at
the amplifier; the secondary winding
of the 70V line transformer carried
by Radio Shack can be used for that
purpose.
P C Meunier
Cambridge

Acro prob
Your editorial offering advice to
authors intending to submit material
for publication in your journal
prompts me to raise a topic which
has been in my mind for some time.

It has become fashionable in all
forms of journalism, and particularly
in its technical branches, to make
extensive use of acronyms. There is,
of course, nothing wrong with this
per se: it provides a convenient form
of shorthand which avoids tedious
repetitive writing (and reading) but,
unless the acronyms are made
explicit, they can present an almost
impenetrable barrier to anyone who
is not familiar with them. It should
be remembered that constructing
acronyms is relatively easy but
reverse processes are difficult and
time consuming at the very least.

I would like, therefore, to suggest,
that, in addition to the points
mentioned in your editorial, authors
should be urged to provide a
glossary covering all acronyms used
in their text. This could take the
form of an appendix or a separate
box for easy reference.
Alternatively, each acronym should
be spelled out fully when it first
appears - even if as often happens,
this is in the title.
A few writers do help in this way
but it would be useful if some
consistent practice could be
established.
E N Martin
Cleveland
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Renaissance
Science
Is Mr Iva (LW + WW, Letters,
September 1992), seeking to clarify
modem -day confusion over time, or
merely to remark that there is
nothing new under the sun? f the
former, what little he says seems
likely to deepen bewilderment, not
disperse it!

The proposition that time exists
only as a consequence of action in
the physical domain raises many
questions: does existence apply to an
extension within the space of the
universe, or to endurance outside it
but in the realm of the mind?

Such a question is within the
province of metaphysics, which
engages philosophers' interest, but, I
would suspect, practitioners of
modem science and technology
would rather "subversive" probing
of philosophers be confined to the
back waters of the humanities, lest a
searing stab of moralistic
illumination bring some discomfort
to physicists cocooned by the cosy
"fug" that now surrounds their
discipline.

Suppressing all enquiry into
relativity theory can hardly be
defended as an act of piety and high
principle, after all! Its viability as
the paradigm of modem science is at
stake should there be any doubt that
time is an element of the physical
universe, with definite
characteristics including forming a
continuum, when "combined" with
space, which mediates in the
functioning of material entities.
Hence time's existence in
consequence of action in the
physical domain cannot be taken for
granted by physicists, even if it is
strictly beyond their province.

Philosophy requires examination
of time which is not a component of
the material domain but is absolutely
a mental concept, albeit
indispensable to life. To deny an
entity all physical attributes is not to
dispose of its existence: for instance
my acutely felt heartache may
manifest no definitive trace in the
material universe, yet to me its
existence is all too real!

Within metaphysics it is realised
that our mental images have no
extension in the space of the
physical universe, but without the
order allotted by temporal intuition,
all meaning and inteation is
impossible. Under the impression of
sensations given by an "unfolding"
of the material world, which is an
expression of its essential

Lipschutz's leap forward
With regards to Phil Darrington's article, "Pursuing A
Lost Course" (EW + WW, May 1992) I would like to
put the point of view of a member of a Main Force
Bomber Command crew.

Bearing in mind the primitive navigation tools
available at the outbreak of the war, "GEE" was an
enormous step forward. But, in training around the
British Isles and in early months of operation against
the enemy, crews were soon shown the other side of
the coin. Range was restricted and interference tried
navigators' skills in reading the almost invisible Blips
in a phalanx of "Railings" and the like. GEE
continued in use until the late fifties with civil airlines
and the military.

The same cannot be said of H2S. It was an
excursion in a similar direction to that taken by

Not in competition!
Sir Edward Fennessey's reply (EW + WW, July 1992)
to Philip Darrington's article, "Pursuing a Lost
Course" (EW + WW, May 1992), on my air
navigation work is of great interest, but he does
slightly miss the point. As Darrington said, both GEE
and Oboe were jammed quite quickly, in a matter of
months and THE was obliged to develop newer
versions with a spread of frequencies, or centimetric
wavelengths. Indeed, Germans captured an
experimental GEE system even before it was
officially in service, and were using our own GEE
system against us by 1943. H2S was claimed by
General Beppo Schmid to be a great mistake, since it
had given away our bombers' position after his
predecessor General Kammhuber's radar chain had
been put out of action. These systems were a great
improvement over earlier needs to rely on DR
navigation. Yet, even as late as spring 1945, Albert
Speer, the German armament minister (quoted in The
Listener, April 6, 1978). believed we were "still not
able to attack, for instance, the factories of the ball -
bearing industry in night-time effectively".

My offer of displaying an aircraft's position on a
map was not in competition with either of these
systems: it pre -dated both and could have been in
service in 1939-40. Development time would have
been short, since my own instrument took only two
afternoons to construct. Methods of dealing with
interference were also included in its design. As the
article points out, my radio system was simply a
'taster' for a jam -proof inertial navigation system that

characteristic, we discover a means
of relating physical action to mental
operation, by means of
synchronisation.

Failure of scientists to grapple
with such metaphysical concerns
leaves them vulnerable, not only to
abuse by opportunist theoreticians
like Professor Einstein. but also to
the persuasive assertions of
ambitious zealots of religion and
superstition. Under the sway of

Captain Lipschutz: a moving map display in the form
of display tube and scanner. At its best, when
crossing coasts, the display looked very much like an
early type of weather radar. In my experience, service
was not very good and the Germans were soon to turn
radar transmission to their advantage.

Finally, despite the shortcomings of these aids,
navigators kept within a relatively short distance of
track whilst Pid- target marking provided beacons
visible for a hundred miles on a good night.

If Lipschutz's invention had been put into
production alongside GEE, a great leap forward
would have occurred.

G A Perrott
France

I had designed some years previously.
My offer was declined without serious

consideration at a time when such equipment was
desperately needed. The dismissive way it was done
caused me to hesitate in making additional offers of
advanced technology such as design work on jet
engines, and on internal combustion
would provide much greater power output than
existing devices. Several of these engines were
actually built in the RAF Met.Service workshop,
arousing considerable interest. While enhancing my
reputation, these did not result in any action towards
helping the war effort - the incentive for my work in
the first place.

Since nothing appears to have been learnt from my
own experiences and those of people such as Sir
Frank Whittle, who suffered roughly similar
treatment, it seems certain British industry will
continue to decline; the power of "not invented here"
syndromes is so overwhelming it seems futile to
disclose any discovery or invention of major
importance. The more advanced it is. the louder doubt
is expressed with regard to its feasibility; it is
ignored, suppressed or, eventually, pirated.

Meanwhile, my `U -Plane' patent (EW + WW,
March 1988) has been taken up commercially abroad
and by foreign naval designers. As Whittle found,
you can take a horse to the water, but

Capt. Heinz Lipschutz
Rhoose

mystics. rather than making a stand
on philosophical principles, we have
lost the way to our Brave New
World: it protects us from the
stimulation that would drive us to
new endeavour towards a deeper
appreciation of our world, both
"outer" and "inner".

The stimulation which ultimately
fires us is that of the moral
challenge: scientific endeavour
requires persistence, devotion and,

above all, hon,-.-ty. Beware of the
subversion of honest philosophers.
and prepare a draught of hemlock.
you bringers of progress!

We would all do well to follow
Ivall's example, and to study ideas
of ancient philosophers: they
belonged to societies who could at
least contemplate the continuity of
mankind!
C Francksen
Farnborough
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LETTERS

The plot thickens
Greg Ball (LW + WW, May 1992)
asserts I have lost the plot regarding
problems of PSRR and the
contribution of injected distortion
from power supplies caused by class
AB output stage commutation. I do
not believe this to be the case and
concur with much in Ball's
discussion. Many of the points
raised are well understood by a
number of designers.

For example, I agree that power
supplies can be over -specified.
Where using large value
electrolytics connected by widely
spaced conductors, the inductive
component in the supply's source
impedance is increased. More
modest but "wider -bandwidth"
capacitors in close proximity to
critical circuitry may actually
achieve a superior performance by
achieving a better suppression of the
injection of hf distortion resulting
from class AB operation.

Why do amplifier designers often
use separate or separately decoupled
supplies for output and pre -output
stages? Surely to reduce interstage
coupling related to distorted
waveforms appearing on supplies
and non-linear circulating currents
which can mutually couple to more
sensitive circuitry via injection,
transformer action and ground rail
layout problems.

For many years I have held that
the principal advantage of class A
amplifier operation lies not in lower
voltage and current transfer errors
but rather in reduced distortion
appearing on the power supply,
together with mutual coupling from
high-level current paths injecting
less correlated distortion into
sensitive input and pre -output stage
circuitry. Using distortion reduction
techniques4, transfer distortion
generated by class AB working can
be controlled to more than
acceptable proportions and sonically
(I believe) is not a major issue. Once
interface problems associated with
class AB stages and power supply

Figure taken from ref 3. Two -stage
amplifier with Vs representing
power supply voltage variation

Vin

supply rail

interaction are properly understood
and accounted for, apparent
advantages offered by class A
biasing virtually disappear.

As a contentious point, I do not
find it surprising that some of the
best transistor audio amplifiers are
rated between 50 and 100W, are of
modest size and run in class AB. For
high-performance domestic
amplifiers, large size just multiplies
electromagnetic problems.

Basic analysis presented3 enabled
the supply injection to be calculated
for the primitive amplifier shown in
Figure 10 (repeated here where
system parameters are also defined),
where the closed -loop expression
describing output voltage V0 as a
function of both input signal V1 and
the supply voltage variation vs was
given by equation 17 as:

poor ground rail design.
Power supply related injection

occurs from three main factors
within an amplifier topology: finite
semiconductor device slope
impedance, electromagnetic
coupling and ground -rail errors. All
of these respond to distorted supply
voltages and induction from non-
linear currents, flowing for example
in the output devices, exacerbated
by supplies with finite, complex and
non-linear output impedances.The
well known solutions are to use
proper supply regulation/decoupling
with due regard to capacitor
parasitics5 , separate power supplies
(if within budget), appropriate
physical circuit layout and a circuit
topology that has an inherently high
PSRR.

As a suggestion, where reservoir

mg,RRI/;+ I? Kim I +1 I r2(Z,Z2]Vs
+ r 2 Z,d)(1+ Z2)+ kmg,Rg

Providing R, is large, its effect on
closed -loop gain is small where
supply injection is dependent on the
slope impedances and system gain
elements. Interestingly, if R5 is
replaced by a capacitor, it can aid
the reduction of supply distortion
injection. After all, if Rg=0, there
would be virtually no injection, and
no signal either!

Important points to observe are
that slope impedances are reactive
and non-linear, especially where
voltage swings are a significant
fraction of their quiescent bias
values and supply voltage variation
Vs is a non-linear function of the
input signal where related to output -
stage design and even nonlinearity
in reactive loudspeaker load.

Analysis was meant to show the
ratio of gains a=(1/0 / Vs)/(Vo/Vin)
was independent of R5, where:

(5=1-

z, #zz

1 I-, )11_L, z, g,

A small value of a implies that
amplifier output depends more upon
input voltage than supply voltage,
although a large value of mirror
current gain m only reduces the
effect of Z2 and not Zo. Although
this analysis accounts for slope
impedances, it does not address
problems of inductive coupling and

O
r2 -1111e- In

current mirror

M I

Rg

X1

capacitors are remote from the main
amplifier, connection should be via
an interconnect with a low
characteristic impedance so
capacitive impedance dominates and
connection is effectively an
extension of capacitor plates
(assuming hf distortion products
represent only a small fraction of a
wavelength along the connection).
This can also achieve a low radiated
magnetic field.

Some of the problems of power
supply interaction are discussed in
reference 2. Interested parties should
be able to obtain a reprint from the
Audio Engineering Society (reprint
2247 A -I4, 78th AES Convention
1985), or I would be pleased to
supply a copy if you enclose a SAE
(Dept ESE, University of Essex,
Colchester, England C04 3SQ).

A paper by J.F.Dawson,"EMC on
a PCB", Proc. Institute of
Acoustics, vol. 13, part 7, November
1991 contains interesting and
relevant material.
Dr Malcolm Omar Hawksford
University of Essex

References
1 Cherry E.M., A New Distortion
Mechanism in Class B Amplifiers, JAES,
vol. 29, no. 5, pp 327-328, May 1981
2 Hawksford M.O.J., Pontoon Amplifier
Constructions Incorporating Error -
Feedback Location of Floating Power
Supplies, 78th Convention of the AES,
reprint 2247 (A-14), May 1985
3 Hawksford M.O.J., Reduction of
Transistor Slope Impedance Dependent
Distortion in Large Signal Amplifiers,
JAES, vol. 36, no. 4, pp 213-222, April
1988

4 Hawksford M.O.J., Distortion
Correction in Audio Power Amplifiers,
JAES, Vol. 29, No. 1/2, Jan/Feb 1981, pp.
27-30
5 Hawksford MOJ, The Essex Echo:

Unification Part 4, Hi-Fi News and
Record Review, vol. 32, no. 2, pp 37-45,
February 1987

Filthy smear
As I write this, Granada TV is
showing a programme called
"Covington Cross". I see that it was
made using the very latest (probably
digital) `smearvision' process. What
an advance over VHS! I have
noticed this peculiar 'softened'
effect on several programmes lately,
and if this is the quality we can
expect from the very latest family of
video production aids, then it makes
a mockery of the (supposed) up-and-
coming HDTV system. Just think -
we'll be able to see those softened
edges and smeary details in high
resolution!

Seriously, can any broadcast
engineer out there explain why TV
pictures have got worse instead of
better?
Andrew I Howlett
Cheshire

Not so dangerous!
With reference to David Goadby's
letter (EW + WW, July 1992)
regarding my article on PC Printer
ports (EW + WW, May 1992). It is
true that older models of PC add-ons
used a hardwired printer port, but
newer models use dedicated LSI
devices like 82C11 which are fully
compatible with the SSI version. I
would like to emphasize that the
8255 has been used in my circuit to
interface the printer port lines to the
host microcomputer connected to
the 8255 data/control bus.

If one looks at details of the PC
printer port, use of open collector
gates as output on lines STROBE,
AUTO FEED, INIT and SLCT IN could
easily be noticed. These lines can be
put in the OFF state by software, and
can be sensed through the 74LS244,
which is a facility made use of in my
circuit. SLCT, PE, ACK, BUSY and
ERROR lines are wired as pure input
in the PC and hence there should be
no problem in using them as input.

I do agree that the main output
port at 378h is permanently enabled
as an output and can be read back
but not driven from external sources
and if I correct the IC number,
LS374 is used as the output latch,
not LS240. There are eight pure
output lines, four bidirectional lines
and five input lines in a PC printer
port.

The reader has himself designed a
system to transfer data through the
PC printer port, albeit one bit a time.
Mine just transfers 8 bit at a time
instead. I don't think utilising PC
ports' full facility can be dangerous.
R. Misra
Ahmedabad
India
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TELEVISION TRANSMITTER

* Will transmit directly from a satellite receiver output.
* Phase lock loop and saw filter technology.
* Lower output power versions available.
* Television transposers also available.

* 50 Watts RE output
* 1 volt peak to peak

composite video input

* Single channel. Bands I,
III, IV or V.

* Automatic output
protection

* Output power meter
* Integral forced air cooling
* Integral power supply
* Dimensions 4 units high 19"

panel

* £4,950 ex -works &
ex -VAT

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Unit 1, Aerodrome Industrial Complex, Aerodrome Road, Hawkinge, Folkestone, Kent CT18 7AG, U.K.

Tel: (UK) 0303 893631 (Overseas) 44 303 893631 Fax: (UK) 0303 893838 (Overseas) 44 303 893838
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BOOKS TO

BUY
t. Analog Electronics

Ian Hickman
Good all-round electronics

designers are hard to find,
according to the

recruitment specialists.
There are either bad
all-rounders or good
specialist (for
example, microwave,

power supply,
microprocessors specialists).

Many young designers have
been lured away from the
fundamentals of electronic

design to more
'glamorous' digital work.

yet there are many
simple pieces of
electronic equipment

for which a purely
analogue realisation is still

cheaper, more reliable and more
appropriate than a microprocessor -based

solution. Analogue staff are in desperately
short supply, and in many fields -
telecommunications for example - analogue
skills are very much in demand. Ian
Hickman's latest book includes many
examples from his large collection of circu is
(built up over thirty years in commercial,
professional and defence electronics),
selected for their usefulness in a wide range
of applications. Hardback 300pages.
Price £32-40

Circuit Designers Companion
Tim Williams
This compendium of practical wisdom
concerning the real -world aspects of
electronic circuit design will be invaluable tor

Credit card orders accepted by phone 081 652 3614

linear and digital designees alike. The
subjects covered include grounding, printed
circuit design and layout, linear ICs, logic
circuits and their interfaces, power supplies,
electromagnetic compatibility, safety and
Thermal management. How to design to
production and to cost restraints is stressed
throughou'. The style is direct, lucid and non-
acadan c, aimed at the practising designer
who needs straightforward,easy-to-follow
advice. Hardback 320pages.
Price 26-50

Electronic Alarm Circuits Manual
R M Mars `on
Ore hundred and forty useful alarm circubs,
of a variety of types, are shown it :his
volume. The operating prnciple ci each one
is explained in concise but comprehensive
terms, and brief construction notes are given
where necessary: Aimed at the practical
design engineer, technician and
experimenter, as well as -he electronics
student and amateur. Paperback 144pages.
Price E13-95

Filter Handbook
Stephen Niewiadomski
A guide to electronic filter design and
implementation, clearly written and without
the enormous amount of 'mathematics usually
found in books on this subject. Especially of
interest for electronics engineers and
technicians, students, enthusiasts and also
radio amateurs. Hardback 208pages.
Price £26-50

Microprocessor Architectures and
Systems
RISC, CISC & DSP
Steve heeth
A guide to microprocessor architectures
explain ng the differences, advantages and
disadventaces, and design implications. With
most semiconductor manufacturers supplying
only one type of architecture, processors
becoming more complex than mainframe
computers, and design cycles shortening -
from two years to six months, it is vita for
designers :o choose the right processor.
Steve Heath is processor technology
specialist for Motorola.Hardback 300pages.
Price E31-50

Modern Electronic Test Equipment
Keith Beindley
Describes in a down-to-earth manner how the
main categories of test equipment work,

-
Please send me the fol owing books 1

I enclose a cheque/postal order/eurocheque to the value of £ made payable to

Reed Business Publishing Ltd or Please debit my AccessNisa/American Express/Diners Club

with £ Card Number

Card expiry date Signature Date

Name.. Address

allowing the reader to compare available
instruments, make an informed choice and
then to use the equipment to the best
advantage. Any engineer, technician,
scientist, student or teacher who reads the
book will have a better understanding of the
equipment and get better service from his
nstruments. Paperback 224pages.
Price £15-95

Servicing Personal Computers
Michael Tooley
This book sets out the principles and practice
of personal computer servicing in a handy
reference manual. It contains a wealth of
information, including a large number of
circuit and block diagrams. Various software
diagnostic rout nes have been included
together with listings and, where appropriate,
actual screen dumps. Numerous photographs
show typical adjustments and alignment
points. It is for anyone concerned with the
maintenance of personal computer
equipment or peripherals, whether
professional service technician, student or
enthusiast. Hardback 256pages.
Price £27-00

Newnes Radio and Electronics
Engineer's Pocket Book
Keith Brindley
A compendium of facts, figures and formulae
for the designer, student, service engineer
and all those interested in radio and
electronics. Paperback 328pages.
Price £10.95

Newnes Electronic Assembly Book
Keith Brindley. Hardback 304pages.
Price £11.95

Newnes Z80 Pocket Book
Chris Roberts
Aimed at practsing electronic and software
engineers and technicians involved with the
design, manufacture, testing of maintenance
of Z80 type microprocessors based
equipment. It is also aimed at students
following courses in microprocessor related
subjects. Contents include packages, pinouts
and specifications; processor operation and
signal timing; internal architecture; the flags;
instruction address modes; instruction set;
interrupt response; programming techniques
and support chips. Hardback 185pages.
Price £13-95

Newnes 68000 Pocket Book
Mike Tooley. Hardback 257pages.
Price £13-95

Newnes 8085 Pocket Book
Ian Sinclair. Hardback 342pages.
Price £11-95

Newnes Electrical Pocket Book
21st Edition
E A Parr. Paperback 526pages.
Price £13-95

Diode, Transistor and FET Circuits
Manual
R M Marston
Specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician and experimenter but
will also be of interest to the electronics

Postcode Phone
Return to: Lorraine Spindler, Rm L333, Quadrant Hcuse, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2
5AS. PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKAGING. Please allow 21 days for delivery.
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student and the amateur. Subjects covered
include basic diode circuits; Special diode
circuits; Transistor principles; Transistor
amplifier circuits; Transistor oscillato-s and
astables; Transistor audio amplifiers.
Transistor circuit miscellany; FET Principles;
JFET circuits; MOSFET circuits; VMOS
circuits; Unijunction transistor circuits. Over
340 carefully selected and outstandingly
useful practical circuits, diagrams, graphs
and tables. Paperback 240pages.
Price £13-95

Digital Audio and Compact Disc
Technology
L Baert, L Theuissen and G Verguh
Essential reading for audio engineers,
students and hi-fi enthusiasts. A clear and
easy -to -follow introduction and includes a
technical description of DAT (digital audio
tape). Contents includes principles o' digital
signal processing, sampling, quantization,
A/D conversion systems, codes for digital
magnetic recording, principles of error
correction, the compact disc, CD encoding,
opto-electronics and the optical block, servo
circuits in CD players, signal processing,
digital audio recording systems, PCM, Video
8, R-DAT and S-DAT. Hardback 240pages.
Price £18-45

*The Scanner Handbook:
A Complete Guide to the Use and
Applications of Desktop Scanners
Stephen Beale and James Cavuoto
Desktop scanners are quickly becoming
standard components in personal computer
systems. With these electronic reading
devices, you can incorporate photographs
and illustrations into a desktop publishing
program, convert printed documents into text
files, and perform advance -capability
facsimile transmission. The book is an
informative guide to selecting, installing and
using a scanner. Paperback 254pages.
Price £20-95

*Computer Jargon Explained
Nicholas Enticknap
This 176 page book provides the context to
and discusses 68 of the most commonly used
computer jargon terms. Extensively cross-
indexed, it is essential for all computer
professionals, and will be useful to many
business people too. Paperback 172pages.
Price £10-95

*Aliens' Guide to the
Computer Industry
John Kavanagh
Former Computer Weekly editor,
John Kavanagh, discusses how
the various parts of the computer
industry inter -relate and what makes
it tick. A short cut to separating the
computer industry wood from the trees.
"Good value... an excellent snapshot" -
The Financial Times. Paperback
186pages.
Price £10-95

**Hitchhikers' Guide to Electronics in
the '90s
David Manners
This book by David Manners, a Senior Editor
on Electronics Weekly, will help"DP and IT
professionals identify the trends which will
affect our jobs in the 1990s.
The author describes the work of pioneers
such as Faraday and Edison, explains the
microchip's role, and looks at the markets for
electronic, business trends, and social
implications for the industry. Paperback
21.3pages.
Price £1 3-95

*Open Systems:
The Basic Guide to OSI and its
implementation
Peter Judge
A concise, clear guide to this complex area of
computer standards, untrammelled by jargon
and with appropriate analogies to simplify this
difficult topic. This book is essential for users
and suppliers and is required reading for all in
the computer industry.
"It 's the best introduction to the subject I
ha/a seen" - John Spackman, former
Director, Computing and Information
Services. British Telecom. Paperback
184pages.
Price £13-95

ALdio IC Circuits Manual
R M Marston
Contents include: audio and pre -amp circuits,

amplifier circuits, high -power audio circuits,
LED bar -graph displays and CCD audio
delay -line circuits. Paperback 176pages.
Price 03-95

Aralog Circuit Design
Art, science and personalities
Edited by Jim Williams
They well known contributors share some of
their insights, knowledge, and perspectives
on analogue design. Taken as a whole, these
authors demonstrate that analogue design is
less a set of techniques and methods to be
rigorously followed than a
way of thinking about
things. This book
isn ^. a text
book,

nor is ot really a 'tutorial' in conventional
sense of the term. Instead, its primary goal is
to help the reader think in an analogue way. ft
is the atest title in the 'EDN series for Design
Engineers'. Hardback 390pages.
Price £32-00

Troubleshooting Analog Circuits
Robert A Pease
Troubleshooting Analog Circuits is based on
a series of articles that became one of EDN's
most successful and well-read, and found an
enthusiastic audience among electronic
engineers and technicians.
Contents: Introduction; Troubleshooting linear
circuits - the beginning; Choosing the right
equipment; Getting down to the component
level; Solving capacitor -based troubles;
Preventing material and assembly problems;
Solving active -component problems;
Identifying transistor troubles; Operational
amplifiers - the supreme activators;
Quashing spurious oscillations; The
analogue -digital boundary; Dealing with
power components; Round -up of loose ends;
Floobydust; Letters to Bob: Troubleshooting
charts, Appendices. Hardback 220pages.
Price £21-45

Newnes Electric Circuits Pocket Book
Linear IC
Ray Marston
Newnes Electronic Circuits Pocket book is
aimed directly at those engineers,
technicians, students and competent
experimenters who can build a design directly
from a circuit diagram, and if necessary
modify it to suit individual needs. Hardback
336pages.
Price £13-95

Books published by Butterworth -
Heinemann except
* published by Computer
Weekly, and
** published by Computer
Weekly and Electronics
Weekly.
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RE ENGINEERING

Receiver front ends

traditionally use discrete
components to maintain

optimal noise

performance. Integrated

chips bwilt on gallium
arsenide are now

replacing discrete
components in RF

amplifiers and mixers. LO
functions may also be

included. Tim Stanley

reviews front end chips

and their application
circuitry.

THE RF DESIGN REVOLUTION

2: integrating the front end
Development is focused, not surprisingly, in the
microwave region. GaAs scores over Si for low -noise
applications at tens of GHz offering better gain/noise
performance and requires lower power. But designers

must be aware of stability problems, particularly when using
advanced semiconductors at lower frequencies.

Excess gain, which occurs when RF devices are operated well
below their design frequency, might not seem like much of a
problem. However, stray circuit reactances may adversely com-
bine to form an oscillatory circuit at a much higher frequency
than the design reactances. If the device has enough gain to sus-
tain oscillation in the parasitic path, the result will be high fre-
quency oscillation and generally rotten performance at the
design frequency.

The difficulty for design engineers is to decide between Si or
GaAs in the grey area around 1GHz - this has caused a good
deal of debate over the most suitable technology for PCN hand-
helds.

The optimum front end
Arriving at the best solution for a specific application requires
juggling with a number of conflicting but critical parameters.

Complete front end hybrid circuit module for phased array radar
made with GaAs MMICs. Plessey Caswell Research
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RF ENGINEERING

The obvious one is the noise performance of
the early receiver stages, particularly the first.
The associated gain is also important - the
higher the gain, the less further contribution to
overall noise will there be from the second
and subsequent stages. Htnce the noise fig-
ure/gain combination is important. However,
strong signal handling is also an important
consideration since the radio spectrum is
increasingly cluttered with powerful adjacent
frequency transmissions.

This hazard is prevalent at HF but may also
be significant at higher frequencies where
lower atmospheric noise allows the use of
higher overall system gain. And strong signal
handling varies inversely with overall system
gain. Thus, high sensitivity can be achieved
using low -noise devices, but this will usually
be at the cost of the receiver dynamic range,
i.e. its ability to receive weak signals in the
presence of strong out-of-passband signals
which cause receiver non -linearity and hence
interference products within the passband.

Input filtering becomes important but, in
general, the more effective the filtering the
greater its insertion loss and the associated
degradation of receiver sensitivity. (1dB loss
adds 1dB to the noise figure by reducing the
signal to noise ratio by 1dB at the receiver
detector. The degradation can be worse in
practice, as explained in the previous article).
Noise figure, gain and dynamic range are dif-
ficult to reconcile with increasing device
design frequency.

For small handheld battery operated equip-
ment, the requirement for low power con-
sumption becomes significant and dynamic
range will be sacrificed for this.

To aggravate the noise/gain issue, a
GaAsfet's noise performance is affected by
the impedance presented to its gate(s).
Unfortunately, minimum noise does not coin-
cide with maximum input power match, and
hence for optimum signal-to-noise perfor-
mance, the input matching network has to be
designed carefully for the best trade-off. Also,
special attention to stability has to be given
when using GaAsfets towards the lower end
of their useful frequency range (typically at
VHF).

Siemens CF750 GaAs mixer chip
and application circuits. This low
cost device provides good
conversion gain up to 3GHz

20k

GND

Fig. 1. CF750 mixer application circuit. The
lumped component reactances are shown for

clarity; striplines would normally be used. If
the source LO connection is grounded to RF,

the device will function as a high gain RF
amplifier.

CF 750

MMICS for DBS Satellite Receivers.
Already about four million Ku -band (roughly
11 to 14 GHz) receivers are in service, and it
is estimated that the potential world market to
1994 is a further 16 million.

Development of MMICs doesn't appear to
have reached the point of providing sufficient
noise figure/gain combination to replace dis-
crete modfets for the first stages of RF ampli-
fication. A Ku -band noise figure of 1.3dB or
better is considered the minimum requirement
for the complete low noise (converter) block.
Best results for MMICs as an RF preamplifier
appear to be 1.76dB noise figure with 28dB
gain. Also, this required a chip area of 8mm2,

thus being far more expensive in chip pro-
duction than the 0.0625mm2 required for a
discrete modfet.

MMICs for the LNB mixer and oscillator
are more successful. A converter SSB noise
figure of 8.5dB for conversion gain of 5.5dB
has been achieved on a 0.45mm2 chip, togeth-
er with a 10GHz oscillator with 16dBm output
level and an SSB phase noise of -80 dBc/Hz
at ±10kHz on a 0.81mm2 chip. Oscillators for
these LNBs do not need to be tunable and
therefore can be stabilised by external dielec-
tric resonators. (Ku -band synthesisers have
been realised in MMICs; these, and res-
onators, will be covered in later articles).

Table 1 Performance summary of some GaAs MMICs

Manufacturer Noise dB
Type number Gain dB

GaAs Low Noise Amplifiers

Test frequency GHz 1dB compression dBm Port impedance
Bandwidth GHz 3rd order intercept dBm Package

Supply mA/V

Avantek MGA 2.5 14 4 2-14 +12.5 50 Chip
62100

Hewlett- HMMC 5.0 9.5 14 2-26 +21 50 Chip
Packard 5206
Siemens' CF 750 1.9 10 1.8 0.4 - 3 +9 SMD 2/3.8
Toshiba TG 2000F 2.5 17 0.8 SMD

GaAs Mixer

Siemens' CF 750 4.5 15 0.9 0.4 - 3.0 +10 SMD 2/3.8

GaAs Front -End (RF amp.. Mixer and IF amp.)

Siemens* CMY 90 5. 1.8 0.4 - 3.0 +6.5 SMD 2/3.8
'Preliminary data.
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14 2. CM Y90 complete GaAs integrated front end.

 3 V (2,5 mA)

100 pF

Application circuit for the CMY90. A
single fet acts as an RF amplifier
coupled into a cascode mixing circuit.
The device provides up to 15dB of
conversion gain at 900MHz while
drawing just 2.5mA from a 3V supply
making it ideal for portable phones.

IF (OUT)

Power gain
and noise

figure plots
for the

CMY90
integrated
front end.
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Siemens GaAs Series
The Siemens GaAs range of front end devices
may settle the GaAs/Si dilemma. Worthy of
particular note are the CF750 and CMY90.
Supply requirements of 2.5mA at around 4V
for the three stage front end chip together with
good low noise performance should make
them particularly attractive for hand-held/ bat-
tery operated equipment applications, e.g.

Fig. 3. SL6440 basic application circuit and (right)
intercept graphs. The performance of this transistor
tree device equals that of a diode ring mixer but
without the gain loss.

PCN. The CF750 is a single GaAs transistor
with on -chip biasing in a surface mount pack-
age 4mm long. Input and output matching cir-
cuits are required. Fig. 1 shows application
circuits for mixer use.

The CMY90 comprises input RF amplifier,
mixer and IF amplifier, providing 15dB con-
version gain at 900MHz with 4.5dB noise fig-
ure in a surface mount package less than 7mm
long. Application details are given in Fig. 2.

High-level Mixer - SL 6440
This device from GEC Plessey Semiconduc-
tors tilts the performance balance towards
dynamic range. Comprising bipolar transistors,
it offers a third order intercept point of
+30dBm (1dB compression at +15dBm).
Although only usable to 150MHz, strong sig-
nals tend to be increasingly prevalent with
decreasing frequency: the device could be a
powerful alternative to other transistor mixer
configurations which, unlike the SL6440,
rarely match ring -diode mixer linearity.

Conversion gain is quoted as -1dB when
matched to a 505I load. LO drive requirement
is typically 250mV into 1.5k0, and a 60mA
supply current at 12V. DC operating point and
hence linearity can be user -set by an external
resistor. Fig. 3 shows the recommended appli-
cation circuit.

Chips for DBS
Anadigics (New Jersey, USA), offer a "fully
integrated" downconverter MMIC, the
AKDJ2000, comprising low noise amplifier,
bandpass filter, mixer, low-pass filter, IF
amplifier and LO, giving a noise figure of
5dB, conversion gain of 38dB and 1dB com-

00

-03

I
MN= OUT/UT
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LO -31.41010.111
VIP 3010611110

30.11111.11000
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Table 2. Performance summary of some Silicon MMICs

Manufacturer Noise dB
Type number

Silicon Low Noise Amplifiers

Gain dB
Test frequency GHz 1dB compression dBm Port impedance

Bandwidth GHz 3rd order intercept dBm Package

Avantek INA01170 1.7 24 1.0 0 - 4 +10 stripline
H -P HPMA0600 2.8 17.9 1.0 0 - 1 +2 50 Chip
H -P HPMA0685 3.0 16.4 1.0 0 - 0.8 +2 50 SMD
Toshiba TA4007F 1.3 28.0 0.2 VHF SMD
Toshiba* TA 4004F 3.0 9.0 0.5 UHF OdBm SMD
Toshiba* HN 3C06F 2.0 7.5 1.0 VHF&UHF OdBm SMD

Silicon Mixers

Siemens PMB2330 8.0 10 1.0 0.001 - 2 +5 SMD
Toshiba" TA4101F 9.5 -3.5 0.8 SMD
GPS SL 6440 11 -1.0 0 - 0.15 +15 +30 DIL

Silicon Mixer and Oscillator

Siemens TBB204G 8.0 16 0.9 0.3 -1 +2.5 SMD

*Preliminary data.

pression at +5dBm output. Supplies of +6 V
and -5V are required at 100mA and 3mA
respectively. There are four variants of the
device specific to each DBS band.

RF pre -amplification using discrete modfets
is required together with input filtering.

Major design
parameters for
Siemens consumer
CF750 GaAs front
end chip

Anadigics emphasises the LNB manufacturing
advantages with this level of integration, but
admits that LO leakage from the RF input pin
requires special attention in board circuit
design. Input filtering might reduce the LO
up -stream leakage to acceptable levels, but

CF750 DC characteristics
min tip max

Breakdown voltage Vds 8- V
Id= 500µA Vgs = 4 V

Drain current lass.p 1.6 2.0 2.8 mA
Vgnd = OV Vds = 3.8V S pin not connected

Drain Current Id. 50 mA

Vgs = OV Vds = 3.8V S pin connected to ground

Transconductance Gn, - 25 mS
Id = 10mA Vds = 3 > 8V S pin connected to ground

CF750 noise parameters
Bias conditions: Vd = 3.8V Id = 2mA

Frequency

900MHz

1800MHz

NFm.n

1.6

1.9

NEC's suggested GaAs MMIC LNB line-up and
performance summary for the NEC DBS
receiver head converter using GaAs MMIC
devices: First amp MC5806A gain 16dB
noise 2.2dB; second low noise amp
MC58068 gain 16dB noise 3dB; mixer
MC5807 conversion loss 6dB
Oscillator MC 5808 output 15mW at
10.678GHz; IF Amp. MC5805 gain 16dB

rcpt MAG
0.63

0.52

r opt ANG

26°

51°

Rn

4951

3652

noise 4dB. On -chip IF amplification is of
course an easier matter being typically at 1 to
2GHz, where GaAs or silicon bipolar devices
are used. For indoor DBS receiver IF units: .

uPC1659 gain 16dB noise 5.0dB bandwidth
1.8GHz; IF Amp. uPC 1652 gain 16 dB
noise 4.0 dB Bandwidth 1.0GHz; AGC Amp
uPC1476g gain 25dB, Fmax 650MHz, AGC
40dB.

reflected energy will be fed back to the IC
where it will be amplified by the first RF stage
and re -appear at the mixer. The conversion
gain of the device will be compromised if
phase cancellation with the direct LO signal
occurs. Hence the electrical path length
between the external filter and the MMIC RF
input pin needs to be carefully optimised, pre-
sumably on test.

Anadigics also offer an integrated DBS IF
tuner IC (AKD20010) comprising LNA,
mixer, and VCO with on -chip RF and IF fil-
tering, and overall conversion gain of 8dB.

Thomson has developed complete on -chip
downconverters which are pin compatible
with the AKD12000, although it appears that
external circuit design requirements are dif-
ferent. The company quotes a noise figure of
6dB, conversion gain of 35dB, and bare die or
TO -5 packaging. It is working on integrating
0.251.tm modfets directly onto the chip which
could obviate external RF pre -amplification
with discrete devices. Effort is also going into
a downconverter requiring only a single sup-
ply rail.

38GHz MMIC transceivers
These have been developed by Alpha indus-
tries in the USA for Ka -band European
telemetry links. Quarter micron mesfets are

38GHz two chip receiver module architecture.

RE input

Receiver module

MMIC VCO

RF

LO IF

MMIC mixer

Frequency tuning

Temperaturecompensation Bias network
reguation

DC bias
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Manufacturers/suppliers address list:

Avantek Ltd, Unit 6, Frimley Business
Park, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, GU16
5SG. Phone: 0276 685753.

Hewlett Packard Ltd., Components
Division, Cain Road, Bracknell, Berks,
RG12 1HN. Phone: 0344 360000.

Siemens PLC, Semiconductors, Siemens
House, Windmill Road, Sunbury -on -
Thames, Middx, TW16 7HS. Phone: 0932
752615, Fax 0932 752632.

Toshiba Electronics (UK) Ltd,
Semiconductor Div, Riverside Way,
Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3YA. Phone:
0276 694600, Fax 0276 691583.

used for the transmitter module which uses
two MMICs in a module size of 26 x 15 x
13mm. It delivers +l8dBm output from 38.0
to 39.5GHz, with the VCO tunable over
500MHz. It draws 60mA from an 8V supply.
The temperature compensation loop gives bet-
ter than IMHz/°C stability.

GEC Plessey Semiconductors, Cheney
Manor, Swindon, Wilts, SN2 2QW. Phone:
0793 518000, Fax 0793 518411.

NEC Electronocs (UK) Ltd,
Semiconductors, Cygnus House, Sunrise
Parkway, Linford Wood Business Centre,
Linford Wood, Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK14
6NP. Phone: 0908 691133, Fax 0908
670290.

Hitachi Europe Ltd, Electronic
Components Div, Whitebrook Park, Lower
CrooKham Road, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6
8YA. Phone: 0628 585000, Fax 0628
778322.

Mitsubishi Semiconductors, Mitsubishi

The receiver architecture comprises a simi-
lar LO with a GaAs Schottky diode mixer; the
IF output amplifier uses silicon devices and
operates up to 1GHz. Supply requirement is
I2V at 150mA. Information on these MMICs
is sparse - some elements of the modules have
been developed for US military programmes.

Electric (UK) Ltd, Travellers Lane, Hatfield,
Herts, A110 8XB. Phone: 0707 276100, Fax
0707 278695.

Fujitsu Microelectronics Ltd, Electronic
Components Div, Hargrave House, Belmont
Road, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 6NE.
Phone: 0628 76100, Fax 0628 781484.

Thompson Electronic Components Ltd
(also for Anadigics), Unit 4 Cartel Business
Centre, Stroudley Road, Basingstoke
Hants, RG24 OUG. Phone: 0256 843323,
Fax 0256 23172.

Alpha Industries Ltd, 19/21 Chapel Street,
Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3HN. Phone: 0628
475562, Fax 0628 474078.

These devices are expected to be available
early next year. Development towards a vehi-
cle collision avoidance radar is under way. 

Next month: oscillator and synthesiser
devices, including direct digital
synthesisers.

cvc
Chelmer Valve Company

Worldwide supplier
with 30 year's experience

 Electron tubes: Transmitting,
Industrial, Microwave, Audio,

Receiving, Display, etc, etc.
 For Maintenance, Spares or

Production.
 Semiconductors: Transistors,

Thyristors, Diodes, RF, Power I/C's,
etc.

 We have one of the largest stocks
in the U.K.

* TRY US! *

FAX, PHONE, POST OR TELEX YOUR REQUIREMENTS

130 NEW LONDON ROAD, CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX CM2 ORG, ENGLAND
Telephone: (0245) 355296/265865

Telex: 995398 SEEVEE G Fax: (0245) 490064

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY

moms= moo nag, Phig-ler Osellemeepee
7603 with 7A26 8 7053A Dual Trace !DINH, Delay Sweep wrI h

7103N with 7A18 8 7050 Cruel Trace 60411r C300

7504 with 7212 & 7052 Dual Trace 90MHz Dela, Sweep E250

7503 with 7212 A 7E150 Dual Trace 90MHz ... 0200

7A13 Differential Comparator Amplifier DC -1058H:_. LIDS

Other Plug-in options are available re. 1 -Trace etc.
TEKTRONIX 21150 Four -Channel 150MHz Delay Sweep with Cursors 01750

HMSO 555711 Four -Channel 100MHz Delay Sweep 0100

TEKTRONIX 2338 Dual -Trace 1001111, Delay Sweep Ruggedised . 11000

HITACHI 8I0505 Dual -Trace 1001111: Dual TB with 4 -Channel Mode £450

TEKTRONIX 475 Oual-Trece 200MHz Delay Snap E550
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual -Trace 100MILlOelay Sweep 0150

TEKTRONIX 2215A Ouel-Trace 601414z Deily Sweep 0500

TEKTRONIX 2213 Dual -Trace 60MIL: .... ggap

TEKTIONIX 2225 Dual -Trace 5011110 Mternate TB MagnifIcatton .... 0500

PHILIPS PM3217 Dual -True 501111, Delay Sweep... 0400

GOULD 053000A Dual -Trace 101411, Delay Sweep 0200

COULD 051100 Dual -Trace 30MHz 0110

GOULD OS300 Duel -Trace 20MH:.. .1210

!MATSU CS5702 Duel -Nee 20MHz . 4225

TRIO CSI720 Programmable 10MHz Dual -Trace C300

HITACHI V2119 Duel -Trace 20MHz Portable (AG -DC Operation).............. ----u.
RAME5 205.3 Dual Trice 206511, 01g041 Storage with 2 probes .............050

HU IS /UST A SNAPLE  11014Y (IIIIERI AMULAILE

PHILIPS 1412525 Multi Function OMM 4.5-5.5-Med with GP1B/IEEE-

488 Only moo

THURLBY PL320T-GP Bench PSU. 0-30V 2 -Amp lance with GPIB .. 0511

HAMO-HELD MULTIMETERS - 3.5 -digit DM105 - 14 Ranges 0C-

.24mo
""" " "'"''''"""""" "" ''"'

.........Only [II
142T55 - 32 rsnges AC/DC 10 Amps. DiodelransIstor Tester, Frey

''°Rn'er et'
Only 412.50

RACAL DANA Syn Sig Gen 9084 0.01-101MH: £500

a ACAL DANA RF Power Meter 9104 fLOO

ACALTIANA 9341 Databndee. Automatic measurements of L C R 8 0 £350

WAYNE NEAR 13124 RCL Meter. LCD Display .. £125

WAYNE KERN 4210 LCR Meter. Accurecy 01% 000
HO AC DC Breakdown Leakage & Ionisation Tester RM2151.2 t600

AMMON IMOITN. FiEQUEXCV moms
Type 2030A 10MHz-80MHz £125

Type 2131A 101111/-200/411: 1130

PARCONI UNNEMIAL COUIMER TIMERS
Type 2137 DC-100MHz LIDS

Type 2438 DC-520MH/ £225

ARNELL PSI TV570 Mkt 706 5A. 30V 10A .... 1300

THORN PSU 0-40V; 0 -Stamps Metered 4300

ARNELL PSU H60/25 0-60V, 0-25Amps Metered £400

ARNELL PSU 1300 0-308, 13-5Arnps Metered 010

TELEOUIPMENT CIII Curve Tracer [250
MARCONI 172700 Universal LCR Bridge. Battery from £120

MARC0NI1123374 Auto ()Wort Meter 10011z/111112 0.01% .. 0175

RACAL 9915 Freq Counter 10111-520MHz (Crystal Oven) LI 50

AVO Valve Charactenstq Meter 8414163 C300

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
TypelSper 111A

FIORE OPTIC LINK - 1 kilometre

MARCONI 2440 20090 Microwave Counter
Aim

MARCONI 2610 True RAIS Voltmeter (9
ARNELISSG1000 Sig Gen 10MHz-IGH: SyMhesled ....... 41 100

ARNELL Synthesized Oscillator 0561 -0000111/99994/, ........ C275

MARCONI TF2015 MA/FM 10-520MHz 015 Gen with TF2I71 4300

MARCONI TF2015 without Synchronmer Ti2171. . (150
MARCONI 1E2016 AAVFM 10101/-121/14Hz with TT2173 . C300

MARCONI TF2016 without Synchroniser TF2173 1150
MARCONI SANDERS Sig Sources. Venous models Covering 400/4117-

8 SGHT iron, 82110

RACAL instrumentation Recorders Store ID and Store ID tram C500

NEMILEY 224 Programmable Current Source C1000

FERROCRAPH RTS2 Recorder Test Set from £150

OULD 0 om afion 1(5000 Logq Analyser ....1.710

II P Purse Generator type 2148
RACAL/DANA 1991 Nanoseoand Universal Counter ..... GOO

AVO MULTIMETERS
won 9 01 (what's available) C40 each

Test Set No 16X. 9SX ......... f'or-X50

8 TAM 5 with Carrpng Case 090

8 Mk 6 with Carrying Case 1120

All Meters Supplied with Batteries & Leads

NEW EQUIPMENT
IW4E0 OSCILLOSCOPE 91111005 Triple Trace 1110M111 Delay Timebase L792

1LAMEC OSCILLOSCOPE 104604 Du Irate 60MHz Delay Sweep £610

MMES OSCILLOSCOPE 1114203. 7 Dual Trace 20141: Component Tesler 83311

RIMS OSCILLOSCOPE HM205 3 Dual Trace 2084 Digital Storage £610

All other models available- all oscrIloscopes supplied with 2 probes

FARRELL SSG520 Synthesised Sig Gen 10-520MH: ......TA00
PARNELL TTS520 Transmitter lest Set. Consisting or RI Ai Counter.
RI Mod Meter, RF Power Meter. 14 Voltmeter, AF D.stort or Meter AFSynthesiser...._.010
SOLD as a pair for ONLY UN

BLACK STAR BOI/IFIMOIT (POP all units 05)

APOLLO 10 - 100Mliz Counter Timer Ratio/Perrod/Time interval etc 0222

APOLLO 100 - 100MHz (As above with more functions/ ... 025
MMEETETIOORR 600100 FERREEouOUEEKNC; CCouOUN,NTEERR 600100m.MHz, 0109

1135

METEOR 1000 FREQUENCY COUNTER 1Gliz .. 0178

HINTON 500 FUNCTION GEN 0 1Hz-500kHz Sine..'Sq III 0110

ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pal/TVNideo 0229

AR other Black Star Equipment avarla bre

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
TEKTRONIX 191AP 10kHz-21011, r32LGHt with add rnmersJ 01,51.000750

ANRITSU 1405213 10k/1,1700MHz
HP 1411 with 85552 6 IF Plug-in 10MIll-18Gflz C2000

HP 1411 with 8551B 685526 500kHz-1250MHz
XP 1 0 with 85511. 855 A 0 11,1250 7 01000

HP 1411 with 85566 8 85528 20Hz-300kHz 01000

HP 1101 with 85531. 6 8552A IltHz-110k1Hz 1800

MARCONI TF2370 30H,1101A141 01750 OSCILLOSCOPE P101535,150055,01 x 10 (PEP L3, Cl I

Usad Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied II possIbla.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Tele hone for lists. Please check availability before ordering

CARRIAGE all units £16 VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carnage.

STEWART of READING ommo
VISAri 141111111M110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BIRKS RG6 1PL

Telephone: (0734) 268041. Fax: (0734)351696. Callers Welcome 9am-5 30pm Mori -Fri (until 8pm Thursi
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TELEVISION
is the only magazine in Britain that provides

omprehensive up -to -dote ccverage of video

and TV technology for both thE amateur

enthusiast and the professional e-gineer.

So call our subscriptions hotl ne today for your

copy on 0789 200 255 - remembering to

ref no. TV1.

SERVICING  VIDEO  SATELLITE  DEVELOPMENTS

( 1RCLE NO. 126 ON REPLY ( ARID

STEREO STABILIZER 5

 Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduc-
tion in public address and sound reinforcement.

 Mono version, box types and 5Hz fixed shift
boards also available.

* Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz.
* Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz.
* Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3
* 10 -Cutlet Distribution Amplifier 4.
* PPM10 In -vision PPM and chart recorder.
* Twin Twin PPM Rack and Box Units.
* PPM5 hybrid, PPM9 microprocessor and PPM8

IEC/DIN -50/+6dB drives and movements.
* Broadcast Stereo Coders.
* Stereo Disc Amplifiers.
* Philips DC777 short wave car ccmbination:

discount £215+VAT. Also quick -release mount.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, GU6 7BG

Telephone: 0483 275997. Fax: 276477.

tamzumwmallairotims *
The

c-,
4

(S

r-)

Feedback 0S9020A
A BASIC 'no frills' 20MHz
scope that provides all the
facilities yo..] need at a price
that won't strain your budget.

£255 plus VAT

Just one of
The Feedback Selection
of Down -to -Earth laboratory
test equipment at Down -

to -Earth prices.
For further information on the 0S9020A or
other equipment in the Feedback
BASIC selection

phone 0892 653322
or write to: -

Feedback
Feedback Instruments _united
Park Road, Crowborough, East Sussex, TN6 2QR, England.
Tel: 0892 653322. Fax: 0892 663719. Telex: 95255 FEEDBK G.
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INSTRUMENTS

TO
FREQUENCY COUNTERS
MX1010F and MX1100F are 8 -digit frequency counters offering a
broad range of features.
MX1010F: 1 Hz to 100MHz, sensitivity of 15mV and resolution to
0.1Hz, data auto set, 10:1 attenuator, high impedance input -
£129.00 plus VAT (£151.58).
MX1100F: 1Hz to 1GHz, features as MX1010F except ranges
70MHz to 1GHz and 5052 impedance. £160.00 plus VAT (£188.00).

MULTIMETERS
The 180 series of high performance multimeters provide advanced
features and are supplied complete with probes, battery and rubber
holster. The case is dust and splash proof making it ideal in most
environments. Designed to meet IEC348 Class II safety standard.
183: 31/2 digit large LCD display, ACV, DCV, ACA, DCA, resis-
tance, continuity buzzer, diode test, hold, basic accuracy 0.5%.
£33.50 plus VAT (09.36).
185: 31/2 digit LCD, bar graph, ACV, DCV, ACA, DCA, resistance,
continuity buzzer, diode test, hold, temperature (-40°C to 1370°C),
capacitance (1pF to 40µF), frequency (1 Hz to 200kHz), max min,
edit, %, compare, basic accuracy 0.3%. £68.50 plus VAT (£80.49)
185: 31/2 digit LCD, bar graph, ACV, DCV, ACA, DCA, resistance,
continuity buzzer, diode test, hold, temperature (-40°C to 1370°C),
capacitance (1pF to 40µF), frequency (1Hz to 200kHz), max min,
edit, %, compare, basic accuracy 0.3%. £68.50 plus VAT (£80.49)
187: As 185 except auto ranging. £75.00 plus VAT (£88.13).
285: As 185 except 41/2 digit true rms, basic accuracy 0.05%. £89.50
plus VAT (£.105.16).

MULTIMETERS (2)
The MX170B and MIC-6E offer low cost measurement yet retain a
large number of features. Supplied complete with probes.
MX170B: 31/2 digit LCD, compact size, ACV, DCV, DCA, resis-
tance, diode test, low voltage battery test. £18.50 plus VAT
(£21.74).
MIC-6E: 31/2 digit LCD, ACV, DCV, ACA, DCA, resistance, diode
test, buzzer.
£33.50 plus VAT (£39.36).

20MHz 2 -CH OSCILLOSCOPE
The CS4025 20MHz dual trace oscilloscope offers a comprehen-
sive range of facilities including a high sensitivity vertical amplifier
providing from lmV to 5V/div in CH1, ALT, CHOP, ADD, CH2
modes with inverse polarity on CH2. The horizontal timebase offers
a sweep range of 0.5s/div to 0.5µs/div plus x10 sweep expansion
and X -Y mode. Triggering can be auto or normal from vert, CH1,
CH2, line or external sources with coupling provided for AC, TV -F
and TV -L. The CS4025 is supplied complete with matching probes
for £295.00 plus VAT (£346.62).

PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLIES
The PPS series of GPIB programmable DC power supplies offer
high performance yet are extremely competitively priced using a 16
x 2 backlit LCD and 14 button keypad. All functions and conditions
are easily selected and displayed. Overvoltage and overcurrent are
selectable as is output enable/disable. Terminals for output and
sense are provided on the front and rear to allow easy rack mount-
ing.
PPS -1322: 0-32V 2A (GPIB) £375.00 plus VAT (£440.63)
PPS -2322: Dual 0-32V 2A (GPIB) £555.00 plus VAT (£652.13)

Buy tcp qual ty instrurels direct from E ectronic 3 World +
Wireless World and avoid disappoirtrnEnt. If you are not
satisfied, return the goods and we w II refund the pi_rchase
price*.

*Goois must be returned wit- r seven days of mceipt; must be raterned in
their original packing; mist ni ze tampered wits in eny way, anc must be
retuned in the cxrdition in wrich they were receivec.

MX1C1OF JIX1100F

IITHE 180 SERIES

MX170B

2CMHz 2 -CH OSCILLOSCOPE
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PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLIES

MX2020

MX 900,

111, IMAM ICI ETU
3111K,

MIK .
2/1.. 31.

214;

ZOO.tr

' NO.

moo
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IMOO. I t.
*Rimier
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MIC-4070D

.60
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FUNCTION GENERATOR
The MX2020 0.02Hz - 2MHz sweep function generator with LED
digital display offers a broad range of features. Output waveforms
include sine, square, triangle, skewed sine, pulse and TTL. Lin and
log sweeps are standard as is symmetry, DC offset and switchable
output impedance from 505I to 60052. The digital display provides
readout of the generators' frequency or can operate as separate
10MHz frequency counter. £175.00 plus VAT (£205.63).

LCR METER
The MIC-4070D LCD digital LCR meter provides capacitance.
inductance, resistance and dissipation measurement. Capacitance
ranges are from 0 1pF to 20,000pF plus dissipation. Inductance
ranges from 0.1pH to 2COH plus a digital readout of dissipation.
Resistance ranges from 1m12 to 20MS2. Housed in a rugged ABS
case with integral stand it is supplied complete with battery and
probes at £85.00 plus VM- (£99.88)

FOUR INSTRUMENTS IN ONE
The MX9000 combines tour instruments to suit a broad range of
applications in boti education and industrial markets in:luding
development work stations where space is at a premium.
The instruments include
1. A thole output power supply with LCD display offering 0-50V
0.5A, 15V 1A, 5V 2A wits full overcurrent protection;
2. An 8 -digit LED display 1 Hz - 100MHz frequency counter with
gatinc rates of 0 1Hz, 1Hz, 10Hz and 100Hz providing resolution to
0.1Hz plus attenuation ir puts and data hold;
3. A 0.02Hz to 2MHz full featured sweep/function generator pro-
ducing sine, square, triangle, skewed sine, pulse and a TTL output
and linear or logarithmic sweep. Outputs of 5051 and 60051
impedance are standard features;
4. An auto/manual 31/2 digit LCD multimeter reading DCV. DCA,
ACV, ACA. resistance, and relative measurement with data hold
functions.
The MX9000 represents exceptionally good value at on y £360.00
plus VAT (£423.00).

FG SERIES FUNCTION GENERATORS
The F'3500 series sweep/function generators provide two powerful
instruments in one package, a 6MHz or 13MHz sweep/function
generator and an intelligent 100MHz frequency counter. The micro-
processor based instruments offer sophisticated facilities yet
remain extremely compentively priced. A menu driven d splay
allows easy set up and operation. A 16 character by 2 -line LCD
display provides clear and unambiguous readout of generator out-
put and frequency measurement.
FG-506: 2Hz to 6MHz sweep/function with 100MHz counter
£325.00 plus VAT (£381.38)
FG-513: 2Hz to 13MHz sweep/function with 100MHz counter
£482.00 plus VAT (£566.35)

Please send me the following instruments

enclose a cheque'posal order/eurocheque to the value of £ made payable to Reed

Business Put lisnirg L' or Please debit my AccessNisa/American Express/Diners Club with

.....................Ca 'd N umber

Caid expiry date......... Signature Date

Name Address

U

Postcode Phone
Return to: Lo-raine Spindler, Rm L333, Quadrant Hc use, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2
5AS. Please allow 21 days for delivery.
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ISIS ILLUSTRATOR combines the high functionality of our DOS based ISIS products with the
graphics capabilities of Windows 3. The result is the ability to create presentation quality schematics
like you see in the magazines. ILLUSTRATOR gives you full control of line widths, fill styles, fonts,
colours and much more. When the drawing is complete, transferring it your WP or DTP program is

simply a matter of cutting and pasting through the Windows Clipboard.

Features
 Runs under Windows 3.0 or 3.1.

Full control of drawing appearance including line
widths, fill styles, fonts, colours and more.

 Curved or angular wire corners.
 Automatic wire routing and dot placement.

Fully automatic annotator
 Comes complete with component libraries; edit

your own parts directly on the drawing.
Full set of 2D drawing primitives + symbol
library for logos etc.

 Output to Windows printer devices including
POSTSCRIPT and colour printers.

 Loads ISIS SUPERSKETCH and DESIGNER
files directly.

CADPAK - Two Programs for
the Price of One.
ISIS SUPERSKETCH
A superb schematic drawing
program for DOS offering Wire
Autorouting, Auto Dot Placement, full
component libraries, export to DTP and
much more.

Only
£79

Exceptionally easy and quick to use. For example, you
can place a wire with just two mouse clicks - the wire
autorouter does the rest.

PCB II
High performance manual PCB layout package for
DOS. Many advanced features including curved tracks,
auto track necking, DXF export, Gerber and NC file
generation, Gerber viewing and more.

Graphical User Interface with intuitive "point and do"
operation gives unparalled ease of use.

ISIS and ARES - The
Professional's Choice
ISIS DESIGNER from £275
ISIS DESIGNER forms the ideal front end of your
CAD system, providing schematic capture, netlisting,
bill of materials and electrical rules checks.

DESIGNER+ adds advanced design managment
features and is one of the most advanced DOS based
schematics programs on the market.

ARES from £275
The ARES range of advanced PCB design products
links with ISIS DESIGNER and other schematics
programs. Working from a netlist, ARES helps you get
it right first time with each connection automatically
verified against the schematic.

ARES AUTOROUTE adds multi -strategy autorouting,
whilst for the ultimate in performance, ARES 386 goes
up to 400% faster with unlimited design capacity.

abconer
Electron i c s

Call us today on 0274 542868 or
fax 0274 481078 for a demo pack.

Combination, multi -copy and educational

discounts available. Prices exc P&P and VAT.

14 Marriner's Drive, Bradford, BD9 4JT.
CIRCLE NO. 129 ON REPLY CARD



DESIGN

Building better
buffers

The unity -gain buffer forms the building
block of many analogue electronic cir-
cuits. To the best of the authors' knowl-

edge it was first commercially employed by
Harris Semiconductor in HA -2600 op -amp' as
an output stage. Several National
Semiconductor products - Bi-FET op -amp
LH4/04 with short settling time and unity
buffer IC LH0002 - might serve as more
recent examples. This buffer is at the heart of
the latest current -feedback op -amps.

The unity -gain buffer shown in Fig.1 con-
sists of a two symmetrical halves. Each of
them is an emitter follower with opposite
polarity transistors, connected in series. Each
half and the complete circuit have nearly zero
dc offset voltage. The bases of input followers
are connected together without any biasing
network. The buffer input resistance is corn-

VEE

paratively high, which, taken in conjunction
with a low output impedance, leads to a high
degree of isolation between input and output
buffer nodes.

The emitter currents of input followers are
set by current sources. The voltage drop on the
input transistors' emitter junctions and R1, R2
serves as a bias voltage for output followers.
A local current feedback through R3. R4 gives
acceptable temperature stability of output tran-
sistors' quiescent current.

Two difficulties are inherent; the first is a
low load capability. An output -transistor base
current is limited by the value supplied by the
current source, and the maximum output volt-
age (Fig 2b) can be expressed by:

1/0, max = /cut max RL = Q+1)/R, ..1

Fig. 1. The basic circuit of
the unity -gain buffer.

2 4 6 S 10 12 14 16

a a a t

VOLTAGE (V) VIN

Fig. 2 Transfer characteristics of Fig 1 circuit, with (b) and
without (a) load, with load and diode (c), as shown by the
dotted lines on Fig. 1.

Although an effective
symmetrical buffer
can be built from
slow bipolar junction
output transistors,
D.Danyuk and
G.Pilko suggest ways
of improving
performance in a
conventional circuit.

where /, max is the maximum output cur-
rent, hp3 is an output transistor (Q3) dc cur-
rent ga;n, / is the output current of a current
source, RL is a load resistivity. If the current
sources are replaced with resistors R, equation
[11 will be:

Voitt max= (ht-Q, +1)/ (R + RL (40 +1)) ..2

where V. is a supply voltage.
The second problem is that the buffer input

followers drive capacitive loads - the output
transistors' collector to -base junction capaci-
ties. The voltage step with small rise -time
comes at the input, one of the input transistors
cuts off and the output transistor collector -to -

base capacitance charges slowly through the
current source. This leads to slew -rate limiting
and is shown clearly in Fig. 3. The output
pulse cage breaks in two parts, when one out-
put transistor turns off quickly and another
turns on slowly. The output waveform
becomes much worse with capacitive loads.

One of the simple methods is the diode
placement between output transistor bases, as
shown by dotted lines in Fig. I. In this way a
new path for an output transistor base current
is open and base current value is no more
restricted. The corresponding transfer charac-
teristic Fig. 2c contains a pair of I .5V dead
zones. These features are hardly removed by
feedback and cause a large amount of distor-
tion.

November 1992 ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD 931



DESIGN

Rt.= 100 Q

Vu=- VEE=15 V

1 2
TIME (ES)

Fig.3 Transient responses of Fig 1 circuit driving
a 5052 load, output voltage (a) and QJ collector -
current (b). Current sources are replaced with
5.1k2 resistors.

Darlington -connected output stage
it is possible to improve the buffer perfor-
mance by a more straightforward approach:
increasing the output stage current gain. The
possible circuit arrangements of Darlington -
connected output transistors arc shown in Fig
4.

Fig.4 The unity -gain buffer with Darlington -
connected output transistors, with different
paths for driver transistors (Q5, Q6) emitter
current flow.

VC C

a b

It is well known that if higher frequencies
are fed into a push-pull output stage, the out-
put transistors will both be partly on for a con-
siderable portion of each cycle. This is like
connecting the positive to negative supply by
turning on both output transistors. The extra
current conduction is referred to as 'mutual' or
'common -mode' conduction. The storage
time effect in output transistors causes sec-
ondary crossover distortion, reduces high -fre-
quency power efficiency and increases high -
frequency distortion.

Three structures (Fig. 4) were tested for sus-
ceptibility to 'common -mode' conduction.
One of them is an ordinary configuration with
base -bleeder resistors (Fig 4b). Two others are
without direct connection between output and
driver transistor (Qs Q6) emitters. The circuit
shown in Fig 4a was offered by B N
Locanthi12I and the circuit shown in Fig 4c by
J.M.Diamondt31. Driver transistor quiescent
currents were set equal for all configurations.

While it seems that available turn-off output
transistor base -current is limited to the amount
of a driver transistor quiescent current, the cir-
cuits shown in Fig.4 present a somewhat dif-
ferent performance.

The idle peak current values amounted to
100% of an output current with square -wave
input. A typical collector current waveform for
an output transistor is shown in Fig. 6a. The
falling edge of an output transistor collector
current for the circuit Fig.4a was one and a
half times shorter than for the ordinary circuit
(Fig. 4b) and twice as short as the circuit in
Fig 4c.

This occurs for two reasons. First, each base
of the Fig.4a output transistors has a low -resis-
tance path for the reverse base current to flow

VCC Vcc

Ica

1000

8800
E

600

Ice' 400
cc

200

0

Cti7

E600-

400-

g 200 -

VCC

Fig. 5. Improved version of Fig. 4a circuit with
additional emitter followers (Qw Qi0) for fast
output transistor turn-off.

Fig. 6. Transient responses of Fig. 4, 5 circuits, n -
p -n output transistor collector current for
Darlington -connected version Fig. 4a (a), for Fig.
4a with diodes DI, D2 (b), for Fig. 5 circuit (c).

RL=10Q

100% Vou., AK= 5V

VCC=-VEC=15V

6 8 10

TIME (ELS)

4 6 8 10

TIME (1.6)

io%

4 6 8 10
TIME (p.S)
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V
OUT

+5

ID< 0
-J0

-5

2

cc
ot

SLEW RATE 10V4S
A/

10

TIME (1.4S)

RL= 10 Q CL= 0.22µF

VCC=-VEE=15 V

WITHOUT R5

4 6 8

TIME (i.IS)
10

Fig. 7 Transient responses of Fig. 5 circuit driving a (X2 load with 0.241F in parallel, output voltage
(a) and Q7 collector current (b). Lower graph shows the effect of R5 moving.

through its opposite emitter driver stage.
Second, the driver transistors never cut off
under load.

For high-speed transistor operation one
should make use of L Hart's idea'41 and drive
an n -p -n transistor from a current source with
a special waveform. It envisages a positive
spike for fast turn -on and a negative spike for
fast turn-off as its components. Driving the
output transistor from the low -impedance
point gives nearly the same base current wave-
form and decreases the idle current to a negli-
gible value. This can be realised by inserting
the additional diodes Di Ds as shown by dot-
ted lines in Fig.4a or emitter followers Q,, Q10
(Fig 5).

The low impedance aids in draining out the
charge stored in the base region of the output
transistors, thus speeding up their turn-off .

The output square wave rise -time is improved
by a factor factor of two, from 70 to 4Ons. It
should be noted that the first configuration
(Fig. 4a, with DI, Ds) operates satisfactorily
with low and medium impedance input signal
source only. Figure 6 illustrates the output
transistor collector current waveform for sev-
eral of the topologies listed above.

A decrease in the output device turn-off time
also gives an important improvement in effec-
tive safe operating area. The safe area of an
output transistor is a region that is restricted by
voltage, current, time and temperature limits
which the device would stand without dam-
age. The absolute current limit is set at low
voltage by the fusing characteristics of the
bonding wire, so the current spike after tran-
sistor turn -on should be considered.

At the falling edge of the collector current
waveform. the device operates with rather

high collector voltages near (or beyond) a sec-
ondary breakdown region. When an ordinary
output stage operates with high capacitive
loads, the falling
rent is stretched in time, and the operating lev-
els may exceed power dissipation and sec-
ondary breakdown boundaries.

Figure 7 shows the rather high load capa-
bility of the Fig 5 circuit. The output transistor
collector current waveform (Fig 7b) is almost
free from 'common -mode' conduction and has
a sharp turn-off edge. R5 helps to decrease the
turn-off current residue. With a capacitive load
an output follower has a negative input con-
ductance that decreases with the transition fre-
quency of the output device. These elements,
with the output follower collector -to -base
capacitance, form a parallel resonant circuit
which causes peaking in the output waveform.

Compound output stage
The complementary compound output stage
(Fig. 8) seems to be another solution to the
increase in the output stage current gain. The
circuit has a greater thermal stability due to
the existence of current feedback loops. These
loops contain Q. Q5, R7 and Q.1. Q5, R8 and
the loop gain value can be expressed by:

/3A = 26m1R7hEQ, / IEQ, ..3

where 26mV kw is a driver transistor (Q3)
transconductance and hp -Q5 is an output tran-
sistor (Q5) dc current gain.

It appears to be convenient to have some
gain in an output buffer to provide nearly a
full output swing.

The presence of a feedback divider in the
driver transistor emitter network decreases

\ICC

Vf E

Fig. 8 The unity -gain buffer with a
complementary compound output stage.

Fig. 9 The output stage with improved thermal
stability. Output transistors are driven with
complementary versions of a balanced
common -emitter stage.

Vec
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BASE Lls

BASE (it,

R14
5k1

D3 EMITTER Q9

EMITTER Qu,

Fig.10. Suitable overload protection circuit with
SOA control.

current loop gainfiA to:

= R717FQ, ..4

where 13 is a feedback divider attenuation ratio
and RE is a feedback network output resis-
tance. A feedback network output resistance
serves as a local feedback element. Current
loop gain is decreased mainly due to driver

Fibre Optic Cabling, by Mike Gilmore,
extends the understanding of optical fibres
needed for practical application in telecom-
munications and data-comms to a more
soundly based level, at which theory can con-
fidently be applied to unfamiliar techniques.
Nonetheless, this is essentially a practical
treatment for engineers and laymen alike,
which also covers the installation and com-
mercial aspects of the technology.

Optical fibres in general terms and their use
in communications form an initial chapter, as
an introduction to more specific discussion.
Five chapters cover fibres and connection
practice, both theoretical and practical con-
siderations being treated, and are followed by
three more on cables, highways in general
and design in particular. A final chapter on
the hardware of optical fibres then presents
the choices available in cables and assem-
blies, connectors, splicing and enclosures.

Specifying fibre systems appears to be an
undeveloped art, its vagueness contrasting
sharply with that commonly found in copper
cabled systems; one chapter is therefore an
attempt to introduce a little rigour into the
process.

transistor transconductance reduction by a
local feedback and current loop gain.fiA is far
lower than unity. Thus, the compound stage
thermal stability becomes equal to a

Darlington connected one.
One of the options for restoring current

feedback loop gain and maintaining the ther-
mal stability was employed by E M .Cherry5.
In his circuit, the output transistors were driv-
en by a pair of differential amplifier stages. An
alternative solution is shown in Fig 9. The
complementary versions of a balanced com-
mon emitter stage gives the same current loop
gain value but eliminates a slew -rate limitirg
effects. These effects occur when the output
transistor collector -to -base capacitance
charges from the long -tail pair current source.

The modification is not that simple: a com-
pound output stage is used to fasten the output
transistors' turn-off at this stage. An output
transistor collector current waveform is simi-
lar to the one shown in Fig. 6a, with the falling
edge time interval one and a half times longer.

In the designs of Figs. 8 and 9, the 100 and
100nF Zobel network prevents the effective
load from becoming too high and provides
adequate stability in the feedback loop.

Figure 10 illustrates a suitable overload pro-
tection circuit with safe -operating area control.
This circuit should be used with any of the
configurations listed above.

Realisation
The circuits shown in Figs. 1-9 were realised
with a pair of quad -transistor arrays and
BD233/BD234 output devices. Several units
were manufactured in a hybrid IC form.
Output transistor bias currents were set in the
range of 10 to 30mA by the proper choice of
the input follower emitter resistors. Their val-

Acceptance testing, installation practice
and final acceptance testing are all subject to
contractual obligations and are therefore
supremely important if reputations are to sur-
vive a contract; three chapters describe meth-
ods of ensuring survival of both reputations
and systems. Documentation and mainte-
nance form the two final chapters in the
design and installation part of the book, but
the penultimate section is illustrative of the
author's experience with real systems -a
case study. Future developments such as sin-
gle -mode fibres and fixed, blown -fibre cables
are then discussed in an end -piece.

This is no "penny -a -line" text cobbled
together by a media man, but is the result of
hard-won experience by a practitioner, the
author not only being Managing Director of
an optical -fibre cabling company, but also
chairman of one of the BSI working groups
in this area.

Butterworth Heinemann, 318 pp, hardback,
£35. H M Howarth is the third volume in the
Chapman and Hall series "Physics and its
Applications", some of which are said to be
suitable for final year degree courses and
postgraduate work, although this particular

ues varied from zero to 1052 due to UBE mis-
matching.

The paper discusses the practice of realising
a symmetrical buffer topology using rather
slow bipolar junction output transistors. The
above analysis suggests some additional mea-
sures for improvement in a conventional cir-
cuit (Fig.1). The circuit shown in Fig. 5 would
give the best performance in terms of speed
and 'common -mode' conduction and seems to
be suitable for high-speed operation with
complex loads. The circuit shown in Fig. 9 is
expected to give both higher linearity and ther-
mal stability and appears to be acceptable for
use with slower op -amps.

In passing, it should be noted that the results
obtained are applicable to various output
stages irrespective of power level or biasing
network configuration.

References
1. "Analog Integrated Circuits: Devices,
Circuits and Application", ed. by J.A.Connelly,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1975.
2. Locanthi, B.N., "Operational Amplifier
Circuit for Hi- Fi", Electronics World, vol.77,
No 1, Jan 1967, pp.39-41.
3. Diamond, J.M.,"An Adjustment -Free
Complementary Power Amplifier'', IEEE
Trans. on Audio and Electroacoustics, vol.AU-
17, No 3, Sept 1969, pp.248-250.
4. Hart, B.L., "A Base Current Drive Technique
for Saturating BTSs (Bipolar Transistor
Switches)", Proc. IEEE, vol.66, No 1, Jan 1978,

pp.91-92.
5. Cherry, E.M., "A High -Quality Audio Power
Amplifier", Monitor - Prac. IREE Australia,
vol.39, No 1, Jan/Feb 1978, pp.1-8.

one seems to be intended for slightly earlier
work.

Widely used theorems are treated -
Thevenin, Norton, Millman -and the book
begins in a fairly peaceful way by covering
DC and AC current theory, j notation and the
complex -frequency s notation.

Mesh and nodal analysis take up a chapter,
before the foregoing is used to explain the
network theorems from Thevenin to star -
delta, by way of superposition and reciproc-
ity. Resonance and coupled circuits each
have a chapter and the final section is on
two -port networks, including transmission
lines and artificial delay lines.

No great mathematical demands are made
on the reader, who should find that simple
calculus and a familiarity with matrices will
be enough. This is a dead -pan, straightfor-
ward book, with no attempt at lightening the
subject and, as such, is a workmanlike pro-
duction. I saw no "It can be shown ..."s.

Chapman and Hall, 160 pages, paper-
back, £11.95.
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Surplus always
wanted for cash! THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! (Surplus always

wanted for cash!

COMPUTER SCOOPS

PC -AT 386 20 -DX FULLY LOADED FOR
20 Mhz DX processor
2 megs RAM. Exp 10 meg
40 meg hard drive
1.2 meg 5-1/4" floppy
32K cache exp. 64K

Installed VGA card
Enhanced 102 key k/board
Complete with MS-DOS 4.01
2 serial 1 parallel ports
8 free slots- 6 off 16 bit!

The MP386 quality made by Mitsubishi to last a lifetime! Brand new with
all manuals and software plus Super PC -Quick Disk Accelerator for £499

.. . .liohtnina disk access. Only (F)

A COMPLETE IBM PC COMPAT
SYSTEM FOR ONLY £99!!

Just plug in and go - fully expandable - the Display PC -991 System supplied
complete with 12" mono monitor, 84 key keyboard, 360k 5-1/4" floppy disk drive,
128K RAM, 2 serial and 1 parallel port plus DOS with manual. Many other features
include 7 slot backplane, all metal case, 150 watt PSU and US made mother-
board. In very good used condition will 90 day guarantee. At the unique price of:

Optional FITTED extras: 256K RAM £15; 640K RAM £39.
12" CGA colour monitor with card £89. 2nd 5-1/4" 720K floppy
(or 360K if preferred) £29.95. 20 mbyte hard drive £99.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
5 /4 " from £22.95 - 31/2" from £21.95!

Massive purchases of standard 51/4" and 31,2" drives enables us
to present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment
and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of stand-
ard size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 31,2" supported).
3.5" Panasonic JU364 720K" £21.95(B)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF353C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only' £29.95(B)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF353C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop' £29.95)B)
5.25" Teac FD -55(36). 360K half height. £22.95(B)
5.25" Teac FD -55(72). 720K half height. £24.95(B)

 Data cable Included In price.
Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished & tested £175.00(E(
Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested £275.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided switchable

hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW £250.00)E)
Dual 8" drives with 2 mbyte capacity housed in a smart case
with built in power supply! Ideal as exterior drives! £499.00(F)
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8" 85
megabyte of hard disk storage! Full CPU control and industry
standard SMD interface. Ultra hi speed transfer and access time
leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
and comes complete with manual. Only £299(E)

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor into a

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!

The TELEBOX consists of an attractive fully cased mains
powered unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host
of video monitors made by manufacturers such as MICROVI-
TEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY, COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TA-
TUNG, AMSTRAD and many more. The composite video output
will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing recep-
tion of TV channels not normally receivable on most television
receivers (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour
television or video channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all
television frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPER -

BAND as used by most cable TV operators. Composite and RGB
video outputs are located on the rear panel for direct connection
to most makes of monitor. For complete compatibility - even for
monitors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and
low level Hi Fi audio output are provided as standard.
Telebox ST
Telebox STL
Telebox MB

for composite video input monitors £32.95
as ST but with integral speaker £36.50
as ST with Multiband tuner VHF -UHF -Cable.
4 hyperband For overseas PAL versions state
5.5 or 6mhz sound specification. £69.95

Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors (15khz) £69.95
Shipping code on all Teleboxes is (B)

RGB Telebox also suitable for IBM multisync monitors with RGB
analog and composite sync. Overseas versions VHF 8 UHF call.

SECAM / NTSC not available.

£99

MONITORS
MONOCHROME MONITORS

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!
There has never been a deal like this one!
Brand spanking new & boxed monitors
from NEC, normally selling at about £1401
These are over -engineered for ultra relia-
bility. 9" green screen composite input with
etched non -glare screen plus switchable
high/low impedance input and output for

daisy -chaining. 3 front controls and 6 at rear. Standard BNC
sockets. Beautiful high contrast screen and attractive case with
carrying ledge. Perfect as a main or backup monitor and for
quantity users! £39.95 each (D) or 5 for £185(G)

COLOUR MONITORS
ft -DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS

I. SAVE £59 - ONLY £100 .

11111: sync all the way up to 34Khz with 640 x

WHEN BOUGHT WITH
THE 386 ABOVE! .,

iiii 14" Philips Model CM8873 VGA multi-
?

480 resolution. This one has every-
thing! Two switches enable you to se-

lect CGA, EGA or VGA and digital/analog. Unusual for a profes-
(E) sional monitor, sound is also provided, with a volume control.

There is also a special "Text" switch for word processing, spread-
sheets and the like. Compatible with virtually all computers

Power One SPL200-5200P 200 watt (250 w peak).Semi open _including IBM PC's, Amiga, Atari, BBC, Archimedes etc. Good
frame giving +5v 35a, -5v 1.5a, +12v 4a (8a peak), -12v 1.5a, used condition (possible minor screen burns) 90 day guarantee.
+24v 4a (6a peak). All outputs fully regulated with over voltage 15' high. Only. £159(E)

K1AE 12" definition colour monitors. Niceprotection on the +5v output. AC input selectable for 110/240
. ..fig. ot 0.28" dot pitch for superb clarity and vac. Dims13" x 5" x 2.5". Fully guaranteed RFE. £85.00 (B) modern two tone plastic styling. Operates

Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Selectable for 12v (4A) or 24 v from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video source.
(2A). 5v @ 20A. ± 12v @ 1.5A. Switch mode. New. £59.95(B) with RGB analog and composite sync such as
Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v @ 2.5a. +12v @ Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn Archimedes
2a. -12v @ 0.1a. 64/4" x 4" x 1-3/4".New £22.95)B) & BBC. Measures only 13.5" x 12" x 11". AlsoGreendale 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v @ 6a.±12v @ functions as quality TV with our RGB Telebox. Excellent used1a,+15v @ la. RFE and fully tested.11 x 20 x5.5cms. £24.95)C) condition with 90 day guarantee. In nice two tone beige andConver AC130. 13C watt hi -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v brown case. Only .. .... ........ .............. .. _ . _ ........ .. ...... £149 (E)@15a, -5v @ 15,-.±12v@ 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cmS.New. £49.95)C) Brand new Centronic 14. " monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
Boshert13090.Switch mode.ldeal for drives & system. +5v@ 6a. at a lower than ever price! Completely CGA equivalent. Hi-res
+12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @ 0.5a. £29.95(B) Mitsubishi 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
Farnell G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased £95.00)C) bandwidth. A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Full
Farnell G24/5S. As above but 24v @ 5a. £65.00)C( 90 day guarantee. Only £129 (E)

NEC CGA 12" IBM-PC compatible. High >.:.:: >.:;;;;;:.:;;,,.;
quality ex -equipment fully tested with a 90
day guarantee. In an attractive two tone
ribbed grey plastic case measuring I5"L x
13"W x 12"H-1. The front cosmetic bezel has
been removed for contractual rea-£79

(E)sons. Only__ .....
20", 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

on a board. A major purchase Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colourmoni-allows us to offer you the PROFESSIONAL version of the BBC tom, complete with composite video & sound inputs. Attractive
computer at a parts only price. Used as a front end graphics teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Disco, Clubs.
system on large networked systems the architecture of the BBC In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
board has so many similarities to the regular BBC model B that 20"....E135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)we are sure that with a bit of experimentation and hgenuity many
useful applications will be found for this board!! It is supplied
complete with a connector panel which brings al the I/O to 'D'
and BNC type connectors - all you have to do is provide +5 and
± 12 v DC. The APM consists of a single PCB with most major
ic's socketed. The ic's are too numerous to list but include a
6502, RAM and an SAA5050 teletext chip. Three 27128
EPROMS contain the custom operating system on which we
have no data, On application of DC power the system boots and
provides diagnostic information on the video output. On board
DIP switches and jumpers select the ECONET address and
enable the four extra EPROM sockets for user software. Appx.
dims: main board 13" x 10". I/O board 14" x 3". Supplied tested
with circuit die m. data and competition entry form.

POWER SUPPLIES

BBC Model B APM Board
£100 CASH FOR THE

MOST NOVEL
DEMONSTRATABLE

APPLICATION!

only £29.95 or 2 for £53 (B)

SPECIAL INTEREST

CALL FOR PRICING ON NTSC VERSIONS!

Su  erb Oualit 6 foot 40u

Massive Reductions
Virtually New, Ultra Smart!

Less Than Half Price!
Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK
by Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front
door, full height lockable half louvered back
door and removable side panels. Fully ad-
justable internal fixing struts, ready pun-

ched for any configuration of equipment mounting plus ready
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New £ 470 mounted integral 12 way 13 amp socket switched mains distribu-
Fujitsu M3041 600 LPM band pnnter £2950 tion strip make these racks some of the most versatile we have
DEC LS/02 CPU board £ 150 ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
Rhode & Schwarz SBUF TV test transmitter require only two side panels or stand singly. Overall dimensions

25-1000mhz. Complete with SBTF2 Modulator £6500 are 77-1/2"1- x 32-1/2"D x 22"W. Order as:Calcomp 1036 large drum 3 pen plotter £ 650 Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels £275.00 (G)Thuriby LA 1608 logic analyser £ 375 Rack 2 Less side anels £145.00 (G)1.5kw 115v 60hz power source £ 950
Anton Pillar 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter 75Kw POA
Newton Derby 400 Hz 70 Kw converter POA

,.,.., 3 nch AC,. 11/2" thickADDS 2020 VDU terminals - brand new
,.E.,,,,,,,"' 92 mm AC 230 v. 18mm thickSekonic SD 150H 18 channel Hybrid recorder
r.'-`"",, 31,2 Inch AC ETRI slimline.Only 1" thick.HP 7580A Al 8 pen high speed drum plotter
' ''" 3)/2 Inch AC 230 v 8 watts. Only 3/4" thickKenwood DA -3501 CD tester. laser pickup simulator £ 350 4 inch AC 110/240v 11/2" thick.No Break Uninterruptable PSU's

:rand new and boxed 230vo s unin errup a e power supp lee BRAND NEW PRINTERS 10 inch AC round. 31/2 thick. Rotron 110v
10 inch As above but 230 voltsfrom Densel. Model MUK 0565-AUAF is 0.5 kva and  MUD Microline 183. NLQ 17x17 dot matrix. Full width f139 (D) 60 mm DC 1" thick.No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v.1085-AHBH is 1 kva. Both have sealed lead acid batteries. MUK Hyundai HDP-920. NLO 24x18 dot matrix full w dth. f149 (D) 80 mm DC 5 v. Papst 8105G 4w. 38mm. RFE.are internal, MUD has them in a matching case. Times from Gums LetterPro 20 daisy. Qume QS -3 interface. £39.95 (D) 92 mm DC 12v. 18 mm thick.interrupt are 5 and 15 minutes respectively. Complete with full Centronics 152-2 9 x 7 dot matrix. Full width. 4 inch DC 12v. 12w 11/2" thickoperation manuals .MUK £249 (F) MUD £525 (G) Centronics 159-4 9 x 7 dot matrix. Serial. 9-1 2., widths" 9949 ((D0)) 4 inch DC 24v 8w. 1" thick.

1992 Summer Issue of Dispray News now available - send large SAE - PACKED with bargains!

COOLING FANS
£ 8.50(B)
£12.95(B)
£ 9.95(B)
£12.95(A)
£10.95(B)
£10.95(B)
£24.95(B)
£15.95(A)
£19.95(A)
£14.95(A)
£12.50(B)
£14.50(8)

   
:...*

*IMO:

.*" : :C  
:.... S :

ci rrinnivirc
ci_CL

MAIL ORDER 8 OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30

Dept WW. 32 Bigger' Way.
Upper Norwood.

London SE19 3XF.

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane.

South Norwood.
London. SE25

DISTEL The Original
Free dial -up database!

I DOO s of items 0-1 Line
V21. V22 & V22 bis

081-679-1888

ALL ENQUIRIES

081.679.4414
Fax- 081-679-1927 MIN

All prices for UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. PO orders from Government.Universities,Schools & Local Authorities
welcome -minimum account order MO. Garbage charges (A).E2.00. (Al )-£3.75.(13)=E5.50. (C) -E8.50. (D).£11.50. (E)=E14.00 (Fl -E18.00 (01 -Call. Scotland surcharge: call.
At goods supplied subject to our standard Conditions of Sale and unless otherwise stated guaranteed for 90 day, All guaranteeson a return to base basis Rights reserved to
change prices & specifications without prior notice. Orders subject to stock. Quotations willingly given for higher qualities than those stated. Bulk surplus always wanted for cash.
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PRODUCTION/A.T.E.
SECOND USER EQUIPMENT

HUGE SAVINGSIUM
PCB ASSEMBLY

SYSTEM 1000
Hot Air Rework Station L495
CONTACT SYSTEMS 400 A/B/C Cut
and Clinch Light Guided Assembly
Workstations. Call for
details. From £3,550
BLAKELL LS210
Assembly Station L375
OMNITAC
Socket Inserter L375
Pin Inserter L375
DYNAPERT MPS318 and MPS3 I 8HR 
Pick and Place Machine. Options and
Feeder package to suit. From L16,950
DYNAPERT Spares and Feeders. Call
or Fax for listing. LCall

TRESCOMP PA -60
Paternoster
ROYONIC 410 2 Assembly
Workstations with
programmer L4,950
Also 401 Workstation L1,450
UNIVERSAL 6348A Radial 11 Inserter.
40 Stations. New 12/90 only 630,000
insertions. Excellent
condition. L68,450
UNIVERSAL High speed VCD. Re -
engineered to very high specification.
Carbide tooling new wiring harness.
B.E.C. Rotary Table, high speed
pneumatics. Call for colour brochure

125,950

L375

TEST EQUIPMENT
MARCONI 2019 Signal
Generator
H.P. 3325A Function
Generator
TEK 2445 Oscilloscope
TEK 2465 Oscilloscope
H.P. 8640B. Signal Gem from
H.P. 8447D, 1.3 GHz amp
Marconi 893B. Audio power
meter
Fluke 8520A. D.M.M. (GPIB)
TEK 222 I OMHZ D.S.0 Battery
Portable "Hand held"

LI,650

11,750
LI,350
11,995

L950
L235

TEK AMSO3S Current Probe system
L1,500

MARCONI 2380/82 400MHz L7,650
MARCONI 2955
Radiocommunications Test Set £4,495
MARCONI 2958 Radio Test Set/
ETACS £5,495
TEK 465B Oscilloscope. 100MHz L495
TEK 475 Oscilloscope, 300MHz L595

L250 Many other Makes/Models available.
L495 Call for full listing. Calibration to

BS5750 also available.
L995

ATE SYSTEMS
MARCONI 540 256 Digital/768
Universal Points L28,500
MARCONI 515 Call for details. Only
used 200 hrs. L22,000
MARCONI 510 Two systems available.
Configured to suit. LCall

MARCONI 80R 512 Test
Points L21,900
GENRAD 2272 1024 Driver Sensor/
224 Speed Plus L28,500
GENRAD 2276XP 1088 Test
Points Coffers
ZEHNTEL 875 410 Nodes [offers

SPECIAL OFFERS
All ex -stock. Callers welcome.
ALTITUDE TEST CHAMBER
Temperature - Humidity - Vacuum.
Can be configured to your
requirements. Call for details. [Call
ELITE "FORMAT" Axial Lead
Form L495
HELLER 715 Auto Axial Lead
Form* £2,955
HELLER D277-36 Auto DIP Lead
Processsor* L1,495
DEK 1200 Screen Printer L495
EDWARDS E I 2E3 Coater L198
K+S 1419-3 Automatic Gold Wire
Bonder L4,950
FISCHER 870C Betascope L1,350
CEMCO Pull -Peel Test Set L125

CUSTOM CR I Router
CUSTOM CR2 Router
EG +G 560B Lite-Mike
PLANAR GB7 Gas Bonder
CEMCO Solderability Tester
ICI 1214 Vapour Phase Reflow
Tank L675
SOLBRAZE RD3 and RD6 "Rotadip"
Solder Pots from L425
SOLDERMATIC 800 Wave solder
machine 240v single phase L1,750
ICI AO Screen Cleaner L675
ICI 6502AR Ultrasonic Cleaner L875
GRIFFIN Bench Oven. AMB to
+200°C L199
PERN 360 litre Burn -in Oven L395
RINGWAY 250/640/48 Cold Chamber.
AMB to -40°C L295

L125
1198

LS6
1135
L475

DO YOU HAVE SURPLUS
PRODUCTION/A.T.E. EQUIPMENT?

Bring your surplus assets to the expanding European
marketplace through Buyers News - read by 20,000
key buyers in High Tech industries.

---4-
HUGE SAVINGS ON

Second thy

Manufacturing Equipment
Ala the Electronics hviustrli

r.-.- --:-: 1 ,z,s."*---':-*;""---- -

. .

Subscribe Now for
Your FREE Copy

See latest issued Buyers Nem Ice hill 1151159 and Tens &

Coo:Mans Prices exclude VAT Buyers Premium not Included

BUYERS NEWS Tel: 071-294 4074 (UK)
Fax: 071.267 7363 (UK)

146 Camden Street, London NW1 9PF

CIRCLE NO. 131 ON REPLY CARI)

Custom metalwork
good & quick!

Plus a wide range of rack -mounting
cases etc. from stock.

Send for our new Catalogue.

Mr BMW . VS

IPK Broadcast Systems
3 Darwin Close Reading Berks RG2 OTB
Tel: (0734) 311030 Fax: (0734) 313836

CIRCLE NO. 132 ON REPLY CARD

TELNET
LIST OF TEST EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

OSCILLOSCOPES
FIE WM: T T PACKARD 1740A-100MHs DUAL TRACE ..f2.50 GOULD 054200-50MHz DIGITAL STORAGE SCOPE DUAL
HEWLETT PACKARD 1741A-100MHz DUAL TRACE TRACE

ANALOGUE STORAGE SCOPE .......................................f300 TELEQUIPMENT D34-25MHz DUAL TRACE .1180
HEWLETT PACKARD 1744A-100MHz DUAL TRACE TELEQUIPMENT DM64-50MHz DUAL TRACE. E100

ANALOGUE STORAGE SCOPE. 1900 TELEQUIPMENT D75-50MHz DUAL TRACE 1250

H EWLETT PACKARD 1820.100MItz 4 CHANNEL FITTED TEKTRONIX 7603-100MHz 4 CHANNEL. ..E150

WITH 1809A 4 CHANNEL VERTICAL AMPLIFIER AND TEKTRONIX 7313-100MHz 4 CHANNEL ANALOGUE
1825A TIME BASE & DELAY GENERATOR STORAGE SCOPE

PHILIPS 3211-15MHz DUAL TRACE.............1150/1125 TEKTRONIX 2215-60MHz DUAL TRACE
PHILIPS 3217-50MHz DUAL TRACE .L200 TEKTRONIX 475A-200MHz DUAL TRACE . . ALL GONE

TEKTRONIX 434-100MHz DUAL TRACE STORAGE
PHILIPS 3240-100MHz DUAL TRACE .f250 OSC . ALL GONE

PHILIPS 3261-100MHz DUAL TRACE .f250
SOME TROLLEYS AVAILABLE FOR ABOVE SCOPES - CHEAP

H EWLETT PACKARD 182T WITH 87555 SWEPT WANDEL a GOLTERMANN PS 12 LEVEL GENERATOR
AMPLITUDE ANALYSER _. .....OFFERS 203Hz-4.5MHz AND 2006,6MHz . f900 or

H EWLETT PACKARD 1807R WITH 875513 SWEPT WANDEL at COLTERMANN SPM 12 LEVEL METER 200Hz-
AMPLITUDE ANALYSER........OFFERS 4 5MHz AND 20014,6MHz .. MK Per Pau

PHILIPS PM 8226 SIX LINE PEN RECORDERS SIEMENS 132008 LEVEL METER 203Hz-18.6MHz L400

HEWLETT PACKARD FMS VOLTMETER -MODELS HEWLETT PACKARD 98H DESKTOP AUTOMATIC TEST
3400A/409E/400FL/400F . From f125 COMPUTER DISPLAY 6 KEYBOARD I 1K

HEWLETT PACKARD TEST OSCILLATOR 6518 1011z TO HEWLETT PACKARD 8620C SWEEP OSCILLATOR
1 ONIII. f150 £499

LYONS PULSE GENERATORS TYPE KVA 0.10MHz .........f.250 HEWLETT PACKARD RMS VOLTMETERS - 3406A -
MARCONI POWER METER 6%0 1150 BROADBAND SAMPLING V f 150

MARCONI ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER TF 2604 ...............160 HEWLETT PACKARD LOGIC ANALYSERS Writ PODS -
1 tx.m. a MODEL 260 15GHs LINEAR UP CONVERTOR 1615A Otters

INPUT 240MHz 350hIliz OUTPUT 1440-1550MHz..........1499 MARCONI FM AM MODULATION METER TF 2300 55 -
HEWLETT PACKARD 3730A DOWN CONVERTOR WITH 1000MHz ..150

3738A OSCILLATOR - 5301-12-8.5011. DOWN TO AVO CZ457 6 COMPONENT COMPARATORS .f..50

70MHz .. f 1K MARCONI TYPE 60575 I SIGNAL SOURCE 4-8Glis.........E499
WANDEL & COLTERMANN DISPLAY UNIT SG3 2001-1z- LEVEL AC MICROVOLTMETER TYPE 174311 ( IlIz-3MHs)

20MHz 14N -500V. .1.50

ADRET CODASYN 301 SYNTHESISER 0-1MHz f180 LEVEL RC OSCILLATOR TYPE TG 200M ( IHr.-1MHz) 2mV-
wuciEL & GOLMUHAHN PS 6 LEVEL GENERATOR 7V . .E50

6kHz-18.6MHz MOS HATFIELD TYPE 1000 PSOPHOMETER ..... Almost New 1.150-
MANDEL & GOLTERMANN PS 60 LEVEL GENERATOR f300

61cliz-L.& E500 each -or HATFIELD TYPE 1015 LEVEL MEASURING
WANDEL & OOLTERMANN SPM 60 LEVEL METER 6199. SET . Almost New E150

18.6MHz . LIB Per Pas RADIO SPARES MAINS FILTERS (ISOLATING
TRANSFORMERS) EPMS - 207481 MO

POWER SUPPLIER BY SOLARTRON/WAYNE
KERR/WEIR/COUNTANT AND FARNELL - SUCH AS 1301.
LT301, 1.305, E350. L30F, L1210C etc

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS FLUKE 8010/418050A1800A8600A
SOLARTRON 7045/LM14202...
GOULD ALPHA M AND ALPHA W

AVOS MODEL 8 AND SELECTESTS
FREQUENCY COUNTERS RACAL 9520/9903.9906/SA520

ADVANCE TC17A
MARCONI ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER TF 2604
CAPACTEANCE/INDUCTANCE/R/THSTANCE BRIDGES- MANY TYPES
PRINTERS NEWBURY M IORM/83005R14

curraohncs (LINE PRINTERS) 781/702"152
VDU MONITORS 721 (ASH ROW - BURNTHELL)

6666 From LSO
f25
121

... From flO
6666.. C10010E150

MO
6510015

Oilers

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED, WITH 3 MONTHS GUARANTEE

Otters

PLEASE CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING.
CARRIAGE CAN BE ARRANGED - VAT TO BE ADDED TO TOTAL PRICE OF ALL GOODS AND CARRIAGE.

TELNET
UNIT 8, CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF

(Premises situated close to Eastern Bypass in Coventry with easy access to MI, M6, M40, M69)

Telephone: 0203-650702 Fax: 0203-650773
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DS1233 REPLY COUPON

For more information about any of the products or services in this issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD &

WIRELESS WORLD, simply ring the relevant enquiry number

Enquiry numbers may be found at the bottom of each individual advertisement
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Amex account

With
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Choose tolerance 5% (5V only) 10% 15%IJ

For Motorola 68000 series
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DESIGN

The final part of Ian
Hickman's series on
direct digital synthesis
considers the design
possibilities provided
by this new branch of
RF technology.

Puffing

DDS
to work

erect digital synthesisers do far more
than just offering a convenient method
of generating an RF carrier wave.

They can produce very rapid frequency
changes, typically within a single clock cycle
or less than 100ns. The output will also remain
phase continuous at the point where the fre-
quency changes - unless a step phase change
is deliberately implemented at the same time;
this is possible with those DDS chips that pro-
vide access t) the output of the phase accu-
mulator (see Fig. 2 of last month's article).

Phase continuous frequency changes are not
possible in a direct (analogue) synthesiser, and
in a PLL synthesiser they are only possible for
very small frequency changes. This rapid fre-
quency change capability makes DDS a natu-
ral choice for use in frequency hopping radios
and also in ECM systems in a frequency -agile
intelligent jammer. A DDS can also generate a
super -linear chirp waveform, to a degree of
accuracy not achievable by any other means.

This has obvious applications to radar,
enabling both extended range and high reso-
lution to be achieved simultaneously, by using
a higher degree of pulse compression in the

receiver. Another feature of some DDS chips
(those with two independent phase accumula-
tors where either can be routed to the sine
look -up ROM) is phase memory or coherence.

This means that on switching to frequency f2
(controlled by phase accumulator 2) and then
back to frequency fi (controlled by phase
accumulator 1), the phase off/ is the same as
it would have been if the frequency change
had never been effected. It is as if the output
had been drawn by switching between two
separate crystal oscillators. (Naturally, in these
circumstances there will not in general be
phase continuity between fi and f-,.) This fea-
ture is not usually important in over -the -air
communications, since absolute phase is not
preserved in such a link - which is why phase
modulation systems use differential encoding
- but it may well be a desirable feature in
instrumentation systems.

Fixed frequency advantages
In addition to their convenience in variable
frequency operating modes, DDSs can offer
advantages when operating at a fixed fre-
quency: there are models which by their con -
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DESIGN

FSW (set carrier
frequency)

/>
3u

- 8
Frequency
offset (FSK,
MSK, FM)

z

DDS
phase
accumulato

Phase offse

30

30

LATCH

Fig. 1. A DDS system can produce various forms
of amplitude, frequency and phase modulation.

struction can implement most if not all of the
various types of modulation. They thus com-
bine the function of carrier generator and
modulator, which are usually separate stages
when using a fixed frequency or PIA_ carrier
source.

Figure 1 shows how AM, FM, the various
types of PM, FSK, MSK, etc, can all be pro-
duced. with a degree of accuracy difficult to
achieve with conventional analogue modula-
tors. Adding a shift or offset to the FSW (fre-
quency setting word) prior to the phase accu-
mulator enables all the varieties of frequency
modulation to be produced. Adding a phase
shift or offset after the accumulator hut before

DDS clock

Amplitude multiplier

(AM)

Ref voltage
or current

30
ROM

12

X

Digital amplitude
/

12
>

modulation

I=adder X =multiplier

the sine look -up root can produce all the vari-
eties of phase modulation, while processing
after the rom enables amplitude modulation to
be provided.

This can be done in several ways. Digitally
controlled AM can be produced by multiply-
ing the rom output by a factor representing the
instantaneous modulation amplitude between
0 and I00c/r. Alternatively. AM can be applied
by modulating the reference supplied to the
dac. The reference modulation can be effected
either by linear circuitry such as multiplier
module, variable gain amplifier or operational
transconductance amplifier, or by digital
means using another dac to supply the refer-
ence to the DDS's output dac.

By using two types of modulation simulta-
neously, complex modulation modes such
256QAM can he produced: this type of oper-
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ation is more conveniently carried out in a
DDS with separate paths for the real and
imaginary parts of the complex modulation.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the
Harris HSP45116 NCOM (numerically con-
trolled oscillator/modulator), a DDS not incor-
porating an on -chip dac.

Figure 2a shows the phase/frequency control
section (PFCS), corresponding to the four left-
most blocks in Figure 1, with its facilities for
producing FM, PSK, FSK or MSK, while
Figure 2b shows the sine (and cosine) look -up
rom. This section takes the 20 MSBs of the 32
bit PFCS and produces 16 -bit sine and cosine
outputs. Computation is used to interpolate
between rom values to reduce the size of rom
needed.

The magnitude of the error in the computed
value of the complex vector is less than
-90.2dBm. The errors in the sine and cosine
components are 2dB lower than this (these
errors are much less than will be introduced
by any current DAC operating in the MHz
range). Finally, the sine and cosine values are
passed to an output CMAC (complex multi-
plier/accumulator) which is particularly useful
for the implementation of all types of AM and
QAM.

The CMAC multiplies the outputs of the
sine/cosine section by two nineteen bit scalar
quantities. Rug) - /8 and tie - 18, representing
a general complex vector. It can thus produce
all types of APSK and QAM and can also be
used to perform the FFT butterfly operations

required in calculating Discrete Fourier
Transforms. The device, which clocks at up to
40MHz, is also available in a milspec/883 ver-
sion.

As well as the HSP45116 NCOM, the
Harris range also includes the HSP45/06
which is generally similar but lacks the
CMAC and the HSP45102 which is like the
45106 but produces only a single I2 -bit sine
output. This last device is available in a 28 pin
DIP or SOIC, the others being in pin -grid
array packages.

Design -in success
DDSs would find much greater usage if engi-
neers were more familiar with them. To assist
familiarisation, various manufacturers have
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Figure 3 Qualcomm Q0310 DDS Evaluation Kit
(incorporating the Q2334 DDS chip) (upper

item), shown here connected to drive the
Q0410 PLO Synthesiser System. The

combination covers 900 - 1600MHz with
output step sizes of approximately 1Hz.

evaluation kits which provide an instant way
of getting hands-on experience without having
to go through a board design stage.

Figure 3 shows the Qualcomm Q0310
Evaluation Kit (upper item) incorporating the
Q2334 DSS chip. This can either be controlled
over an RS232 link from any PC or compati-
ble, or by use of the onboard DIL and rotary
switches. It enables many of the DDS chip's
facilities to be demonstrated. For instance, Fig.
4 shows the spectrum of the unit's output in
FSK mode with tones at 2.000MHz and
2.100MHz, modulated with a pseudo random
bitstream at a data rate of about 4kHz.

Figure 5a shows the spectrum when out -

REF O. OdBm ATTEN 20 dB

10 dB/

CENTRE 3.000 0 MHz
RES BW 300 Hz

TIME BASE r 100uS
CH1 V/DIV =20mV
CH2 V/DIV .0.2V

VBW 3 Hz
SPAN 50.0 KHz

REF -10.0 dem
T

10 d13/

C

ATTEN 0 dB
T

1 1

CENTER 2.050 MHz
RES OW 10 kHz VBW 3 kHz

i
,

I1

L. 1

,

_L
1

SPAN 500 kHz
SWP 50. 0 ma'am

Fig. 4 Spectrum of FSK at 2.05MHz with a 100kHz shift and 4kbit/s data rate produced by the
Q2334 DDS chip.

Fig. 5. 8-PSK produced by the Q2334 DDS chip operating at 4096baud (12.288kbit/s). a) spectrum.
b) waveform showing phase changes modulo 45°. c) time exposure showing all eight phases.
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putting 8-ary PSK: the (pseudo -random) data
rate is I 2.288kbit/s and because this modula-
tion method encodes three bits at a time, the
baud rate (signalling rate) is 4096baud (sym-
bols/second). Each symbol has one of eight
possible phases, so each phase change is an
integral number x 45°. Figure 5b, where an
unrealistically low "carrier" frequency of
5kHz has been set, shows the individual phase
changes more clearly.

With a higher carrier frequency and a time
exposure, all of the eight possible phases can
be clearly seen, Fig. 5c. Figure 6 shows MSK
with its phase coherent frequency changes; the
data rate is 8kbit/s. Again, for clarity an unre-
alistically low "carrier" frequency of 8kHz has
been set, but in MSK ("Fast" or "Continuous
Phase" FSK), whatever the carrier frequency,
the shift is ±1/4 of the bit rate.

Consequently, in any bit period, the phase of
the signal advances or retards linearly by 90°
relative to the phase of the unmodulated car-
rier, depending upon whether the transmitted
bit is a one or a zero. (MSK can alternatively
be considered as offset modulated QPSK with
sinusoidal weighting of the symbols in the I
and Q channels.)

With so many options built in, it is not sur-
prising that where a one-off system is
required, many firms opt simply to buy in an
evaluation kit rather than design a bespoke
board. The time to market advantage is obvi-
ous.

Future performance
Further advances and improvements in DDS
performance can be expected in future, but for
the most critical applications, the spurious out-
puts are likely to remain a stumbling block. As
has been observed, the PM spurs are the most
embarrassing; unlike the AM spurs, they can-
not be eliminated by hard limiting (or
designed around by using the DDS output as
the high-level input to a double balanced
mixer). However, this is an area where some

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the front end of a
network analyser (up to the IF inputs) using two
DDSs to provide parallel frequency ramps for
the test frequency and the local oscillator. The
adder provides an LO with an offset from the
test frequency equal to the IF.

Ramp generator

CK2
Counter

lateral thinking might enable an engineer to
produce a useful improvement in perfor-
mance.

The bits of the accumulator output which are
not passed to the DAC contain the instanta-
neous value of the spurious sawtooth phase
modulation. These bits could be passed to an
auxiliary DAC whose sawtooth output could
be used to control a phase modulator which
impressed upon the DDS output a cancelling
phase modulation in the opposite sense.

For a narrow band design, a varactor con-
trolled linear phase modulator could be used;
this would also be suitable for a wideband
design if the amplitude of the controlling saw -
tooth were suitably scaled, depending on the
output frequency. Alternatively, a serrasoidal
(sawtooth) modulator could be used, with the
advantage that it provides a constant phase
shift versus control voltage ratio, independent
of frequency.

As the spurious phase modulation problem
is eased, by further development of the basic
DDS or by some other means, the application
of direct digital synthesisers will steadily
increase, providing designers with better, more
compact and more flexible sources of RF car-
riers - with built in modulation facilities - for
civil, military and space use. Military specified
devices are available from Harris and space
qualified devices from Stanford Research.
These manufacturers will doubtless be joined
by others in the near future, if they are not
already on the path.

One area where DDSs can be expected to
make an increasing impact is in instrumenta-
tion. With their facility for producing both sine
and cosine outputs, in extremely accurate
quadrature, these devices are a natural for
many applications in measuring instruments.
Figure 7 shows an outline block diagram of a
network analyser using DDS for both the test
frequency and the local oscillator. In this
application, there is only one wanted signal
and it is always at the correct IF offset from
the local oscillator. As a result, spurious com-
ponents in the DDS outputs are of much less
importance than in many other applications.
Such a design of network analyser, working
up to VHF, is entirely practicable right now,
since circulators covering DC to VHF are
readily realised.

Test frequency

ADDER

Offset

DDS 1

CK1

DDS 2

TIME BASE =100uS
CH1 V DIV = 20 mV
CH2 V DIV = 0.2V

Fig. 6 MSK produced by the Q2334 DDS chip,
showing the phase continuity at frequency
changes.
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED - EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS - RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

Marconi TF2008 - AM -FM signal generator - Also sweeper -101<ds -510Mcls- from £350
tested to £500 as new with manual - probe kit in wooden carrying box.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406A - £400.
HP Sampling Voltmeter (Broadband) type 3406A-£200.
HP Vector Voltmeter type 8405A - £400 to £600 - old or new colour.
HP Synthesiser/signal generator type 8672A -2 to 18GHz £4000.
HP OscillographIc recorder type 7404A -4 track - £350.
HP Plotter type 9872B -4 pen - £300.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A & B + plug -ins from 10Mc/s to 18GHz also 18-40GHz. P.O.R.
HP Network Analyser type 8407A + 8412A + 8601A- -11 110Mc/s- £500-C1000.
HP Down Converter type 11710B -.01-11Mcis - £450.
HP Pulse Modulator type 11720A -2-18GHz -£1000.
HP Modulator type 8403A- £100-£200.
HP Pin Modulators for above -many different frequencies -£150.
HP Counter type 5342A- 18GHz - LED readout -£1500.
HP Signal Generator type 8640B - Opt001 + 003- .5-512Mcis AM/FM -£1000.
HP Amplifier type 8447A - .1-400Mc/s £200 - HP8447F .1-1300Mds £400.
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A-18GHz £1000 - rear output £800.
HP 8410 -A -B -C Network Analyser 110Mcds to 12GHz or 18GHz - plus most other units and
displays used in this set-up- 8411A -8412- 8413 - 8414 -8418- 8740 - 8741 - 8742 - 8743
- 8746 - 8650. From £1000.
HP Signal Generator type 8660C - .1-2600Mc/s. AM/FM - £3000. 1300Mds £2000.
HP Signal Generator type 8656A -0.1-990Mc./s. AM/FM - £2000.
HP 8699B Sweep PI -0.1-4GHz E750- HP8690B Mainframe £250.
Racal/Dana 9301A-9302 RF MIllivoltmeter - 1.5-2GHz - £250-£400.
Racal/Dana Counters 9915M -9916 -9917 - 9921 -£150 to £450. Fitted FX standards.
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter type 9009 - 8Mcis -1.5GHz - £250.
Racal - SG Brown Comprehensive Headset Tester (with artificial head) Z1A200/1 - £350.
Marconi AF Power Meter type 893B - £200.
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700 -£150.
Marconi/Saunders Signal Sources type - 6058B - 6070A - 6055B - 6059A - 605713 - 6056 -
£250-£350. 400Mc/s to 18GHz.
Marconi TF1245 Circuit magnification meter + 1246 & 1247 Oscillators -£100-£300.
Marconi microwave 6600A sweep osc., mainframe with 6650 PI -18-26.5GHz or 6651 Pi -26.5-
40GHz - £1000 or PI only £600.
Marconi distortion meter type TF2331 -£150, TF2331A- £200.
Microwave Systems MOS/3600 Microwave frequency stabilizer - 1GHz to 40GHz £1k.
Tektronix Plug -Ins 7A13 - 7A14 -7A18 - 7A24 - 7A26 - 7AI 1 -7M11 -7511 - 7D10 -7512 -
S1 - S2 - S6 - S52 -1.01506 - SC504 - SG502 - SO503 - SG504 - DC503 - DC508 - DD501 -
WR501 - DM501A - FG501A -TG501 - PG502 -DC505A- F0504 - P.O.R.
Ailtech Stoddart receiver type I7/27A- .01-32Mc/s - £2500.
Ailtech Stoddart receiver type 37/57 -30-1000Mc/s- £2500.
Aihech Stoddart receiver type NAM35T - 1 to I OGHz -£1500.
Gould J38 Test oscillator - manual - £200.
Infra -red Binoculars in fibre -glass carrying case - tested -£100. Infra -red AFV sights £100.
ACL Field intensity meter receiver type SR - 209 - 6. Plugs -Ins from 5Mc/s to 4GHz - P.O.R.
Tektronix 491 spectrum analyser -1.5GHz-40GHz - as new - £1000 or IOWA 40GHz.
Tektronix Mainframes - 7603 - 7623A - 7633 - 7704A - 7844 - 7904 -TM501 - TM503 -
TM506 - 7904 - 7834 - 7104.
Knott Polyskanner WM1001 + WM5001 + WM3002 + WM4001 - £500.
Alttech 136 Precision test RX + 13505 head 2 - 40Hz - £350.
SE Lab Eight Four - FM 4 Channel recorder - £200.
Ailtech 757 Spectrum Analyser - 001 223Hz - Digital Storage + Readout - £3030.
Dranetz 608 Power line disturbance analyser - £250.
Precision Aneroid barometers- 900-1050Mb- mechanical digit readout with electronic indicator
- battery powered. Housed in polished wood carrying box -tested -£100-£200-£250. 1, 2 or 3.
HP1417 SPECTRUM ANALYSERS- ALL NEW COLOURS
TESTED WITH OPERATING MANUAL
HP1417+8552A or B IF -8553B RF- 1kHz-110Mc/s-A IF- £1300 or B IF - £1400.
HP141T+8552A or B IF -8554B RE- 100kHz-1250Mc/s-A IF - £1400 or B IF -£1500.
HP141T+8552A or B IF -8555A RF - I OM's-18GHz-A IF - £2400 or B IF - £2500.
HP1417+8552A or B IF -8556A RF - 2OHz-300kHz-A IF -A IF -£1200 or B IF -£1300.
HP8443A tracking generator/counter -100kHz-110Mc/s - £500.
HP/3445B tracking pre -selector DC-18GHz - £750.
HP ANZ UNITS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY -NEW COLOURS - TESTED.
HP1417 mainframe - £550 - 8552A IF - £450 - 8552B IF - £550 -13553B RF - 1kHz-1 10Mcis -
£550 - 85548 -RE - 100kHz-1250Mc/s -£650- 8555A-RF - 10Mc/s-18GHz - £1550.
HP 3580A LE -spectrum analyser - 5kHz to 50kHz - LED readout - digital storage -£1600 with
instruction manual - internal rechargeable battery.
Tektronix 7D20 plug-in 2 -channel programmable digitizer - 70 Mcis - for 7000 mainframes -
£500 - manual - £50.
Detron 1065 Auto Cal digital multimeter with instruction manual - £500.
Racal MA 259 FX standard. Output 100kc/s-1Mc/s-5Mc/s - internal NiCad battery -£150.
Aerial array on metal plate T x 9" containing 4 aerials plus Narda detector -.100-11GHz. Using
N type and SMA plugs & sockets - ex eqpt - £100.
EIP 451 microwave pulse counter 18GHz -£1000.
Marconi RF Power Amplifier TF2175 - 1.5Mc/s to 520Mcis with book -£100.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source -110 2 GHz - LED readout - £600.
Schlumberger 2741 Programmable Microwave Counter - 10Hz to 7.1GHz - £750.
Schlumberger 2720 Programmable Universal Counter 0 to 1250Mc/s - £600.
HP 2225CR Thlnkjet Printer - El 00.
TEK 576 Calibration Fixture - 067-0597-99 - £250.
HP 8006A Word Generator -£150.
HP 1645A Data Error Analyser - £1513.
Texscan Rotary Attenuators BNC/SMA 0-10-60-100DBS -£50-£150.
HP 809C Slotted Line Carriages - various frequencies to 18GHZ - £100 to £300.
HP 532-536-537 Frequency Meters -various frequencies -£150-£250.
Barr & Stroud variable filter EF3 0.1Hz-100kcis + high pass + low pass - £150.
S.E. Lab SM215 M kl 1 transfer standard voltmeter- 1000 volts.
Alltech Stoddart P7 programmer - £200.
H.P. 6941B multiprogrammer extender. £100.
Fluke Y2000 RTD selector + Fluke 1120A IEEE -488 -translator + Fluke 2180 RID digital
thermometer + 9 probes. £350 all three items.
H.P. 6181 DC current source. £150.
H.P. 59501A - HP -18 isolated D/A/power supply programmer.
H.P. 3438A digital multimeter.
H.P. 6177C DC current source. £150.
H.P. 620713 DC power supply.
H.P. 741B AC/DC differential voltmeter standard (old colour) £100.
H.P. 6209B DC power unit.
Fluke 80 high voltage divider.
Fluke 431C high voltage DC supply.
Tektronix M2 gated delay calibration fixture. 067-0712-00.
Tektronix precision DC divider calibration fixture. 067-0503-00.
Tektronix overdrive recovery calibration fixture. 067-0608-00.
Avo VCM163 valve tester + book £300.
H.P. 5011T logic trouble shooting kit. £150.
Marconi TF2163S attenuator - 1GHz. £200.
PPM 8000 programmable scanner.
Fluke 730A DC transfer standard.
B&K 4815 calibrator head.

B&K 4812 calibrator head.
Farnell power unit H60/50 - £400 tested.
H.P. FX doubler 938A or 940A - £300.
Racal/Dana 9300 RMS voltmeter - £250.
H.P. sweeper plug -ins - 86240A - 2-8.4GHz -86260A- 12.4-18GHz - 86260AH03 - 10-
15GHz - 8629013 -2-18.6GHz. 86245A 5.9-12.46Hz.
TelequIpment CT71 curve tracer - £200.
H.P. 461A amplifier -lkc-150Mc/s- old colour -£100.
H.P. 8750A storage normalizer.
Tektronix oscilloscopes type 2215A- 60Mo/5-thy book & probe - £400.
Tektronix monitor type 604 -£100.
Marconi TF2330 or TF2330A wave analysers -£100-£150.
HP5006A Signature Analyser £250 + book.
HP10783A numeric display. £150.
HP 3763A error detector. £250.
Racal/Dana signal generator 9082 -1.5-520Mds -MOO.
Racal/Dana signal generator 9082H -1.5-520Mc/s- £900.
Claude Lyons Compuline - line condition monitor- in case - LMPI +LCM1 £500.
Efratom Atomic FX standard FRT - FRK - .1-1-5-I0Mc/s. £3K tested.
Racal 4D recorder - £350- £450 in carrying bag as new.
HP8350A sweep oscillator mainframe + HP11869A RF PI adaptor -£1500.
Ailtech - precision automatic noise figure indicator type 75- £250.
Adret FX synthesizer 2230A- 1Mc/s. £250.
Tektronix -7312 -7314 -7T11 -7511 -S1 -S52 -S53.
Rotek 610 AC/DC calibrator. £2K + book.
Marconi TF2512 RF power meter -10 or 30 watts - 50 ohms - £80.
Marconi multiplex tester type 2830.
Marconi digital simulator type 2828A.
Marconi channel access switch type 2831.
Marconi automatic distortion meter type TF2337A -£150.
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 - £250.
HP 5240A counter -10Hz to 12.4GHz - £400.
HP 3763A error detector.
HP 8016A word generator.
HP 489A micro -wave amp - 1-2GHz.
HP 8565A spectrum analyser - .01-220Hz - £4k.
HP 5065A rubidium vapour FX standard - £5k.
Fluke 893A differential meters - £100 ea.
Systron Donner counter type 6054E3- 20Mc/s-24GHz - LED readout -Elk.
Takeda Rlken TR4120 tracking scope + TR1604P digital memory.
EG&G Parc model 4001 indicator + 4203 signal averager Pl.
Systron Donner 6120 counter/timer A+B+C Inputs - I 8GHz -Elk.
Racal/Dana 9083 signal source - two tone - £250.
Systron Donner signal generator 1702 - synthesized to 1GHz - AM/FM.
Systron Donner microwave counter 6057 -18GHz - Nixey tube - £600.
Racal/Dana synthesized signal generator 9081- 520Mc/s- AM -FM. £600.
Famell SSG520 synthesized signal generator - 520Mc/s - £500.
Farnell TTS520 test set - £500 - both £900.
Tektronix plug -ins -AM503 - PG501 - PG508 - PS503A.
Tektronix TM515 mainframe + TM5006 mainframe.
Cole power line monitor T1085 - £250.
Claude Lyons LCM1P line condition monitor- £250.
Rhodes & Schwarz power signal generator SLRD-280- 2750Mc/s. £250-£600.
Rhodes & Schwarz vector analyser - ZPV+ Et +E3 tuners - .3-2000Mc/s.
Bell & Howell TMA3000 tape motion analyser- £250.
Ball Efratom PTB-100 rubidium standard mounted In Tek Pl.,
Ball Efratom rubidium standard PT2568-FRKL.
Trend Data tester type 100 -£150.
Farnell electronic load type RB1030-35.
Fairchild interference analyser model EMC -25 - 14kc/s-1GHz.
Fluke 1720A instrument controller+ keyboard.
Marconi 2442 - microwave counter - 26.5GHz - £1500.
Racal/Dana counters - 9904 - 9905 - 9906 -9915 -9916 -9917 - 9921 - 50Mc/s - 3GHz -
£100-E450 - all fitted with FX standards.
B&K 7003 tape recorder - £300.
B&K 2425 voltmeter -£150.
B&K 4921+4149 outdoor microphone.
Witt ron sweeper mainframe 610D - £500.
HP3200B VHF oscillator- 10-500Mc/s- £200.
HP3747A selective level measuring set.
HP3586A selective level meter.
HP5345A electronic counter.
HP4815A RF vector Impedance meter c./w probe. £500-£600.
Marconi TF2092 noise receiver. A, B or C plus fitters.
Marconi TF2091 noise generator. A, B or C plus filters.
Tektronix oscilloscope 485 - 350Mc/s - £500.
HP180TR, HP1827 mainframes £300-£500.
Bell & Howell CSM2000B recorders.
HP5345A automatic frequency convertor- .015-4GHz.
Fluke 8506A thermal RMS digital multimeter.
HP3581A wave analyser.
Philips panoramic receiver type PM7800- 1 to 20GHz.
Marconi 6700A sweep oscillator+ 6730A - 1 to 2GHz.
Wiltron scaler network analyser 560+3 heads. £1k.
R&S signal generator SMS-0.4-1040Mc/s - £1500.
HP85588 spectrum ANZ PI - .1-1500Mc/s - o/c -£1000. N/C -£1500 -To fit HP180 series
mainframe available - £100 to £500.
HP8505A network ANZ 4- 8503A S parameter test set + 8501A normalizer - £4k.
HP8505A network ANZ - 8502A test set - £3k.
Racal/Dana 9087 signal generator - 1300Mds - £2k
Racal/Dana VLF frequency standard equipment. Tracor receiver type 900A + difference
meter type 527E - rubidium standard type 9475 - £2750.
Marconi 6960-6960A power meters with 6910 heads - 10Mc/s- 20GHz or 6912 - 30kHz-
4.2GHz -£800-£1000
HP8444A-HP8444A opt 59 tracking generator £1k-E2k.
B&K dual recorder type 2308.
HP8755A scaler ANZ with heads Elk.
Tektronix 475 - 200Mc/s oscilloscopes - £350 less attachments to £500 chy manual, probes etc.
HP signal generators type 626 - 628 - frequency IOGHz-21GHz.
HP 432A -435A or B -436A - power meters+powerheads - IOM's-40GHz - £2004280.
HP3730B down convertor £200.
Bradley oscilloscope calibrator type 192 - £600.
Spectrascope SD330A LF realtime ANZ - 20Hz-50kHz - LED readout - tested - £500.
HP8620A or 8620C sweep generators - £250 to £1k with IEEE.
Barr & Stroud variable filter EF3 0.1Hz-100kels+ high pass+ low pass- £150.
Tektronix 7L12 analyser -.1Mc/s-1.8GHz -£1500- 7L14 ANZ - £2k.
Marconi TF2370 spectrum ANZ -110Mc/s - £1200-£2k.
Marconi TF2370 spectrum ANZ+TK2373 FX extender 1250K4c/s+tric gen - £2.5k -£3k.
Racal receivers -FIA17L-RA1 217-RA1218-RA1772-RA1 792 - P.O.R.
Systron Donner microwave counter 6057 -18GHz - nixey tube - £600.
HP8614A signal gen 800Mc/s-2.4GHz old colour £200, new colour £400.
HP8616A signal gen 1.8GHz-4.5GHz old colour £200, new colour £400.

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM NM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EX WORKS. S.A.E. FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS. AVAILABILITY OR PRICE CHANGE. VAT AND CARR., EXTRA.

ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 -DAY WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EQPT- VALVES - PLUGS & SOCKETS - SYNCROS - TRANSMITTING I, RECEIVING EQPT. ETC.

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BD11 2ER. Tel. No. (0274) 684007. Fax 651160.
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A -to -D & D -to -A
converters
Small A -to -Ds. 12 -bit, 5MHz
sampling analogue -to -digital
converters from Datel combine the
converter and a fast S/H amplifier in a
24 -pin DDIP; power requirement at
±15V and 5V is 1.8W. ADS118 has
three -state outputs and the ADS118A
offers direct adjustment of offset and
gain. THD is -73dB at Nyquist.
Outputs are compatible with cmos
and TTL. Datel (UK) Ltd, 0256
880444.

Discrete active devices
Microwave transistors. Tekelec UK
has gained the franchise for the
products of Bipolarics Inc. of
California, which possesses its own
sub -micron wafer fabrication plant for
low -noise bipolar devices up to a
transition frequency of 15GHz. A
typical Bipolarics transistor is the
B12V114, which has a 10GHz
transition at 25mA, with a noise figure
of 1.7dB at 2GHz. Tekelec UK, 0753
548585.

High -current transistors. Eight new
transistors from Zetex with continuous
current ratings of up to 4A extend the
ZTX850 range of n -p -n devices. At
high voltages, the ZTX958 is a 400V
type with a saturation voltage of
300mV at 0.5A and current gain of 20.
A low -voltage device in the range
handles 20A pulses at 20V with a
gain of 40; saturation resistance of
50m0 gives a continuous current
rating of 4.5A at 1.5W dissipation and
a gain of 200. Leakage of devices in
this range is typically 1 nA. Zetex plc.
061 627 4963.

Linear integrated
circuits
Programmable -gain amplifiers.
AD75062 and AD75068 from Analog
contain two and eight programmable -
gain amplifiers respectively, each
amplifier including a gain -setting
network and control latch. Bandwidth
at -3dB is constant at 2MHz for all
gains and phase shift 2.5degree from
zero to 10kHz. Mos input circuits give
input bias currents of 100pA or less.
Gains are settable from 1 to 128 in
powers of 2 and each amplifier has its
own voltage regulator, giving 65dB

power -line rejection and 73dB
channel isolation Analog Devices,
0932 253320.

Switching regulator. For use in
portable equipment, Linear's LT1432
switching regulator controller has a
sleep mode for use with systems
having sleep/resume facilities. It

controls the LT1170 and LT1270
family of regulators to make an
efficient 5V step-down switching
regulator with few external
components. Only 60mV of sense
voltage is needed and the sense
resistor can be formed from the PCB
copper. A burst mode affords high
efficiency at light currents. Linear
Technology (UK) Ltd, 0276 677676.

Y/C processor. Needing only a CCD
delay line to form the core of a VCR
system, Toshiba's TA8833N single -
chip luminance/chrominace processor
provides full amplification and AGC,
together with sync. separation and
identification of Pal, Secam and
NTSC carriers and sub -carriers. All
necessary filters are included.
Toshiba Electronics (UK) Ltd, 0276
694600.

Memory chips
1Mbit drams. Organised as 64K by
16bit devices, new versions of the
Toshiba TC511664/5 dynamic
random-access memories are
available in 8Ons and 100ns grades,
the fastest having an access time
from column address strobe of 25ns.
Toshiba points out that these devices
are feasible replacements for hard -to -
obtain 64K by 4bit types, particularly
in VGA application, where two will
replace eight. Toshiba Electronics
(UK) Ltd, 0276 694600.

Video ram. "B" mask, third -
generation, 1Mbit video rams from
Toshiba, dual -port devices in both X4
and X8 configuration with 8Ons
access, are now in production.
Features are write -per -bit, masked
flash write and block write, with
masked block write and persistent
write -per -bit as options. Current
consumption is reduced to 70mA
maximum in standby. Toshiba
Electronics (UK) Ltd, 0276 694600.

Mixed -signal ICs.
Motor driver. Intended to drive the
motors used for head positioning in
disk drives, the A8932CLW is a full -
bridge device whose output current is
a direct function of the applied voltage
or current. Additional circuitry protects
the head and disk during system
failure or normal shutdown. Two

REGULARS

Mosfet replaces schottkys.
Siliconix s SMD3ONO3-30L n -
channel logic -level mosfet has
an on -resistance of 30m1-2,
which er ables its use as
replacement for schottky diodes
in synch-onous rectificaton on
the secondary side of power
converters, giving an 8%
increase in efficiency. Maximum
continuous drain current is 6A,
turn -on delay 9ns and operating
junction temperature range -55
to 150dg. C. Siliconix L:d, 063E
30905.

500mA mos drivers give low
saturation voltage and a current
sensor eliminates the need for an
external sense resistor. Back-EMF
closed -loop control of the motor is
available. Allegro Microsystems, 0932
253355.

Direct digilal synthesiser. Q2220
from Qualcomm generates digitised
sinusoidal signals using phase
accumulation and on -chip look -up.
With a reference of 50MHz, it
synthesises signals from zero to
20MHz at a resolution of 3Hz and with
spurious components at a level of -
60dBc, frequency setting and its rate
of change being performed over a
parallel digital interface or by simple
dip switches. Chronos Technology
Ltd. 0989 85471.

Audio interface for cellphones.
Transmit PCM-to-linear encoding and
receive linear-to-PCM decoding for
cellular and cordless telephones is
simplified by TI's TCM320A.C36/7
voice -band audio processor, whictx
uses a single 5V rail and dissipates
less than 30mW in full operation

NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIED

(1.25mW in power-dcwn). The units
connect directly to electret
microphones, piezo speakers and
digital signal processors. Texas
Instruments, 0234 223252.

Power semiconductors
Power transistor. Primarily intended
for use in avionics, Philips's
MX091213250Y comes in two
frequency ranges: 0.96-1.215GHz;
and 1.03-1.09GHz with 280W power
rating. Gain and collector efficiency
for the two versions are 7dB/42% and
8dB/48%. Collector voltage is 50V.
Anglia Microwaves Ltd, 0277 630000.

Power rectifier. SDR953M-955M are
50A, 300-500V power rectifiers which
have a recovery time of 35ns.
Forward voltage at maximum current
is 1.5V and reverse leakage at 500V
is 100µA. Britcomp Sales Ltd, 0372
377779.

SM voltage regulator. SVR117AHV
from Solid State Devices Inc. is a
voltage regulator supplying over 10A
at voltages between 1.2V and 57V;
maximum input/output differential is
60V. Short-circuit and thermal
overload protection are provided.
Britcomp Sales Ltd, 0372 377779.

Switching diodes. A new diode from
Zetex exhibits the forward voltage
drop of a silicon diode many times
larger, efficiency being similar to that
of a silicon type but without the
attendant capacitance. ZDX60 is
packaged as an E -line device, the
forward voltage being 0.8V at 1A,
falling to 0.2V at 200deg. C. Recovery
time is 2Ons, but ssince the diode's
capacitance is 150pF maximum,
switching performance is similar to a
silicon device. Leakage current is
typically less than 1nA.. Zetex plc,
061 627 4963.
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PASSIVE

Passive components
Low -profile capacitors. With values
in the range 0.1j.IF to 10µF at 2-20V
ratings, these new components from
AVX are part of the TAJ range and
have a maximum case height of
1.2mm. AVX Ltd, 0252 336868.

Miniature pot. In a 7.6mm diameter,
6.6mm high package-the usual
size for a miniature single -turn
potentiometr - Murata has fitted a
four -turn type with a resistance range
of 100 to 2M4, at a power rating of
0.5W. Temperature coefficient is
±100pp/deg.C. Surtech
Interconnection, 0256 51221.

Thermistors. At temperatures of
135deg. C, Siemens's C811 -C891
range of positive temperature
coefficient line -overload protection
thermistors cover the 30mA-690mA

range and switching
currents of 65mA-1.43A. Siemens plc,
0932 752672.

Connectors and cabling
Interface connectors. Harting has a
new range of high -density i/o systems
interface connectors - the "har mik",
which have contact pitches of
1.27mm in 20-100 ways of both
pin/socket and bellows contact forms.
Metal shells are provided and both
male and female versions can be
provided with straight or angled solder
pins. Quick -Latch or Jackscrew
locking versions are available. Harting
Electronik Ltd, 0604 766686.

SM test point. Miniature surface -
mounted test points from Oxley,
Smox are based on the company's
Snaplox series, using the same ball-
and-socket coupling, but with smaller
contacts. Insertion and removal forces
are low, but contact is firm when
components are aligned in place.
Surface -mounted cups are also
available, meant for bed -of -nails
contacting or joining two boards
together in piggy -back form. Smox

Toroid transformers. Toroids for
use in hostile conditions are a
speciality of Gardners, which offers
design and manufacture of units in
this class, taking into account
humidity, temperature changes,
acceleration and vibration.
Gardners Ltd, 0202 470805.

connectors are gold-plated. Oxley
Developments Co. Ltd, 0229 52621.

Filters
EMI filters. Oxley's OX/PA planar
capacitor filter arrays are made to fit
standard or custom connectors,
taking up less space than tubular or
discoidal capacitors and allowing pin
spacings of less than 2mm. Different
capacitor values can be produced in
the same array to cope with power
lines or signal paths. Arrays are
retained by spring clips, which avoids
the need to solder and eliminates
stress in the ceramic. Ferrite
inductors can be incorporated. Oxley
Developments Co. Ltd, 0229 52621.

Instrumentation
Current calibrator. Caltek 300 is a
portable current calibrator with a
range of 0-20mA. It is hand-held and
battery -powered and operates as a
current source, a current sink or as a
monitor for the current in a process
loop. Its 3.5 -digit led display and front -
panel control allow adjustment to
within ±1% at a resolution of 10µA.
Alpha Electronics plc, 0942 873434.

Sound -level analyser. B & K's Type
2146 analyser is an entry-level
instrument, but nevertheless has the
ability to perform real-time frequency
analysis, allowing the measurement
of pulsed signals. Spectra are stored
automatically at preset intervals from
milliseconds to hours, an internal disk
drive being provided. Bruel & Kjaer
(UK) Ltd, 081 954 2366.

Logic analyser. Thurlby-Thandar's

TA4000 logic analysers offer 400MHz
resolution and extended memory. In
three versions, there is a choice of 32,
48 or 80 channels, with the 400MHz
resolution on some of the channels.
At 400MHz, timing resolution is 2.5ns
and the memory depth is extendable
to 8Kword. There is asynchronous
sampling of 100MHz cn all channels
and synchronous sampling across
channels at external clock speeds of
50MHz. Disassembler support for 8,
16 and 32 -bit microprocessors is
provided. Feedback Instruments Ltd,
0892 653322.

Magnetic field -strength meter.
HETI 000 fro Redcliffe Magtronics is a
digital Hall -effect meter to measure
static, alternating or pulsed magnetic
fields in the range 0.0- -2000mT and
is provided with a range of probes to
suit virtually any application. It
possesses a limits comparator for
pass/fail testing, a one -touch zero
facility and a zero -field chamber for
calibration. The instrument is made to
BS5750 standards. Redcliffe
Magtronics Ltd, 0272 771404.

Function gen./counter. Saje's FG-
506 and FG513 are each two
instruments in one case -a function
generator and a 100MHz counter. An
LCD menu provides setup and
frequency display. Output from the
function generators at up to 6MHz
(506) or 13MHz (513) is in response
to a trigger, gate, internal or external
clock, with duty cycle and symmetry
adjustment and at a single frequency
or linearly or logarithmically swept.
Output is TTL or into 500. Saje
Electronics, 0223 425440.

Multi -standard TV analyser. SI7768,
which is a video analyser by
Schlumberger Technologies
Communications Test, is intended for
use by both installation technicians
and R&D engineers; it is primarily
meant to verify transmission quality
during the change from existing
standards to the digital format,
providing automatic qualification of
D2MAC digital/analogue signals and
is ready for HDMAC. In essence, the
instrument is a signal analyser,
oscilloscope and printer, working on
baseband signal and including
measurement of all significant
functions. Schlumberger
Technologies, 0252 376666.

20MHz oscilloscope. At low cost,
Kenwood's CS -4025 oscilloscope is
relatively free of frills, but provides a
sensible specification at the price.
Bandwidth is 20MHz at 5mV/division
(1mV up to 5MHz) and the sweep
time is variable from 0.5p/division to
0.5s/division, with a X10 magnifier;
the usual chop and alternate sweep
modes are included. XY display is
provided and the vertical amplifier
output comes out to the panel to give
50mV/division at 500. Trio-Kenwood
UK Ltd, 0923 816444.

Literature
Amplifier guide. In 56 pages, the
1992 "Amplifier Products Cross-
reference Guide" from Analog gives
information on ordering, device
selection, cross-references, military
devices, sales offices and distributors.
Analog Devices, 0932 253320.

Data converters. DDC's 1992
catalogue presents details of MIL -Std
data bus products, synchro and
resolver converters and intelligent
load management devices. There is
also information on power hybrids
including motor -drive circuitry and
DC -to -DC converters. Data Device
Corporation, 0635 40158.

DSP products. In an 8 -page
brochure, National describes its range
of digital signal -processing boards
and software for PCs and Macintosh
computers. Also briefly described are
LabWindows and LabView
applications software. National
Instruments UK, 0635 523545.

PSU design. Motorola's new
Switchmode guide is available,
describing basic operation of
switched -mode power supplies, with
circuit design assistance. Numbers of
device selection tables are provided.
Switch -mode PSUs. 0908 614614.

Production equipment
PCB fault diagnoser PC link. ABI's
BoardMaster 2400 is now linkable to
a PC by means of the MasterLink-24
system to allow it to save the results
of tests on known good boards and
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Displays
Colour displays. ABA has a
series of CRT display units for
amusements and public
information application, where
high brightness aand
readability are particularly
important. CDT displays
incorporate wide -band video
amplifiers, a switched -mode
power supply and a low -
impedance EHT unit, with
CRTs from 14in to 26in. The
units operate from RGB or TTL
input, have a 650 -line
resolution with 15-21kHz
horizontal frequency and 40-
75Hz vertical frequency, either
interlaced or non -interlaced.
They come in kit form, as
chassis or in cases. ABA
Electronics Ltd, 0264 335025.

compare them with boards under test,
results being presented graphically
under menu -driven control.
BoardMaster combines 24 channels
of in -circuit test with five bus -disabling
outputs, diagnosing board and IC
faults, including the intermittent
variety. ABI Electronics Ltd, 0226
350145.

Power supplies
DC -to -DC converters. Needing no
external components whatever,
Calex's UW series of converters give
20mV pk-pk noise and 91%
efficiency. Inputs of 12V and 24V are
allowed, outputs being 5V, 12V and
15V at up to 5A. Although switching
techniques are used, the circuitry

NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIEU
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provides linear -type performance in
response to input changes, n
particular during battery/bacKup
change-overs. Gales Electrcnics Ltd,
0525 373178.

Compact switchers. Powe-
General's range of switchec-mode
power supplies now include3 the
FLU2-20 series, 76 by 127 by 30mm
open -frame types which provide
12V/1A. 15V/0.8A or 24V/05A and a
5V/3A primary output. Universal input
is from 85V to 265V AC or '00-370V
DC and there is an EMI/RFI filter.
Protection includes indefinin short-
circuits, overvoltage, soft start, 5.3kV
input/output isolation and a oower-
limiting circuit. Dowty Powe-
Electronics Ltd. 0722 4130E0.

Radio communications
products
Microwave isolator. Murata's CE060
surface -mounted isolators weigh 75g
and measure 7.3 by 7.3 by 4mm,
which possibly makes them the
world's smallest. They are designed
for cordless telephones ana
interstage matching in microwave
circuitry, working in five frequency
ranges between 824MHz and
942MHz. Insertion loss is 1dB:
isolation 12dB; VSWR 1.5:' and
power handling 2.5W forward and
0.75W reverse. Murata Electronics
(UK) Ltd. 0252 811666.

Small UHF transmitter. The MT450
is an ultra -miniature (113 by 57 by
22mm) multi -channel simplex unit by
Woods & Douglas and is meant for
telemetry, signalling and data
acquisition. It is optimised far use with
the MR450 receiver; channels in the

450-470MHz band are remotely
selected. mower output is high or ow
at 500mW and 5mW. Analogue aid
digital modulation is usable. Wood &
Douglas, 3734 811444.

Switches and relays
Solid-state relays. FR's ZRA12
series of relays handles 1200V at up
to 80A and is suitable for zero -voltage
and zero -current switching. They are
insensitive to shock, attitude or
vibration and constant -current input
circuitry reduces drive power.
Isolation voltage is 5kV rated. VDE,
UL and CSA approval is present. FR
Electronics. 0202 897969.

Small, HF relay. Two change -over
contacts rated at 30W, switching
300MHz with an isolation loss of
40dB, are contained in the Matsushita
DX range of relays, which need only
60mW to activate. Action is
monostable or latching, the latter
having a thermovoltage characteristic
of 11.1V. The relays are shock -resistant
up to 50g. Matsushita Automation
Controls 0908 231555.

Transducers and
sensors
Shaft encoder. CT80, a digital shaft
encoder ay Control Transducers, can
be supplied with any type of fitting, so
that no further mechanical design
work is needed for any application.
Line count per revolution is up to
2048, two quad outputs allowing
direction sensing and a marker
providing reset or zeroing. SM cmos
circuitry reduces problems with noise
and line drivers are available. Control
Transducers, 0234 217704.

More HTBasic drivers.
Version 3.2 of HTBasic has an
expanded set of device drivers
for NI data acquisition boards,
including A -to -D -to -A, digital i/o
and counter/timer capability for
AT-MI0-16F-5, AT-MIO-16,
AT -D10 -32F, Lab -PC and PC-
LPM-16 boards. Normal
HTBasic commands access
the boards. National
Instruments UK. 0635 523545.

COMPUTER

Computer board level
products
PCTV.. Digithurst has thoughtfully
provided yet another method of
preventing anyone doing any actual
work by offering the MicroEye TV2
card, which is a television tuner and
all electronics to bring television from
domestic aerial to the PC screen, the
picture appearing in a window so that
a pretence can still be kept up.
Digithurst Ltd, 0763 242955.

Anti -alias filter. Laplace points out
that aliased high -frequency
components can appear at lower
frequencies in an A -to -D converter
with a sampling frequency that is not
high enough to eliminate the aliased
data, the aliased data being
indistinguishable from the valid type.
Laplace's AAF-1 anti -alias filter board
reduces the problem by limiting input
bandwidth sharply, eliminating the
need for high-speed sampling that
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could present memory and PC
processing speed problems. The
Alligator Technologies AAF-1
contains as standard two brick -wall
eighth -order elliptic low-pass filters,
with Besse! and Butterworth types as
options. Laplace Instruments Ltd,
0692 500777.

Speech development system. A
PC -based development system for
OKI's range of adaptive differential
PCM ICs, the AR76 202 consists of a
slot card, memory programmer,
software and a manual. Speech is
recorded in host memory, from which
it is visible on screen and can be
edited in a number of ways before
being saved. Sampling frequencies
up to 32kHz are available and speech
synthesisers can be programmed
directly. Manhattan Skyline Ltd, 0628
778686.

Iris Indigo interface. With National's
GPIB interface kit, users of the Iris
Indigo risc-based PC can control up
to 14 GPIB-based graphics
peripherals or instruments from the
SCSI port. Included is the Irix multi-
task software and the National GPIB-
SCSI-A controller box, which is an 8 -
bit computer implementing the full
range of GPIB functions and which
has a 256K ram buffer. National
Instruments UK, 0635 523545.

Data communications
products
Digital-IEEE488 interface. 10 Tech's
DIGITAL488/32/OEM is a 32 i/o line
interface board for transfers between
IEEE488 buses and devices with up
to 32 -bit wide digital ports. The 32
TTL-Ievel lines are programmable in
8 -bit groups as inputs or outputs; the
housekeeping is done by six
handshake lines. A complete
command set is in firmware. Keithley
Instruments Ltd, 0734 596469.

Development and
evaluation
68040 development system.
Upgrades of BVM's BVME566/7 OS -9
systems are based on 68040 or
68EC040 processors. Systems use
the BVME395 VMEbus CPU with
32byte of ram, dual serial ports,
RS232, 422 or 485 and a printer port.
The 68040 allows full bus snooping
and cache memory burst filling, while
still allowing an upgrade path for
systems developed on earlier
processors. A mass storage module
provides Winchesters up to 200Mbyte
and floppies to 4Mbyte. BVM Ltd,
0703 270770.

C compiler and 80C166 emulator.
Kiel's C compiler is meant for use with
high -end embedded risc systems.
providing near -assembler efficiency
and achieving over 5000Dhrystones
at 40MHz. It forms a complete toolkit,
which includes compiler, macro

assembler, linker and
simulator/debugger. Secondly, the
T32/166 is the first real-time in -circuit
emulator for the Siemens 80C166 risc
microcorttroiler. Hitex (UK) Ltd, 0203
692066.

Graphic debugging. Debug monitors
from LSI will now display memory
contents graphically in a number of
formats. Available in either dos or
Windows 3.x versions, the new
graphics facility enables display in
both 1:1 pixel/point and min/max or
data discard format, plots being from
zero to the value or continuous line.
Thw Windows version allows plot
range to be set by mouse and
provides zoom in and out. Refresh
allows changing memory content to
be followed. Loughborough Sound
Images Ltd, 0509 231843.

Mitsubishi micro emulator.
Described as a fully integrated
development environment with full
source debugging facilities, the TELL
emulator by RCS is presently
available for the Mitsubishi
M50734/50747/37450/37410
microcomputers. Its needs are simply
a PC XT/AT with 512K, an 8 -bit slot
and dos 3.0 or better. Editor,
assembler and debug elements
communicate with each other within
the emulator and, since only one
program is loaded, development time
is reduced. RCS Microsystems Ltd,
081 979 2204.

Computer peripherals
LCD monitor. Citizen has a new LCD
computer monitor, which offers a 640
by 480 display using Citizen's own
panel. It incorporates a retardation
control film and uses supertwist
techniques, being suitable for text and
graphics and being connected to the
PC by a display controller card. A
feature is its small size - only 40%
that of a conventional CRT monitor; it
can also be wall -mounted. Citizen
Europe Ltd, 0895 272621.

488 for notebooks. Problems of
using notebook PCs to control
external devices are overcome by
10Tech's Personal 488/NB interface,
which plugs into the notebook's
parallel port to allow control of up to
14 IEEE devices. Speed is
comparable with interfaces for desk-
top PCs, with which it can also be
used. Personal 488/NB is compatible
with Windows and dos and supports
third -party data -acquisition software.
Keithley Instruments Ltd, 0734
596469.

Software
BIOS maker. To allow embedded
systems developers to make their
own BIOS and tailor it to cope with
special needs of the embedded
80X86 processor, GWI has brought
out an adaptation kit including source

code, 30 configuratior options, rom
building utilities, rom cisk BIOS
extension module, remote disk
software and debugger. Embedded
BIOS is meant to support AT -
compatible BIOS func-ions in real
time conditions with low interrupt
latency of less than 1C instructions.
Great Western Instruments Ltd, 0761
452116.

Schematic capture. Geseca (Jessica
for those who have been introduced)
is a schematic editor offering much
simpler and faster schematic capture
than is usual, with the intention of
allowing engineers to concentrate on
simulation rather than drawing
pictures. Copying components from
the library window to an edit window
is simply a matter of using a two -
button mouse and a couple of hot
keys. All the features of earlier
systems have been retained, but
Geseca is meant to be intuitive to
analogue simulator users, rather than
PCB designers. Those Engineers Ltd,
081-906 0155.

LabWindows 2.2. The new
version of LabWindows
software development system
for dos -based data
acquisition and instrument
control offers enhanced
digital signal processing,
more flexible user interface
library and more drivers in the
data acquisition library. Using
the new analysis library, data
can be simultaneously
acquired and analysed in real
time, and the UIL now
incorporates interactive graph
cursors. Seventeen new
statistical functions have
been added and the 40 new
instrument drivers bring the
total to 220, many of them for
VXI instruments. National
Instruments UK, 0635
523545.
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AMSTRAD PORTABLE PC'S FROM £149 (PPC1512SD).
£179 (PPC1512DD). E179 (PPC1640SD). £209
(PPC1640D0). MODEMS C30 EXTRA.NO MANUALS OR
PSU.

HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo par output 100w each
4ohm impedance and consisting of 6 1(2" woofer 2" mad range and
1" tweeter Ideal to work with the ampla er described above Pnce per
pair £30.00 Order ref 30P7R
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated. with touch
switches Complete with 4 digit display, digital clock. and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable)
Ideal for all sorts of precision timer appkcabons etc Now only £4.00
ref 4P151.
FIBRE OPTIC CABLEStranded optical fibres sheathed in black
PVC Five metre length E7 00 ref 7P29R
12V SOLAR CELL.200m4 output ideal for tnckle
charging etc. MO mm square. Our pnce £15 00 ref ,411.111r-
15P42R
PASSIVE INFRA -RED MOTION SENSOR.
Complete with daylight sensor, adjustable lights
on timer (8 secs -15 mins), 50' range with a 90
deg coverage Manual ovende facility Corn-
plete with wall brackets, bulb holders etc Brand
new and guaranteed Now only £19.00 ref
19P29
Pack of two PAR38 bulbs for above unit £12.00 ref 12P43R
VIDEO SENDER UNIT Transmit both audio and video signals
from either a video camera, video recorder or computer to any
standard TV set within a 100' range! (tune TV to a spare channel)
12v DC op £1500 ref 15P39R Suitable mains adaptor £500 ref
5P191R
FM TRANSMITTER housed in a standard working 13A adapter
(bug is mains dnven) £26.00 ref 26P2R
IMMATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A par of
walkie talkies with a range of up to 2 kilometres. Units
measure 22a52x155mm Complete with cases £30.00
ref 30P12R
FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE.Small hand held unit -

with a 500' range! 2 transmit power levels reps PP3 battery. Tun-
eable to any FM receiver Our price £15 ref 15P42AR
12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.9 short-
bands, FM, AM and LW ()Vocal switch, tuning 'eye' mains
or battery Complete with shoulder strap and mans lead ff..t.
NOW ONLY f19.0011 REF 19P14R.
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOLow cost stereo system giving
5 watts per channel Signal to noise ratio better than 45db, wow and
flutter less than 35% Neg earth. C19.00
ref 19P30
LOW COST WALIKIE TALKIESPair of battery oper-
ated units with a range of about 200' Our price £8 00 a
pair ref 8P5OR
7 CHANNEL GRAPHIC EQUALIZEMplus a 60 watt
power ampl 20-21KHZ 4-8R 12-14v DC negative earth. Cased £25
ref 25P14R
MCAD BATTERIES. Brand new top quality 4 x AA's £4.00 ref
4P44R. 2 x C's £4 00 ref 4P73R, 4 a as £9 00 ref 9P12P, 1 x PP3
E6.03
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultimate equivalents book Latest edition £20.00 ref
20P32R
CABLE TIES. 142mm x 3 2mm white nylon pack of 100 E3 00 ref
3P104R. Bumper pack of 1,000 ties £1400 ref 14P6R

GOT A CARAVAN OR BOAT?

NEW 80 PAGE FULL COLOUR LEISURE CATALOGUE

2,500 NEW UNES FREE WITH ORDER ON REQUEST

OR SEND C1.00
GEIGER COUNTER KIT.Complete with tube, PCB and all compo-
nents to build a battery operated vector counter £39.00 ref 39P1R
FM BUG KIT.Now design with PCB embedded cod. Transmits to
any FM radio. 9v battery req'd £500 ref 5P158R
FM BUG Built and tested supenor 9v operation £14.00 ref 14P3R
COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS.These convert composite video into
separate H sync, V sync and video 12v DC. £8.00 ref 8P39R.
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (full load) 3300 rpm 6"04" 1/4"
(DYP shaft. New £20.00 ref 20P22R.
As above but with fitted 4 to 1 intim reduction box (80Orpm) and
toothed nylon belt dnve cog No= ref 40P8R.
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KINN c5 motor PCB and all
components to build a speed controller (0-95% of speed). Uses
pulse width modulation £1700 ref 17P3R
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4 410,
AA nicads in 8 hours Brand new and cased £600 ref
6P3R
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made for BBC computer
but suitable for others. Includes mains adapter, leads and book
£15.00 ref 15P43R
VIDEO TAPES. Three hour supenor quality tapes made under
licence from the famous JVC company. Pack of 5 tapes New low
price 0.00 ref OP 161
PHIUPS LASER. 2MW HEUUM NEON LASER TUBE.
BRAND NEW FULL SPEC £40.00 REF 40P1OR. MAINS
POWER SUPPLY KIT C20.00 REF 20P33R READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE £75.00 REF 75P4R.
12 TO 220V INVERTER KITAs supplied it will handle up to about
15w at 220v but with a largertran.sforrner it will handle 80 watts Basic
kit £1200 ref 1 2P17R Larger transformer 712 00 rell2P41R
VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMIdeal for design-
ing projects on etc Complete with tools, wire and reusable board
New low bargain price only £2.00 ref B2P1
HIGH RESOLUTION 12" AMBER MONITORI 2v 1.5A Hercu-
les compatible (TTL input) new and cased £22.00 ref 22P2R
VGA PAPER WHITE MONO monitors new and cased 240v
AC. £59.00 ref 59P4R
25 WATT STEREO AMPUFIERc STK043 With the addition of
a handful of components you can build a 25 watt amplifier £400 ref
4P69R (Circuit die included)
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 200MAH 1.2V PACK OF 10
£4.00 REF 4P92R, PACK OF 100 £30.00 REF 30P16R

FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 a 52mm £1 00 ret BD827R
12V 19A TRANSFORMER. Ea equipment but otherwise ok. Our
pnce £20.00
ULTRASONIC ALARM SYSTEM. Once agan in stock these
units consist of a detector that plugs into a 13A socket in the area to
protect. The receiver plugs into a 13A socket anywhere else on the
same supply Ideal for protecting garages. sheds etc Complete
system £25 00 ref 825P1 additional detectors £t 1 30 ref BlIP1
IBM AT KEYBOARDSBrand new 86 key keyboards £15 00 ref
15P612

AMSTRAD MP3

UHF/VHF TV RECEIVER/CONVERTER

CONVERTS COLOUR MONITOR INTO A TV!

£9.00

286 MOTHER BOARDS. Brand new and tested complete with
technical manual. £49.00 ref A49P 1
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AA s, C's, D's and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 batteries at once New and cased, mains
operated £6.00 ref 6P36R
IN CAR POWER SUPPLY.Plugs into ogar socket and gives
3,4,5.6.7 5.9, and 12v outputs at 800mA Complete with universal
spder plug £500 ref 5P167R
RESISTOR PACK.1 0 x 50 values (500 resistors) all 1 watt 2%
metal film £5 00 ref 5P170R
CAPACITOR PACK 1.100 assorted non electrolytic capacitors
£2.00 ref 2P286R
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted electrolytic capacitors £200
ref 2P287R
QUICK CUPPA 7 I 2vimmersion heater with lead and cigar lighter
plug £3.00 ref 3P92R
LED PACK .50 red lads, 50 green loads and 50 yetow lads all 5mm
£8 00 ref 8P52R

rt.
AMSTRAD 1640DD BASE UNITS

BRAND NEW AND CASED

TWO BUILT IN 5 1/4" DRIVES

MOTHER BOARD WITH 640K MEMORY

KEYBOARD AND MOUSE

MANUAL

OUR PRICE JUST

£79!!!!

11I M PRINTER LEAD. (025 to centrorics plug) 2 metre parallel
£500 ref 5P186IR
COPPER CLAD STRIP BOA RD 17" a 4" of 1" ptch "vero" board
£4.00 a sheet ref 4P62R or 2 sheets for C7 00 ref 7P22R
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TO01-£2 00 ref 2P352R
50 METRES OF MAINS CABLE £3.00 2 core black precut in
convenient 2 m lengths Ideal for repairs and protects ref 31.91R
4 CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES £2.00
Precut into convenient 1 2 m lengths Ref 2P365R
6 1/2" 20 WATT SPEAKER Built in tweeter 4 ohm E500 ref
5P205R
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FM/AM radio takes re-
chargeable battanes complete with hand charger and solar panel
14P200R

1

PC STYLE POWER SUPPLY Made by AZTEC 110v or 240v
input +50 15A,+12@ 5A.-12@ 5A, -5@ 3A Fully cased with fan,
on/oft switch, IEC inlet and standard PC flyleads £1500 ref Ft 5P4
ALARM PIR SENSORS Standard 12v alarm type sensor will
interface to mos-. alarm panels £16.00 ref 16P200
MODEMS FOR THREE POUNDS!!
Fully cased UK moderns designed for dial up system (PSTN) no data
or info but only E3 00 ref 3P145R
TELEPHONE HANDSETS
Bargain pack of 10 brand new handsets with mc and speaker only
£3 00 ref 3P146R
DATA RECORDERS
Customer returned mans battery units built in me ideal for Computer
or general purpose audio use. Plice is Co 00 ref 4P100R
SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Plugs into 48K Spectrum to provide a standard Atan type joystick
port. Our price £4 00 ref 4PIO1R
ATARI JOYSTICKS
Ok for use with the above interface, our price £4 00 ref 4P102R
BENCH POWER SUPPUES
Superbly made fully cased (metal) giving 12v at 24 plus a 6V supply
Fused and short o rcuit protected. For sale at less than the cost of the
case! Our once is £400 ref 4P103R

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX

8N3 SOT TELEPHONE 0273 203500
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.00 POST PLUS VAT.

PLEASE ALLOW 7 - 10 DAYS FOP DELIVERY

FAX 0273 23077

AMA
vt1.4

SPEAKER WIRE
Brown Mtn core insulated cable 100 feet for £2.00 REF 2P79Fi
DISC DRIVES
Customer returned units mixed capacities (up to 1 44M) We have not
sorted these so you just get the neat one on the shelf Pnce is only
E7 00 ref 7P1 R (worth it even as a stopper)
MICROSCOPE 1200X MAGNIFICATION
8rand new complete with shrimp hatchery, shrimps, prepared
slides, light etc £29 00 ref J29P4
-IGHT ALARM SYSTEM
Small cased alarms that monitor a narrow bean, area for sudden
changes in light level Complete with sren that sounds for a preset
time when unit is tnggered £700 ref J7P1
JOYBALLS
Back in stock popular Commodore'Atan equ replace standard
pysticklES.00 ref J5P8
720K 3 1/7' DISC DRIVE
Brand new units made by JVC complete with tech info pst £19.00n
ref J19P2
CAR BATTERY CHARGER
Brand new units complete with panel meter and leads 6 or 12v
output £7.00 ref J7P2
CUSTOMER RETURNED SPECTRUM .2
Complete but sold as seen so may need attention E25 00 ref J25P1
or 2 for £4000 ref J40P4
CUSTOMER RETURNED SPECTRUM .3
Complete but sold as seen so may need attention C25 00 ref J25P2
or 2 for £4.300 ref J40P5
HEX KEYBOARDS
Brand new units approa 5" a 3' only El 00 each ref CD42R
PROJECT BOX
512' x 31:2" x 1" black ABS with screw on lid El 00 ref CD43R
SCART TO SCART LEADS
Bargain price bads at 2 for £3 00 ref 3P147R
SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Scam on one end, Hi density D type on the other Pack of
ten leads only £7.00 ref 7P2R
OZONE FRIENDLY LATEX
250mlbottb of liquid rubber seism 2 hours Ideal for mounting PCB's
firing wires etc. £2 00 each ref 2P379R
QUICK SHOTS
Standard Atan compatible hand controller (same as joysticks) our
price is 2 `rot £2.00 ref 2P380R
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS
Brand new units made by TANDATA complete with 1200,75 built in
modem infra red remote controlled qwerty keyboard BT appproved
Prestelccrnpatible. Centronics pnnter port RGB colour and compos-
ite output (works with ordinary television) complete with power
supply and fully cased Our pnce is only £2000 ref 20P1R
AC STEPDOWN CONVERTOR
Cased units that convert 240v to 110v 3" x 7' with mains input lead
and 2 pn American output socket (suitable for resistive loads only)
our price -.00 ref 2P381R
CURLY CABLE
Extends from 8- to 6 feet! D connector on one end spade connectors
on the other ideal for pysticks etc (6 core) El 00 each ref CD44R
COMPUTER JOYSTICK BARGAIN
Pack of 2 joysticks only £2 00 ref 2P382FI
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER
Small hand held cassette recorders that only operate when there is
sound then tum off 6 seconds after so you could leave it in a room all
day and just record any thing that was said. PnceisE20 00 ref 20P3R
NEW SOLAR ENERGY KIT
Contains 8 solar cells motor, tools fan etc plus educational booklet.
Ideal for 1`10 budding enthusiast, Pnce is £1200 ref 12P2R

6 AT PC
286 MO -HER BOARD WITH 640K RAM FULL SIZE METAL
CASE, TECHNICAL MANUAL, KEYBOARD AND POWER SUP-
PLY 131 REF 139P1 (no im cards or drives included) Some
metal work req'd phone for details.

35MM CAMERAS Customer returned units with bract in flash and
28mm lets 2 for C9.00 ref 8P200
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1332
engine complete with boiler piston etc £30
ref 30P200
TALKING CLOCK
LCD display, alarm, battery operated
Clock w II announce the time at the
push of a button and when the
alarm isdue. The alarm is systchable-
from voce to a cock crowingl£14 00 ref 14P200 R
HANDHELD TONE DIALLERS
Small units that are designed to hold over the mouth piece of a
telephone to send MF dialing tones Ideal for the remote control of
answer machines £5 00 ref 5P209R
AMAZING TALKING COINBOX!
Fully programmable taking, lockable combox BT approved, retail
price is £79 ours is just £29, ref J29P2
ANSWER PHONES £18
Customs, returned units with 2 faults one we tell you how to fix the
other you do your self, £18 ref J18P2 or 4 for £60 ref J60P3 BT
approved (retail once £79 9511 each)
COMMODORE 64 MICROORIVE SYSTEM
Complete cased brand new drives with cartridge and software 10
times fester than tape machines works with any Commodore 64
setup. The orginal once for these was £49.00 but we can offer them
to you at only £25.00! Ref 25P1R
90 WATT MAINS MOTORS Ea equipment but oft Good general
pupose unit £9.00 ref F9P1

Fl SPEAKER BARGAIN Originally made for TV sets they
consist of a 4" 10 wall4R speaker and a 2" 140R tweeter. If you want
two of each plus 2 of our crossovers you can have the lot for £500
ref F5P2
VIDEO TAPES E180 FIFTY TAPES FOR 070.00 REF F70P1
360K 5 11411rand new drives white front E20 00 Ref F20P1
EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEM
Fully cared complete with 2 adjustable flood kghts All you need is a
standard 6v bad acid battery Our price is Just C10 ref ..110P29
AMSTRAD 464 COMPUTERS
Customer returned units complete with a monitor for just £35! These
units are sold as faulty and are not returnable

IN SUSSEX, CALL IN AND SEE US!

SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK
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REGULARS
APPLICATIONS

Using micropower op -amps
With its supply current of 16µA per
amplifier from 4.5 to 15V single -ended,

National's LMC6062 dual op -amp is truly a
micropower device, intended for use as a true
instrumentation amplifier, in D -to -A convert-
ers or as a charge amplifier. Its voltage gain is
140dB, input bias current ten femtoamp
(10*10- 15A) and input offset voltage 100µV.
Transition frequency is about 100kHz, so the
device is mainly for low -frequency applica-
tion; a higher -frequency version, the
LMC6082, is available.

Design is unusual in that the output is taken
directly from the internal integrator for low
output impedance and high gain - no push-

pull output buffer is used - and feedforward
compensation maintains stability over a range
of conditions wider than is commonly found
in this type of device. The technique allows
rail -to -rail swing even when driving a large
load.

The application note is mainly of interest in
that it offers advice on the use of low input
bias micropower op -amps in general, particu-
larly in board layout. With a bias current of
I OfA or less, it is essential to reduce the effect
of surface leakage caused by humidity or dust,
even though the board itself appears to be of
high quality. For example, if the trace -to -pad
resistance of the board is 101252, a 5V line

Fig.1. A guard ring will offset the effects of
leakage on the surface of a PCB, which in an
ultra -low input bias current device such as
National's LMC6062 could degrade the
performance by 100 times.

next to the input pad would cause 5pA of
leakage, or about 100 times degradation of
performance. To avoid this kind of trouble,
guard rings have to be used on both sides of

One -chip voice record and playback
Three ICs in the ISD1000A family from

Information Storage Devices Inc. provide
direct analogue storage for up to 10 years of
12, 16 or 20 seconds of audio, with no pro-
gramming or development system require-
ment. The chips are compatible upgrades of
the ISD1000 family and offer a better noise
performance and 50mW of speaker power

into I65I. ISD's DAST (Direct Analogue
Storage Technology) offers eight times the
storage capacity of digital devices, in this
case its 128K cells being the equivalent of
1Mbil of digital storage,

As the block diagram of Fig.1 shows, the
device contains all the basic functions need-
ed for an audio recording and playback sys-

tern in the one chip, including a noise -can-
celling analogue -in preamplifier with exter-
nally adjustable AGC, an anti-aliasing filter
and timing oscillator.

Figure 2 is a typical application, in which
an electret microphone input is amplified by
the preamplifier, whose output is taken back
to the analogue input for further gain. AGC

Ana In 0---1

Ana Out 0

Internal Clock

Amp

Mic Ref 0

AGC 0

Pre -
Amp

AGC

Power Conditioning

Timing

Annaliasing Filter

Sampling Clock

Fig.2. The 1.5D1000A in action. Push-pull
outputs give 50mW into 160; there is power -
down for a 100 standby current; and the CE\
pin allows a string of messages to be recorded
with no further addressing or memory
management.

Analog Transceivers

t'
Cell128K

Nonvolatile

rD
Analog Storage Array

Address Buffers

Smoothing Filter

Device Control

Mux

0
Vcc,
+5N/

V,
+5v

0 d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AO Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Test (CLK) PD PfR CE EOM Aux In
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R2

C1

OUTPUT

(a) Inverting Amplifier

RI

-L" Guard Ring -pi
INPUT

(b) Non -Inverting Amplifier

OUTPUT

(e) Follower

OUTPUT

extends the dynamic range of signals by
detecting peak levels with which to charge
C2. Attack time of the AGC is determined
the AGC internal resistance of 51d2 and C2,

while release time is set by the values of R2

and C2. Below an AGC voltage of 1.5V, the
preamplifier has its maximum gain of 24dB,

Fig.2. Guard rings applied to the standard op -
amp circuits. These can bring the input current
leakage down to 0.05pA from 5pA when a 5V
line passes an input pad.

the board, as shown in Fig. 1, completely sur-
rounding the op -amp inputs and component
terminals and connected to the same voltage
as that of the inputs. If the guard ring is kept
within 5mV of the inputs, leakage is reduced
by a factor of 100, even with one tenth the
leakage resistance. Figure 2 shows guard ring
connections for the standard op -amp configu-
rations.

On the other hand, as the note suggests, you
could always use air as the insulator. It may be
infra dig., but if the input pin is bent up in the
air and the components made self-supporting,
as in Fig. 3. the result is even less leakage than
with a guard ring. Figure 4 is an example of
an instrumentation amplifier using three
LMC6062s, which offers a voltage gain of
100, differential and common -mode input
resistance of over 10145, input current of less
than 100fA and an offset drift of less than
2.5µV/°C. Variable resistor R, adjusts gain
without affecting CMRR and R7 optimises
CMRR to avoid the need to use precision
matched resistors.

FEEDBACK
CAPACITOR

RESISTOR OP AMP

'Av./Arm:re, z
SOLDER CONNECTION

Fig.3. Alternative, but not pretty way of avoiding
leakage. Air is a good insulator.

Fig.4. True instrumentation amplifier using the
LMC6062.

National Semiconductor (UK) Ltd, The Maple, Kembrey Park, Swindon,
Wiltshire Sts12 6UT. Telephone 0793 614141.

this being reduced for AGC levels of more
than 1.8V. A continuous, fifth -order

low cut-off being determined by the values of
the capacitor on the analogue input pin and in
the microphone connection.

One speaker output can be used on its own,

but the push-pull connection gives 50mW
into 1652, as against 12.5mW single -ended,
and also avoids the need for a coupling
capacitor.
Sequoia Technology Ltd, Unit 5, Bennet
Place, Bennet Road, Reading, Berkshire
RG2 OQX. Telephone 0734 311822.

Vu
O

O
Chip Enable

Power Down

4:4\o

Va

ISD1012A/1016A/1020A
28

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

4

27

O

Playback/Record

Fig.l. ISD's single -chip voice
record/replay system for up to 20s of
sound, stored for anything up to 10
years using a direct analogue storage
technique.

5

R,
470 K

AO VCCD
Al VCCA

A

A7

CE
PD
P/R
EOM

VSSD
VSSA

SP+
SP-

AUX IN
ANA IN

ANA OUT

MIC REF
MIC

Test (CLK) AGC

16

12

13

0.11iF

14

15

11

20
21

18

IC, L_ it_ _I
101

8 or 16 13 Speaker

17

19

T4.7µF

(Note)

10K

iH

C,

.22pF

Cs

.22pF
Mc Ref

Electret Microphone
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Paralleling power modules
To prevent one of a number of power mod-

ules bearing more than its fair share of a
common load, Unitrode's UCl/2/3907 family
of ICs controls the power stage of each mod-
ule to make it supply a current within 2.5% of
that put out by an elected master module.

A voltage feedback amplifier whose refer-
ence is set by a common bus share voltage
controls the power stage and each module's
current is monitored to determine the master -
the one that would normally give the most
current output.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the
device and Fig. 2 a general application. The

two sense inputs (pins 2 and 3) in Fig. 2 mea-
sure current through the resistor in series with
the power stage of Fig. 1, the output from the
associated buffer amplifier driving the current -
share bus, which interconnects all the power
modules. It can only source current and there-
fore ensures that the module taking the highest
current acts as master and will drive the bus at
low impedance; all other buffer amplifiers are
inactive.

An adjust amplifier sets the power module's
reference voltage to maintain equal current
sharing; it compares its own module's output
current to the current of the share bus, which

is the highest current, and and forces the volt-
age amplifier reference to increase to match
the share bus current. The output on pin 16 is
open -collector and allows an indicator to show
which module has taken over as master, since
that adjust amplifier is in the low state.

A voltage amplifier on pin 11 is the feed-
back control stage for the power module's out-
put voltage regulation, providing direct or
opto-isolated drive via the drive amplifier to
the device used to couple feedback to the
power controller.

Unitrode (UK) Ltd, 6 Cresswell Park,
Blackheath, London SE3 9R0. Telephone
081-318 1431/4.

(-) SENSE

SYSTEM =
GND

L -
ADJ

CURRENT COMP
SENSE

FROM ) -'1"/L0--41
LOAD

MODULE LOAD CURRENT

-)- TO PWR
RETURN

0-20 MA
ISOLATED
CONTROL

0 - 4V DIRECT
CONTROL

Vc

(D
MASTER
INDICATE

CURRENT
SHARE BUS

Fig. 1. Internal workings of Unitrode's UC1/2/3907 load -share regulator, which allows a number of independent power modules to
work in parallel, each supplying its proportionate share to the total load current.

CURRENT SHARE BUS

POSITIVE SENSE

POSITIVE POWER

CONTROL
V(+)
S

CONTROL.
V(+)

CONTROL
V(*)

POWER
STAGE

POWER
STAGE

POWER
STAGEV(-)

I(+)
I( -

V(-)
I(+)

Ic-

V(-)
I(+)
I(

NEGATIVE POWER

NEGATIVE SENSE

Fig. 2. Connection of the load -share regulator. V(+) and V(-) are on pins 11 and 4 of Fig.1, the current sense inputs being onpins 2
and 3. Output drive to the power module is either 0-20mA opto-isolated or 0-4V.
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Quickroute 2.0 for WindowsTM 3/3.1
A New Generation of PCB and Schematic Design Software

Dz.1113JWILU 2.1J

111 Send me Quickroute 2.0 for Windows 3.X at £59 inc P+P

 Quickroute 1.2 for DOS (reduced features) £30 inc. P+P

Add £5 for foreign orders 111 Send me more information

Name Disk Size

Address

Why Using Windows Makes Life Easier

Building on the success of the critically acclaimed
Quickroute 1.2 for DOS, Quickroute for Windows can
now drive over 150 printers/plotters including postscripts
and color, has a built in hypertext help system, 'turbo'
draw for rapid zoom and pan, and can copy designs to
the clipboard.

Easy Editing - Fast to Learn. .
A few mouse button clicks is all it takes to edit your
designs, and most of the editing features are quickly
selected using the 'button bar'. Powerful, block move/
copy/delete/translate together with 'point and pick' for
individual objects give you a wide range of options. And
the hypertext help system gives you rapid access to
detailed information whenever you need it. You might
find the simple auto -routing and schematic capture tools
useful too!

The critically acclaimed DOS version
Our previous product Quickroute 1.2 for DOS was called
'exceptional value for money' by Everyday Electronics
(Sep92) and EW & WW (May 92) said of the DOS
version, 'Cheap . . it may be. But . . Quickroutes per-
formance puts it in an altogether much bigger league'.

Quickroute for Windows is amazing value at £59 inclusive
of P+P. Cheques should he made payable to POWERWA RE.
14 Ley Lane, Marple Bridge, Stockport, SK6 5DD, UK.
Technical Hot -Line 0860 602486 6pm-9pm Mon -Fri

£59
inc. P + P

CIRCLE NO. 136 ON REPLY CARD

Layo 1 Version 49
PCB CAD/CAM

The ideal solution for the creative Electronics Designer.
Just ask thousands of satisfied users!

* Netlist import via Project
Manager from Layo 1
schematics, Orcad, Schema,
Tango etc.

* Forward annotation
* Graphical netlist entry
* Routing - manual, interactive,

auto
* Design rule checking
* SMD support

* Extensive component library
* User defineable macro's
* Output drivers for Gerber

photoplotters, Excellon and
Sieb & Meyer drilling programs

* Output drivers for HPGL/
DMPL penplotters and Adobe
PostScript with open pads

* Output for dot matrix, laser
and Deskjet printers

FROM £99

PENTAGRAM ELECTRONIC DESIGNS
Tel. 0274 882609 Fax 0274 882295

Discount for Educational Establishments
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EDN DESIGN SPOTLIGHT

Circuits, Systems & Standards
First published in the US magazine EDN and edited here by Ian Hickman

Amp provides 100 V
common -mode range

Amplifier with large common mode range
By operating an op -amp at a gain of less than unity, both common -
mode and the desired differential mode inputs are attenuated by the
same amount. At the same time, the permissible input common -mode
voltage is increased, as shown in this article.
I H

Fig. 2. Adding an op
amp to the Fig. 1
circuit eliminates

interaction between
the gain -adjust

potentiometer and the
CMR-adjustment pot

(not shown)

The unity -gain amplifier of Fig. 1 can reject common
mode voltages as high as 100V. For an application that

does not require galvanic isolation, this circuit is an
inexpensive alternative to the conventional isolation
amplifier solution.

/C/ is a monolithic gain -of -I0 difference amplifier. By
reversing normal connections to the on -chip resistor
network, you place 100kS2 resistors (instead of the 101d2
ones) at the amplifier's input, which attenuates the normal-
and common -mode signals by a factor of 10. Then,
resistors R1, R5, and R6 form a T network in the feedback
path that boosts the normal -mode gain to unity.

Because the addition of R5 and R(, degrades

Fig. 1. Circuit to provide a common mode range of ±100V.

commonmode rejection by unbalancing the internal
resistor ratios, you should restore the balance by adding

R,
10%
"kV

CM RANGE
=-100v

F,

IC,
INA106 8'

10k.w

GAIN -ADJUST
NETWORK
(OPTIONAL)
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about 1580 (R7) in series with R3. A fixed -value R7 that
differs by 2% from the T network's equivalent value
degrades CMR by only a few dB, but note that /Ci's CMR
is already 20dB below its specified value (100dB min)
because the amplifier is operating at a gain of 0.1 instead
of 10. You can improve the CMR by using a 5000
potentiometer for R7, as shown.

The differential -gain accuracy is within 2% if you use
I% resistors for R5 and R6. Adjusting the R6/R5 ratio can
improve the gain accuracy, but calibration is difficult
because the gain and CMR adjustments interact. You can
eliminate this interaction and improve the gain accuracy by
using the Fig. 2 circuit.

In Fig. 2, /C2 preserves ICI's CMR by buffering the
R5/R6 network. Again, /Ci's gain -of -0.1 connection
reduces the guaranteed CMR by 20dB to 80dB min. (This
CMR estimate is reliable because the IC, amplifier
(distinct from its thin-film resistor network) contributes
only -120dB of CMR error. Therefore, the resistor network
is responsible for most of the residual CMR error that
remains after laser trimming. This trim error affects CMR
by about the same amount whether operating with a gain

of 10 or a gain of 0.1.)
You can improve this circuit's CMR by adding 100 in

series with RI (pin 2) and adding a 200 potentiometer in
series with R3 (pin 3). To adjust CMR, connect the inputs
and drive them with a 1kHz square wave whose amplitude
is in the range from ±10V to ±100V. (A sine wave will
introduce unwelcome CMR-vs-frequency effects.) Adjust
the 200 pot for a minimum -amplitude signal at E0.

As before, 1+R6/R5 sets the gain. The tolerance on this
expression plus ±0.01% (contributed by IC,) determines
the overall gain accuracy. You can improve gain accuracy
by using higher -precision resistors or by adding the
optional gain -adjust network shown (R7 and R8). Gain and
CMR adjustments don't interact in the Fig. 2 circuit.

One application for the circuit of Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 is in
monitoring high -side load current in a regulator or power
supply. By connecting the difference amplifier across a 152
resistor in series with the supply's output, you can interpret
the difference amplifier's output as one ampere of load
current per volt for supply voltages in the range from
-1 00V to 100V.
Mark Stitt, Burr -Brown Corp, Tucson, Arizona

Intermittent converter saves power
The circuit in Fig. 1 switches its dc/dc converter, ICI, off
whenever the large filter capacitor, C6, has sufficient

charge to power the load. This scheme, which proves
especially useful for battery -powered systems, saves power
because virtually all DC/DC converters have poor efficiency
at low and zero output -power levels.

This particular circuit uses a DC/DC converter that
produces 1 15V dc from a 9V DC input; you can tailor the
circuit to suit other converters. The heart of the circuit is a
555 timer wired as a dual -limit comparator. An input of less
than 1/3 V to pin 2 of the 555 turns the output, pin 3, on; an
input of more than 2/3 Vc, to pin 6 turns the output off. Thus,
the 555 turns the converter on or off, depending on the
voltage across C6. The 555's complementary output lights
the charge led when the fet is on.

Initially, the voltage on C6 is zero, and the 555's output
turns on the fet; Q,- Qi, in turn, enables the converter to run,

Better battery economy
This brilliantly simple idea avoids the chronic low efficiency of
converters running under light -load conditions. It features a novel
application of the popular and widely second sourced 555 timer
chip. IH

which charges up C6. When the voltage on the capacitor
reaches the value set by R3, the 555 turns off the converter.
Then C6 slowly discharges into the combined load of the
voltage divider (R2. R3, and R4) and the reverse -biased
blocking diode, DI.

When the voltage falls below 1/3 V the 555 restarts the
DC/DC converter If this circuit powets a load that

IFRD123

IN

DC/DC
CONVERTER

IC,
IN -OUT

/115 VDC
0,

IN4C05

LED

Rs
2.24

CHARGE

ON

555

78105
o IC,

104 0 5W

4404.

01 ,F

4 714

1002'x%

2014

5.1. OD oF
T

0 1 µE .4.- 0 1 sET c

5004

HI

p.

I

113

LOAD

Employing a 555
timer acting as a
dual -limit
comparator, this
circuit reduces
low- and no-
load power
consumption by
switching off the
DC/DC
converter when
the filter
capacitor is
charged up.
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periodically goes into a zero -power, shut -down mode, the
555 switches the de/dc converter on full time whenever the
load kicks in. The 78L05 voltage regulator stabilises the
555's internal resistive divider in the face of varying
battery voltages. The regulator also enables the circuit to
detect low battery voltage. When the supply voltage falls
below 7.5V, the output of the converter is no longer high
enough to charge the capacitor to the upper set point;

401

ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS, SYSTEMS

& STANDARDS

hence, the charge led no longer lights.
The circuit uses 205mA when the converter is on and

10mA when the converter is off. The duty cycle comprises
a 5s on -period and a 150s off -period and represents a 92%
power reduction. You can further reduce power
consumption by removing the charge led and using a cmos
555 and a cmos 78L05 regulator.
Paul D Gracie The Microdocters Inc, Palo Alto, CA

Electronics Circuits, Systems & Standards

Since its appearance in 1956 the US -based EDN has
established itself as a leader in controlled circulation
electronics magazines. Now this "best" of EDN - with
useful information on components, equipment,
circuits, systems and standards - is available in a 216
page hardback publication.

Available direct by postal application to EW + WW,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2
5AS. Cost f20 plus £1.50 post and packing. Cheques
payable to Reed Business Publishing Group.

Edited by Ian Hickman, published by Butterworth
Heinemann Newnes. ISBN 07506 0068 3. price £20.

Maker
Finally... an upgradeable PCB
CAD system to suit any budget
BoardMakerl - Entry level

PCB and schematic drafting
Easy and intuitive to use
Surface mount support
90, 45' and curved track corners
Ground plane fill
Copper highlight and clearance checking

BoardMaker2 - Advanced level
All the features of BoardMakert plus
Full netlist support - OrCad. Schema. Tango. CadStar
Full Design Rule Checking - mechanical & electrical
Top down modification from the schematic
Component renumber with back annotation
Report generator - Database ASCII. BOM
Thermal power plane support with full DRC

BoardRouter - Gridless autorouter
Simultaneous multi -layer routing
SMD and analogue support
Full interrupt. resume, pan and zoom while routing

Output drivers - Included as standard
Printers 9 3 24 pin Dot matrix. HPLaseUet and P,DstScrir,l
Penplotters - HP, Roland. Houston & Graphtec
Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X00 and 4X00
NC Drill plus annotated drill drawings to HPGL
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evaluation kit
Tsien (UK) Limited
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Sensing the position
Economical ways of
position sensing do exist.
lan Hickman examines one
of them.

position sensing is a common requirement
in industry, especially with the advance
of automation. Discrete photodetectors

and vane switches will suffice for the simpler
jobs. But for critical applications, a progres-
sive rather than an on/off indication of posi-
tion is required.

CCD imaging devices can be used for posi-
tion sensing, though they require several dif-
ferent supplies and auxiliary ICs. The very
small pixel pitch (typically 10 - 151.1m) also
requires use of good optics in most applica-
tions.

But the Texas Instruments TSL2I4 is a 64
pixel addressed line array with a sensor pitch
of 125µm, giving an active sensor length of
8mm and permitting the use of cheaper optics.
In the TSL2I4 (Fig. 1), the pixel charges are
individually switched out sequentially under
control of a 64 stage shift register which pro-
duces non -overlapping clocks to control this
process, unlike a CCD array where all the
pixel charges of an integration period are

CUC 64 Cycles Clock Continues or Remains Low After 65th Cycle

tint

64 Cycles

SO

AO

II

Analog
Output Period

M-tw-I1 2 a.

CLJC
1 I

tecclSS -1*---41ik----sk- 5V
Si I box

I I I iS

SO

tPC4S0)
this!,

.k 90 %

I I 1° %

Si,55

65

-01 14-4 I f'- tHSO)
I I

AO
/e 90 % 4.7.. 7 v------t

Mod 1 I , Pi \xel 64

is -el -
I

-01 14- ft(SO)

tptI(SO)

10 x

L

2.15 V
5V

0 V

0V

Fig. 2. The pixel outputs appear sequentially on the AO pin following the rising edges of the next
64 clock pulses that follow the assertion of the SI pulse, assuming its set-up and hold times are
met. Following the sample time ts, the pixel analogue output data is valid for at least the period t,

CLIC

S

Reset

r

vcc
1,7

16( II II    
64 Pixels-1

11\i

Pixel Selector Switch

SI 152 1 S3   S64

Honoverlapping
Clock Generator

Fig. 1. The TSL214 64 element line sensor. The charge stored in each of the 64 pixels during each
integration period is read out sequentially via a 64 way 11111X controlled by the shift register. The
charge accumulated in an integration period is proportional to the intensity of the light and the
length of the integration period.

Sense
Node Pixel

Buffet

Dark Pixel
Reference P11e1BollerGenerator

01 03
  .

Differential Semple Output
Amplifier "."' And `9.- gun, AO

Hold

(External Load)

6

  
64 -Bit Shift Register Clock

Generator

SO

(TOP VIEW)

VCC 01 14 (:) NC

SI 02 13 0 NC
CLX 03 12 0 GND

AO 04 tt 0 NC

GND 05 to 0 NC

SO 06 60 NC

VCC 07 60 NC

NC -No Internal connection
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1011

+5V

1 1 1

-acio-ocaL
4011

Q8 R CK

4020

20kHz (200kHz)(

From TTL
clock
generator

4011

Fig. 3. Circuit used for initial investigation of
TSL214 operation. An SI (serial input) pulse is
produced for every 128th clock pulse. The 64
clock pulses following SI read out the analogue
light intensity -related signals at pin AO.

(TSL214

). SI CK Ao So

+5V

Ao

30R

+5V

clocked out together down transport registers.
The TSL2I4 is mounted in an economical

14 pin DIL package with a transparent cover,
and the low active pin count makes the pro-
duction of 128 and 192 pixel devices (TSL215,
TSL2I6) a relatively simple process.
Operation of the device is controlled by a
clock input (which may be between 10 and
500kHz) and an SI (serial input) signal which
determines the integration time (see Fig. 2).

00k

22n 1k5

to digital
storage

oscillascope

0
2k2

out 1

to digital
storage
oscillascope

out 2

Fig. 5. An inverting leaky integrator produces a
negative output voltage proportional to the
number of pixels which are uncovered.
Comparators indicate whether about half the
device is illuminated , or more, or less.

TIME BASE = 200mS/DIV
CHI V/DIV = 2V
CH2 V/DIV = 5V

Fig. 6. Operating the device in the analogue
system of Figure 5 - 330R load resistor shown in
Figure 3 removed. Output as a piece of thick
card waved back and forth across the sensor
(upper trace); output of comparators (lower
trace).

The integration period includes the 64 clock
read-out period; each pixel recommences inte-
gration immediately after being read out. This
means that the duration of the minimum inte-
gration period is 65 clock periods, though a
longer interval between SI pulses (or a lower
clock rate) may be used if operation at lower
light levels is required.

To gain an insight into their operation, I
made up the circuit shown in Fig. 3. When

Fig. 4. Device operating in the circuit of Figure
3. Lower trace: SI pulses; upper trace: analogue
output at AO with part of the line array
covered.

using the TSL2I4, beware: the end of the
package with a semicircular notch is NOT the
pin 1 end. The other end has two such notch-
es, and a spot of silver paint over pin I.

Having re-inserted the device into the circuit
the right way round, I found that the output
remained stuck at about +3.8V during the
whole of each 64 clock output period, regard-
less of whether the sensor was covered or not.
The obvious conclusion was that the device
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Fig. 7. The TSL214 features high sensitivity combined with a broad spectral response and
low dark current which is almost totally independent of the integration time used.
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had been damaged by being inserted back to
front. However, there are no internal device
connections on the pin 8 - 14 side except pin
12 (ground); the corresponding pin on the
other side (pin 5) is also ground, rendering the
device goof -proof.

The problem proved to be the low clock rate
of 20kHz which resulted in a sensitivity so
great that the device could still "see" the lights
over the lab bench through my thumb.
Switching the lights off, increasing the clock
rate or using a strip of metal to cover the
device were all equally effective.

Figure 4 illustrates the analogue nature of
the output. A narrow strip of metal was laid
across the device just left -of -centre whilst the
right hand end was covered with a piece of
deep green gel of the type used with theatre
spotlights. The lower trace shows SI pulses
and these are immediately followed (upper
trace) by 64 analogue output samples. Where
not covered, the samples are at the maximum
output level of just under 4V; where covered
by metal, at the dark level of around 0.2V and
where covered by gel, at an intermediate level.
With no optics, the light reaching the device
was not collimated but diffuse: consequently
light leakage under the edges of the metal strip
is clearly apparent in the photograph.

The last stage of the shift register produces
an output pulse, SO, which can be used to ini-
tiate readout from another similar device. To
enable device outputs AO to be bussed up, the
AO output becomes high impedance (tri-state)
when not outputting samples: clearly this is
most useful if the second sensor element is in
the same package so that the active area
becomes a continuous line, hence the TSL215
and 216.

This tristate aspect has another use. Besides
using the device with a microcontroller it can
also be used in edge -detection and similar
applications in a purely analogue system. This
is illustrated by the circuit of Fig. 5, where a
negative output voltage is produced, propor-
tional (under conditions of constant incident
illumination) to the number cells illuminated.
Figure 6 shows this voltage varying as a card
is waved back and forth, covering and uncov-
ering the sensor.

The voltage could be used to drive a meter.

1ms 
2ms 
4ros 

Ia 8ms

16 Bit Divider

74HC4040

Vcc

9 -Channel
Greyscate codewheel

0

CLK
SI

TS/214

8Bit Micro

V cc

INT

Pcgf
PC1

MC68705P3

LED Display
V

C

V cc
TIL311

A

Vcc
TIL311

Fig. 8. Mated with a 9 channel Grayscale
codewheel, the TSL214 can provide rotary
position readout to better than 1 degree
resolution (a), or display shaft position in
degrees (b).

If the meter -movement carried a vane which
moved across in front of the sensor so as to
cover more of it as the output voltage
increased, a rather complicated lightmeter
would result, but a possibly useful pseudo -log-
arithmic sensitivity characteristic would give
the greatest resolution at the lowest light lev-
els.

Alternatively, the output voltage could be
processed as shown by two comparators to
indicate that substantially more (or less) than
half the array is illuminated. (To show the
operation of both comparators on a single
trace, their outputs have been combined via
10K resistors: this is a useful dodge for show-
ing two or more simple signals of pre -deter-
mined format on a single trace.) The corn-

TLC555

I v°c Fig. 9. Block
diagram of the
PC404 Evaluation
Kit for the TSL214
64 pixel integrated
array.

Vcc

Ao
75HC123 CLIC

Vcc VccTSL214/
TSL215

339
ThresholdSI
Out

SI Generator Imager

parators could provide steer -left and steer-righ
commands for a factory robot following the
edge of a white line painted on the shop floor.
This would provide a bang -bang servo type of
control, so it might be better to use the ana-
logue voltage directly for steering control:
small deviations would cause only small cor-
rections, resulting in smoother operation.

The TSL214 features high sensitivity com-
bined with a broad spectral response and low
dark current which is almost totally indepen-
dent of the integration time used (Fig. 7). It is
thus eminently suitable for use in a host of
applications, for example a rotary encoder
with 1 degree resolution (Fig. 8a). The output
can be simply be routed to a microcontroller
to provide rotary position information to the
host system, or to a display (Figure 8b).

To assist potential users with initial evalua-
tion of the device, the PC404 Evaluation Kit is
available, Fig. 9. This consists of a TSL214, a
circuit board with drive and output circuitry,
and a detachable 10 x magnification lens in a
housing. The circuity of the PC404 comprises
an oscillator, a counter/divider, a one-shot
pulse generator and a comparator. The oscil-
lator is built around a 555 timer and generates
a 500kHz output data clock pulse.

The clock output of the oscillator is also
routed to a 74HC4040 divider. This has a set
of jumper terminals to four of the outputs, and
1, 2, 4 or 8ms integration time may be select-
ed. The selected output is connected to the
74HC123 one-shot pulse generator, which
provides the TSL214 with an SI pulse.
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New PL Series
Bench PSUs

the UKs most popular
range is now available as

32 Volt - 3 Amp

 A comprehensive range of 13 models.
 Includes all new 32V - 3A units.
 Single, dual and triple output models.
 Quad -mode switching on duals/triples.
 High current 5V output on triples.
 GPIB and RS232 programmable

models available.

immisammemiskaift
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e253 coo 3131. riDu 32L

1_ qpo  4,,
I- II-

90:(4
i1

The UKs most popular bench power supply series has now
been improved still further. New models, new features and
new voltage/current combinations are on offer. Ask for full
technical details of the all new PL series.

T T
THURLBY THANDAR

2 Glehe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE I 8 7DX
Tel: (0480) 412451 Fax: (045))) 450409

KESTREL
ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS LTD
* All items guaranteed to manufacturers' spec.
* Many other items available.

'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'

1+ 100+ 1+ 100+

EPROMS STATIC RAMS
2764A-25 1.80 1.19 62256LP-100 2.80 2.15
27C64-150 1.80 1.19 62256LP-70 3.60 2.55
27C128-150 2.20 1.55 6264LP-100 1.70 1.20
27128A-200 1.85 1.20 6116LP-100 0.90 0.75
27256-250 1.85 1.30 628128LP-80 11.00 8.00
27C256-200 1.85 1.25
27C512-150 2.50 1.90
27C010-150 2.70 2.35

DRAM
6522A 2.20 1.70 64k x 1 1.20 0.88
8211CPA 1.40 0.70 256k x 1 1.05 0.85
8255-5 1.70 0.90 1M x1 3.40 2.60

256k x 4 3.30 2.55

74LS, 74HC, 74HCT Series available
Phone for full price list

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to
confirm prices

178 Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey CR8 4HA

Tel: 081-668 7522. Fax: 081-668 4190.
CIRCLE NO. 137 ON REPLY CARD

PICO ADC -10
8 -bit Analog to Digital Convertor

for IBM PCs & compatibles
 10-25 kHz typical sampling speed
 0-5 v input range

9
+ VAT

(including p+p)

AccLss

C

 Plugs directly into parallel printer port
 Requires no external power or expansion slots

 BNC input connector
 Supplied with software to use as a voltmeter &

oscilloscope, plus Turbo C and Pascal drivers

Pico Technology Limited
Broadway House, 149-151 St. Neots Road;

Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QJ
Tel. 0954 211716 Fax. 0954 211880

( IR( II NO. 140 ON REPLY CARD
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REGULARS
Switched -mode security
This circuit arrangement rapidly protects

switched -mode power supplies against
overload, while eliminating the usual
protection loop and current -sensing resistor.

It hinges on the fact that the width of the
PWM output pulse is voltage -dependent, as
shown in Fig. 1. Pulses from the pulse -width
modulator arrive at the D input of a flip-flop
and also trigger a monostable, which puts
out pulses that are somewhat shorter than
those from the PWM. The result is that the
flip-flop's Q output is continuously high,
maintaining the PWM in operation.

If an overload occurs, tp is reduced to
become narrower than the monostable
pulses and the flip-flop is clocked, disabling
the PWM. To restart, the circuit must be

Fig.1. As the PWM's output pulse narrows with
overload (a), the monostable (b) triggers the flip-

flop (c), disabling the PWM. The network on S
restarts the PWM at switch -on.

switched off and on again, whereupon the
flip-flop is set by the level at S, only to
retrigger if the overload is still present.

Figure 2 shows the practical circuit, using
a Motorola SG I 526 pulse -width modulator
with R3 to set the power supply output
voltage. Potentiometer R3 sets the width of
the monostable's pulse.
G Mirsky and A Khokhlov
Academtekh R&D Centre
Moscow
Russia

CIRCUIT IDEAS

A result of the current overload

-
4. 01

PWM output

- t

One-shot output
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100R
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Fig.2. Practical embodiment of the Fig.1 circuit.
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No grounds for interference

i f you connect a small signal to a single -
ended -input instrument and the ground

potentials differ, this circuit cuts out the
resulting mains interference and avoids
ground loops.

A separate wire in the output cable of the
signal source senses the ground potential at
the instrument end, being connected to the
cable shield there (inside the BNC
connector with no mods needed). An op -
amp adds the difference between the two
grounds to the signal.

This technique can also be a useful way
of preventing ground loops in audio
equipment, since the 51.ts filter confers a
bandwidth of 34kHz; input impedance is
over 100142 at signal frequencies. Using
I% resistors, signal-to-noise ratio
improvement is, in theory, 60dB; in
practice, interference simply vanished.

P C Meunier
Department of Biochemistry
University of Cambridge

Simple circuit to virtually eliminate mains -
frequency interference on small signals between a
source and an instrument. Difference in ground
potentials is sensed and added to signal by the op -
amp. Improvement is 60dB.
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Resistance multiplier
To get long RC time constants without

using large capacitors, use this circuit to
multiply resistance values by a factor of up
to 104. For example, a 101d1 resistor can be
made to behave like a 100Mil component.
Even the few ICs needed for the job take up
less board space than a large, low -leakage
capacitor.

In

OUT

C -R combination

OUT

R -C combination

Fig. 1. Switching discharge current on and off in
the CR circuit effectively multiplies value of R.

The principle is indicated by Figs 1 and 2.
Figure 1 shows a CR coupling circuit with a
time constant CR when the switch is closed,
voltage across the resistor falling
exponentially when a negative -going step is
applied at the input. If, however, the switch
is open, no discharge occurs during that
interval, only resuming when the switch
closes; average discharge current is
determined by the ratio of 13,, the time
during which the switch is closed, to T, so
the CR is effectively increased. The smaller

2000
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0

+ 5V

8 4
1

555

15V

7

R1

6 R2

47n

LF357 and 3140
supplies are ±15V

+ 5V

22K $

Alternative input
combination -see
Fig. 1

IN

2,3

4K7

S X
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2K2
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IC2

10K = loop

415V

1K( 10u

4 48 Ag 560R 10u
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r

3140

IC4

5 41--11
IC 7

4148 X
= - 560R 10u

OUT

2.3

a.S 25K
P1

1K 1 Ou

Fig. 3. Full circuit diagram of the R multiplier in a CR configuration; the RC equivalent is shown below.

pulse width in relation to the cycle time, the
larger R appears.

Distortion caused by the steps in the
discharge curve are minimised in practice by
making the PRF high enough, in this case at
least twice the lower cut-off frequency,
which is 1/2nRC. If the positions of R and C
are reversed, then the PRF must be at least
twice the upper cut-off frequency.

Figure 3 is the circuit diagram. A 555
timer produces switch pulses, R1 lying in the
range 10k52-22MS2 for a period of 3501..ts-
4ms and R2 between 10052 and 100ki2 for a
Pw of 4µs-4ms. Amplified output from the
555 forms the switch control, which is over -

Fig. 4. Varying the duty
cycle with a pulse width

of Ats gives an R
multiplication factor of

200-2000.

0 .0005
DUTY CYCLE

Fig. 2. The normal (lower) exponential discharge curve is
replaced by a stepped curve, discharging current only flowing
when R is switched to ground.

.0010
CLOSE

OPEN

voltage -protected by the diodes; the resistor
chain provides ±5V from ±15V for the
CD40668 cmos switch IC. The 3140 is a bi-
mos op -amp connected as a follower to
provide a very high impedance to avoid
discharging the C. Potentiometer Pt zeroes
the output. A CR circuit would be connected
as in the smaller diagram.

Figure 4 shows the result: with an on
pulse width if 41.ts, varying the PRF gives an
R multiplication of between about 200 and
2000.
D A Kohl
Osseo Minnesota
USA

CONTACTS OPEN

DUTY CYCLE = T-
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Accented metronome
r or a metronome with an accented beat
1 on counts 3,4,5,6,7 or 8, three chips
suffice.

Half the 555 timer, /C/(a), produces
pulses with frequency set by the 10k0
variable resistor and which drive the
second half of the timer to give a variable -

frequency, constant -width pulse train at pin
9 fo- the Johnson counter /C2. The pulse
train also goes to the unity -gain op -amp,
attenuated when the transistor is on and
directly when it is off, which happens once
every count cycle as determined by which
Q output is switched to reset the counter.
The result is an attenuated beat, followed
by an accentuated count and a reset to start
the count again.
D M Bridgen
Racal Radio Ltd
Reading
Berkshire.
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Many Radio Amateurs and SWL's are puzzled. Just what are all those
strange signals you can hear but not identify on the Short Wave Bands? A few of

them such as CW, RTTY, Packet and Amtor you'll know - but what about
the many other signals?

Hoka Electronics have the answer! There are some well known CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high prices, complete
with expensive PROMS for upgrading etc., but then there is CODE3 from Hoka Electronics! It's up to you to make the choice - but
it will be easy once you know more about Code3. Code3 works on any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS 2.0 or later and
having at least 640k of RAM. The Code3 hardware includes a digital FSK Convertor unit with built-in 230V ac power supply and
RS232 cable, ready to use. You'll also get the best software ever made to decode all kinds of data transmissions. Code3 is the
most sophisticated decoder available and the best news of all is that it only costs £299!
 Morse- Manual/Auto speed follow. On screen WPM indicator
 RTTY/Baudot/Murray/fTA2/CCITT2 plus all bit inversions
 Sitor - CCIR 625/476-4, ARO, SBRS/CBRS FEC, NAVTEX etc
 AX25 Packet with selective callsign monitoring, 300 Baud
 Facsimile, all RPM/10C (up to 16 shades at 1024x768 pixels)
 Autospec - Mk's I and II with all known interleaves
 DUP-ARO Artrac - 125 Baud Simplex ARO
 Twinplex -100 Baud F7BC Simplex ARQ
 ASCII - CCITT 6, variable character lengths/parity

 ARO6-90/98 - 200 Baud Simplex ARQ
 SI-ARO/ARO-S - ARO 1000 simplex
 SWED-ARO/ARID-SWE - CCIR 518 variant
 ARQ-E/ARQ1000 [Duplex
 ARCM -AR01000 Duplex variant
 ARO-E3 - CCIR 519 variant
 ARQ6-70 - 200 Baud Simplex ARO
 P01.-ARQ- 100 baud Duplex ARQ
 TDM242/ARG-M2/M4-242 - CCIR 242 with 1/2/4 channels

 TDM342/ARQ-M2/M4 - CCIR 3424 with 1/2/4 channels
 FEC-A - FEC 100A/FEC101
 FEC-S - FEC1000 Simplex
 Sports iris. - 300 Baud ASCII F7BC
 Hellscreiler - SynchlAsynch
 Sitor RAW - (Normal Sitor but without synchronisation)
 F7 BBN -2-channel FDM RTTY

COMING SOON: Packtor

All the above modes are preset with the most commonly seen baudrate setting and number of channels which can be easily
changed at will whilst decoding. Multi -channel systems display ALL channels on screen at the same time. Split screen with one
window continually displaying channel control signal status e.g. Idle Alphas/Beta/RQ's etc., along with all system parameter
settings e.g. Unshift on space, Shift on Space, multiple carriage returns inhibit, auto receiver drift compensation, printer on, system
sub -mode. Any transmitted error correction information is used to minimise received errors. Baudot and Sitor both react correctly
to third shift signals (e.g. Cyrillic) to generate ungarbled text unlike some other decoders which get 'stuck' in figures mode!
Six Options are currently available extra to the above standard specification as follows: 1) Oscilloscope. Displays frequency against
time. Split screen storage/real time. Great for tuning and analysis. £29. 2) Piccolo Mk 6. British multi -tone system that only we can
decode with a PCI £59. 3) Ascii Storage. Save to disc any decoded ascii text for later processing. £29. 4) Coquelet - French multi -
tone system, again only on offer from Hoka! £59. 5) 4 Special ARQ and FEC systems i.e. TORG-10/11, ROU-FEC/RUM-FEC, HC-ARQ
(ICRC) and HNG-FEC. £69. 6) Auto -classification. Why not let the PC tell YOU what the keying system is? £59.

NEW VERSION 4.00 JUST RELEASED - Now with improved user interface and even more features!
Please add £5 to the above prices for Carriage by fully insured First Class postal delivery (default mode).

Call or write for our comprehensive information leaflet-there is just not enough room here to tell you everything about Code3!
Professional users - please ask about our new CODE30 DSP unit available soon! EPiccolo down to -12dB S/N! !). Prices start from £1250.

HOKA ELECTRONICS (UK)
26 Bury Road, Shillington, Hitchin, Herts., SG5 3NY

Phone (0462) 711600 or Fax (0462) 711769
CIRCLE NO. 142 ON REPLY CARD
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MOBILE S
SERVICES
STAR PERFORMER('

The past decade has brought obvious suc-
cesses in the maritime satellite services
operated by Inmarsat (in which BT has

the second largest share). As a result, many
major organisations have been encouraged to
enter the costly but potentially highly -reward-
ing race to provide speech, data and even
video links to compact mobile - and later
hand -portable - terminals. The trend is despite
the difficult propagation conditions faced by
land mobiles resulting from urban and road-
side -foliage screening.

Ultimately the aim is to provide fully com-
patible digital services linking aircraft, ships
and vehicles into the terrestrial telecommuni-
cations networks and/or to provide the equiv-
alent of PMR (private mobile radio) company -
operated facilities.

Currently, the operational land mobile sys-
tems of Inmarsat-C and Eutelsat provide only
low -rate, store -and -forward data services. But
numerous two-way speech and higher data
rate systems based on geostationary satellites
are under development. Systems based on
highly elliptical orbits (heo) and low earth
orbits (leo) have been proposed, and many of
these systems will utilise advanced systems of
digital bit -rate reduction to provide commu-
nications or even toll quality speech at data
rates of less than 5Gbit/s.

Progress to digital networks
Pioneering use is to be made of near -broad-
cast -quality video store -and -forward trans-
mission through 64Kbit/s-circuits via
Inmarsat-C satellites from yachts in the 1993-
94 Whitbread round -the -world yacht race (see
box). According to Graham Mills, manager
portfolio & business development of BT's
visual & broadcast services the project is an
important step for the company in its plan to
see widespread use of digital transmission of
video and high -quality audio over the expand-
ing network of terrestrial' and satellite ISDN
telecommunication circuits - both for broad-
cast news gathering and for video conferenc-
ing either real time or on a store -and -forward
basis.

BT is pioneering use of near -broadcast -quality
video store -and -forward transmission from
yachts in the 1993-94 Whitbread race
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Live transmission of 128Kbit/s
video using two ISDN 64Kbit/s
circuits is claimed to provide
"surprisingly good" pictures
using H261 data compression,
and the standard channel can
support one video and two audio
channels.

Although ISDN digital net-
works have been slow in com-
ing, a major effort is currently
being made by BT and the
German and French PTTs to
bring the benefits of broadband
fibre optics into the PSTN sub-
scriber networks. The extension
of digits into local networks par-
ticularly to business prdnises
has reached the stage where BT
can claim that 86% of UK busi-
ness premises could now opt for
64Kbit/s data and digital voice
(actually 128Kbit/s two-way cir-
cuits) which can be carried over
existing copper wires with a dig-
ital switch at the exchange and
cards at the subscriber's plug. The 2048Kbit/s
ISDN hierarchy requires the copper wires to
be replaced by fibres or local area networks
(lans) etc.

The CCITT recommendation of H261 for
audiovisual services at bit rates between
6kbit/s and 2Mbit/s emerged from five years
of international collaboration and was finally
agreed in July 1990. Many different coding
algorithms were explored including those
based on differential pulse code modulation
(DPCM). vector quantisation, hierarchical
techniques, discrete cosine transform (DCT)
and hybrid DPCM/DCT techniques. After
much debate, a coding system based on the
hybrid DPCM/DCT with motion compensa-
tion has been selected. A detailed description
by MD Carr of BTRL of H26I can be found
in British Telecom Technology Journal , July
1990. pp. 28-35 ("Video codec hardware to
realise a new world standard").

H261 uses a common intermediate format
(cif) approach to cope with different line and
picture rate standards such as pal and NTSC.
Both 625/25 and 525/30 codecs include pre -

and post -processing modules which convert to
and from a cif, based on 288 non -interlaced
lines per picture at 30 pictures per second.
Since there are 288 active lines per field in
standard 625 line television: 625/25 codecs
only need to perform rate conversion to meet
the 30Hz requirement, while 525/30 codecs
have only to convert the number of active
lines from 240.

H26I was developed primarily for profes-
sional video picture phone and video confer-
encing applications, and would seem to offer
broadcasters a cost-effective form of news
gathering from remote locations not served by
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Hybrid DPCM/DCT encoding scheme of the CCITT H261 recommendation.
British Telecom Technology Journal.

a high -capacity link without requiring the
availability of a satellite news gathering up-
link terminal. The Whitbread Race will thus
be watched carefully by broadcasters generally
- not only those interested in round -the -world

on storm -tossed seas will pro-
vide a severe test of both codecs
and satellite transmission sys-
tems. One of several hazards
would be destruction of solid-
state devices by a lightning
strike and it will not only be the
yachtsmen who will be hoping
that lightning keeps its distance.

Land mobile satellite systems
poised?
At a recent IEE Colloquium on
"Land Mobile Satellite
Systems", chair Roger Fudge
pointed out that for several
years it has often been claimed
that LMS is poised ready for
acceptance and implementation,
but there remain technical and
political difficulties due to the
fact that LMS systems are diffi-
cult to constrain within national
boundaries and pose problems
on who will own the system,
who carries the traffic and who

governs and regulates the system. While in the
past the drive to LMS has been technology -led
it now requires customer pull .

At the same Colloquium Paul Britten (Racal
Research) described some of the technical

Whitbread race technology
DT is offering to provide, on tree loan,
U ten specially developed terminals for
installation on competing yachts. At the BT
Tower in London PC -software will process
the incoming digital signals for distribution
world-wide as standard 625/50 or 525/60
video.

The encoding will be to the CCITT
H.261 video-conferencing standard, with
the original video digitally compressed to
768 or 384Kbit/s making it possible to
transmit on a store -and -forward basis either
one -minute or two -minutes of programme
material in 12 minutes of relatively low-
cost satellite time. The system is also capa-
ble of transmitting jerky and degraded
"live" pictures in real-time from the yachts
(as demonstrated in a BBC Tomorrow's
World programme). Computer simulations
show that the 768 and even the 384kbit/s
store -and -forward video provides pictures
of very reasonable "TV News" quality.

Edward Scott, BT's Head of International
Promotional Projects, told EW + WW that
IPP was set up to identify publicity vehicles
which would benefit from a BT involve-
ment by providing a visible presence of its
advanced technology. The Whitbread race
is seen as especially relevant. BT involve-
ment is more than just providing some

funding. Viewers want to see news -worthy
incidents on board the yachts while they
still at sea, and in 1990 BT agreed to devel-
op a system for transmission of pictures
from yachts. Since 1991, Inmarsat-C, serv-
ing both maritime and land mobile termi-
nals, has had the capability to handle data at
56-64Kbit/s.

People also wish to know where the
yachts are. The BT race system incorpo-
rates the American Global Positioning
System (GPS) in conjunction with an
Inmarsat-C file. GPS can determine posi-
tions of the yachts on a global basis with an
accuracy of about 50m (as a military sys-
tem, GPS can determine positional accura-
cy to within a few centimetres). The yacht
terminal calculates its position from obser-
vations on three of the GPS satellites and
then transmits it to up -date the Inmarsat-C
file.

Complete yacht terminal and encoder
weighs about 50kg and is mounted below
deck, including the stabilised small dish.
The RF terminal is being provided by STC,
and is manufactured in the USA by MTI, a
subsidiary of Comsat. This terminal is cur-
rently the only compact terminal suitable
for 64Kbit/s transmission.
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multipath effects result in large signal varia-
tions and: "The use of fixed fading margins of
ten or more decibels remains impractical."

The degree of fading is strongly dependent
on topography of the immediate surroundings
of the mobile, the elevation angle of the path,
the type of antenna used by the mobile and the
frequency used. Gain of an antenna on a car or
lorry is limited and for geostationary orbits
there is a need for antenna steering and track-
ing systems that add to its size and complexity.

As Barts & Stutzman (IEEE Trans on Ant &
Prop, April 1992) have pointed out, terrestrial
mobile systems are often able to exploit strong
multipath signals but the LMS service will be
power limited and dependent on the direct
line -of -sight signal, with shadowing from
roadside vegetation the dominant fading
mechanism.

Nevertheless, the introduction of smaller and
smaller spot beams on the satellites could
eventually provide high capacity systems
using solely omni-directional antennae.
Feasibility of telephony systems with small
antennas has been greatly enhanced by
progress in voice coding, with presently pro-
posed systems based on coding rates of about
5kbit/s, with code excited linear predictive
coding (celp) and improved multi -band exci-
tation (IMBE) favoured.

Britten also noted that the current low data
rate store -and -forward LMS systems are sup-
ported by Inmarsat-C and by the Qualcomm
Omnitracs Ku -band systems (in Europe by
Eutelsat and its Euteltracs operators) with
Eutelsat operating the qualcomm automatic
satellite position reporting system (QASPR).
Some 20 types of mobile terminals have been
approved for use by Inmarsat and some 2-
3000 terminals are in use. For Omnitracks
there are believed to be more than 20,000
users worldwide, with some 1250 terminals

delivered in Europe of which about 800 are
now operational, according to Geoffrey Hall
(consultant).

HC Haugli, Inmarsat land mobile engineer-
ing manager, reported that among future LMS
systems that will be based on geostationary
satellites is the Inmarsat-M system for global
telephony and data. This is expected to
become operational by the end of this year,
with a voice coding rate of 4.12kbit/s IMBE
which with forward error correction coding
brings the bit rate to 6.4kbit/s.

Inmarsat-B is expected to start commercial
operation next year, using equipment similar
in size to Inmarsat-A but using all -digital
transmission to make more efficient use of the
spectrum and expected eventually to be cheap-
er. It will support PSTN voice data at 9.6kbitls
including Group three fax and will have a
64kbit/s data capability.

Inmarsat is currently developing a high -pen-
etration paging system which is expected to
work even inside buildings. It is also investi-
gating the best way to provide an Intersat-P
voice service to personal handheld terminals
with a dual cellular -satellite capability for use
as an extension and gap filler to the cellular
service. It is planned that the equipment
should be similar in size to early handheld
phones and aimed at opening new mass mar-
kets. An equipment price of about $1500 for a
dual -mode unit with a utilisation cost target
below $2/min is predicted. Currently detailed
price and service -quality studies are being
made for leo, meo and geo satellites.

Proposed systems
The European Satellite Agency is promoting
and developing a European land mobile sys-
tem with a piggy back payload currently being
manufactured to fly on Italsat 2 for Prodat 2
data services plus closed -user group telephony

for the mobile satellite network for business
services (MSBNS) system.

Proposed "big" leo systems include Iridium,
Globalstar and Aries plus a meo system called
Odyssey. "Little" leo proposals for low-cost
store -and -forward message services include
Orbcomm (proposed by Orbital Science Corp)
which would, according to Britten, use 20
small satellites in an inclined orbit launched
by the Pegasus low-cost launcher and be capa-
ble of supporting data rates of about 2.4kbit/s.

John Norbury (Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory has been studying propagation and
spectrum -usage considerations for leo systems
working between 20-30GHz. He has con-
cluded that their development would: "provide
both a considerable technical challenge and a
creative approach to satellite systems archi-
tecture if they are to be realised in practice.
However they do offer the intriguing possi-
bilities of both spectrum efficiencies and
power requirements approaching those of ter-
restrial mobile systems." But he agrees that
attenuation from trees would be even more
serious than at 1.6GHz.

AD Craig (British Aerospace) has described
a digital signal processing payload concept for
LMS communications. This has been studied
with emphasis on use of digital beamforming
techniques. He has described a payload con-
figuration that offers significant potential
advantages in terms of power efficiency -
through peak mobile link gain and on -board
level control; bandwidth efficiency - by
decreasing the separation constraints on co -
frequency beams and the use of active inter-
ference suppression; and traffic flexibility
through the use of agile beams steerable any-
where within the service zone.

Pat Hawker
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CLASSIFIED
TEL 081 652 8339 FAX 081 652 8931

ARTICLES FOR SALE

PHILLIPS PM3217 Dual trace 50MHz Delay sweep £320
FARNELL DT12-5 12MHz Dual channel scope £120
FARNELL DT12-14 12MHz Dual channel scope £120
TEKTRONIX 2215 60MHz Dual channel scope £375
TEKTRONIX 475 200MHz Dual channel scope £425
TEKTRONIX 434 50MHz Dual channel scope £250
TELEQUIPMENT D755 50MHz Dual channel scope £180
TELEQUIPMENT D1010 10MHz Dual channel scope £95
TELEQUIPMENT D101OR 10MHz Dual channel scope £95
TELEQUIPMENT D1011R 10MHz Dual channel scope £95
TELEQUIPMENT D1016A 20MHz Dual channel scope £125
SCOPEX 4D10 10MHz Dual channel scope £95
SCOPEX 4D10A 10MHz Dual channel scope £95
SCOPEX 4D25 25MHz Dual channel scope £125
DM64 10MHz Dual channel scope £95
D67A 25MHz Dual channel scope f130
REDIFON 1kW Linear amplifier 1.5MHz-30MHz c/w aerial filter unit - mains

power unit and drive unit GK203N £1250
MARCONI Universal Bridge TF2700 £120
MARCONI UHF Attenuator DC-1GHz TF2163S £150
MARCONI 2GHz Digital frequency meter 2435 £495
GOULD Signal generator J3B £120
KEMO 1.0Hz-100kHz Phasemeter Type DP1 (new) £120
FLUKE 845AB High impedance voltmeter - null detector (new) £500
SIEMENS Level meter 200Hz-620k1-z Type D2155 c/w tracking osc. Type W3155

£1250
HP 3770B Telephone line analyzer £950

All our equipment is sold with a 30 -day guarantee.
SAE for enquiries. Phone for appointment or for demo. of any item.

P&P included UK only. VAT excluded.
For more details please contact:

TELFORD ELECTRONICS, Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane,
Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ. Phone: 0952 605451. Fax: 0952 677978.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC, INTO CASH

Immediate settlement.
We also welcome the opportunity to

quote for complete factory clearance.
Contact

COLTS-HARDING & CO.
103 South Brink

Wisbech, Cambs PE14 ORJ.
ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Buyers of Surplus Inventory
Tel: 0945 584188 Fax 0945 475216

GOLLEDGE- ELECTRONICS -
CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS FILTERS

Comprehensive stocks cf standard items. Over
650 stock lines Specials made to order
OEM support. design advice, prototype metro
ties. production schedules

Petsundi and export orders weidotne
SAL fur OUT latest product qllormdtt, sheet,
GOLLEDGE ELECTRONICS LTD Tel: 6460 73718
Merriott, Somerset, TA16 5NS Fax: 13460 76340

Cooke International
TEST INSTRUMENTS
AUTUMN CLEARANCE BARGAINS

295 00
£12500

33500 Mar r *F

Many more items available. Send SAE for lists.
Original wishop manuals for sale. Send SAE for lists.
Computers. monitor; etc. in stock. Phone for details.

VISA
INNE.

£9000
£3500
£2500

115500
L9500

Cooke International, Units 4/5. Fordingbridge Site. Main Road. Barnham.
Bognor Regis. West Sussex P022 OEB. Tel. 0243 545111 Fax 0243 542457.

SPECIAL OFFER
SATELLITE RECEIVER New Ferguson BSB (Chassis only) with
Tuner and Modulator etc. £10
35cm DISH With LNB 11.7 to 12.7GHz BSB/2D-MAC £15
HAND SET Remote Control for above Receiver £1.50
SINCLAIR POWER SUPPLY For Spectrum -2. 9Volt 2.1Amp £3

All prices exclude VAT and Carriage
ALSO LARGE QUANTITIES OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

FOR DISPOSAL
TELEPHONE 081 445 0749/445 2713

R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12 8JG

(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Electronics World offers you the chance to advertise

ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE!
Simply write your ad in the form below, using one word per box, up to a maximum of twenty

words (remember to include your telephone number as one word). You must include your latest
mailing label with your form, as this free offer applies to private subscribers only. Your ad will

be placed in the first available issue.
This offer applies to private sales of electrical and electronic equipment only.

Trade advertisers should call Pat Bunce on 081 652 8339
All adverts will be placed as soon as possible. However, we are unable to guarantee insertion dates. We regret that we are unable to enter into correspondance
with readers using this service, we also reserve the right to reject adverts which do not fulfil the terms of this offer.

Please send your completed forms to:
Free Classified Offer: Electronics World, 1 1 th Floor, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,Surrey SM2 5AS



ARTICLES FOR SALE

FOR SALE
STEEL ELDON BOX.

5.5" D x 5"W x 19.5" L f.12
each

Discount For Quantity.
PHONE: 0952 605451

FAX: 0952 677978
VANAVANWANWAN.

ARTICLES WANTED

WANTED: VALVES, TRANSISTORS,
I.Cs (especially types KT66, KT88, PX4,
PX25). Also capacitors, antique radios,
shop clearance considered. If possible,
send written list for offer by return.
Billington Valves, phone 0403 865105.
Fax: 0403 865106.

WANTED; Small coil winding machine,
hand/motor driven for prototyping/small
quantity production phone 081 332 2944

WANTED
Receivers, Transmitters, Test

Equipment, Components, Cable
and Electronic, Scrap. Boxes,

PCB's, Plugs and Sockets,
Computers, Edge Connectors.

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF
ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT

A.R. Sinclair, Electronics, Stockholders,
2 Normans Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn,
Herts AL6 9T0. Telephone: 0438 812 193.
Mobile: 0860 214302. Fax: 0438 812 387

en

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD.

READING, RG6 1 PL.

TEL: 0734 68041
FAX: 0734 351696

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY.

WANTED
Test equipment, receivers, valves,
transmitters, components, cable

and electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.

M & B RADIO
86 Bishopgate Street,

Leeds LS1 4BB
Tel: 0532 435649
Fax: 0532 426881 ass

SERVICES

SERVICES OFFERED
of an

ENGINEER
for installation, commissioning

and maintenance.
UK/overseas.
Daily Rates.

MOBILE: 0831 869788
TEL/FAX: 0333 424197

FREE CLASSIFIED
PHILLIPS ENGINEERING Develop-
ment system, full spec printer, emulation
pods, debugger etc. Boxes of software,
assemblers compilers, unix updates £550.
051-652-4324

ELECTRONICS
WORLD

WIRELESS WORLD

SIX PAGES
OF ELECTRONIC
CIRCUIT DESIGN

EVERY MONTH

Subscribe today and save El 0

Simply phone our credit card
hotline on 0789 200 255 for a

special subscription price of £20
for 12 issues*.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

Place a lineage advertisement in next month's issue and it will cost,
for a single insertion, only £2.50 per word.

Special rates:
6 insertions £2.15 per word/issue
(Advertisement can appear every
month or every other month only).
12 insertions £1.80 per word/issue
(Advertisement to run every month
only).

WHY NOT PLACE A BOXED AD-
VERTISEMENT TO GIVE MAXIMUM
IMPACT? -

Extras:
Spot Colour 20%

Box number service £22.00

EXAMPLE SIZE
3cm x 1 column

For 1 insertion cost
is: £60.00

For 6 insertions costs
are: £51.00 per issue

For 12 insertions costs
are: £42.00 per issue

Please debit my

Lineage advertisements under £50 have to be pre -paid by credit card
or cheque.

ALL RATES QUOTED ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT:
All major credit cards accepted

card a total of £

Expiry Date 
Please ensure that address given is where your credit card statement goes to.

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL NO SIGNATURE

All advertisements must be received five weeks prior to publication date.
All cancellations must be received by eight weeks prior to publication date. After
that no advertisement can be cancelled.
Please send to Electronics World & Wireless World, Classified, 11th Floor,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Tel: Pat Bunce on
081-652 8339.
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FROM CONCEPT TO ARTWORK IN 1 DAY

ULTIboarct ._

 all features of the bigger version
 full set of manuals
 design capacity 350 e E
Price incl. S

urchase price is 100-.0 credited when upgrading
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sign ideas are quickly captured using the ULTIcap schematic design Tool. ULTIcap uses
-IME checks to prevent ogic errors. Schematic editing is painless; simply click your star and end
nd ULTIcap automatically wires them for you. ULTIcap's auto snap to pin and auto junction

features ensure your netlist is complete. thereby ou of tedious netlist checking.
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the integrated user interface. makes sure all
n information is transferred correctly from
ULTlboard. Good manual placement tools are

a e progress of your design. therefore LLTIboard
gives you a powerful suite of REAL-TIME functions such
as. FORCE VECTORS. RATS NEST RECONNECT and
DENSITY HISTOGRAMS. Pin and gate swapp ng allows
you to further optimise your layout.

u can quickly route your critical tracks.
ard's REAL-TIME DESIGN RULE CHECK
allow you to make illegal connections or

violate your design rules. ULTlboard's powerful
TRACE SHOVE, and REROUTE -WHILE -MOVE
algorithms guarantee that any manual track
editing is flawless. Blind and buried vias and
surface mount designs are fully supported.

If you need partial ground planes. then

with the Dos extended board sys:ems you
can automatically create copper polygons
simply by drawing the outline. The polygon
is then filled with copper of the desired net,
all correct pins are connected to the
polygon with thermal relief connections
and user defined gaps are respected
around all other pads and tracks.

ULTlboard's autorouter allows you to
control which parts of your boarc are
autorouted, either selected nets. or a
component. or a window of the board, or
the whole board. ULTlboard's intelligent

router uses copper sharing techriques to
minimise route lengths. Automat: via
minimisation reduces the numbet of vias to
decrease production costs. The autorouter
will handle up to 32 layers. as well as
single sided routing.

ULTlboard's backannotation automatically
updates your ULTIcap schematic with any pin
and gate swaps or component renumbering.
Finally, your design is post processed to generate
pen ,' photo plots, dot matrix/laser or postscript
prints and custom drill files.
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ULTIboard PCB Design/ULTIcap

Schematic Design Systems are available

in low-cost DOS versions, fully compatible

with and upgradable to the 16 and :7:2 bit

DOS -extended and UNIX versions.

featuring unlimited design capacity.

T4 E4.0414 -A4, AtieivpdX4it

ULTImate Technology UK Ltd.  2 Bacchus House. Calleva Park, Aldermaston Berkshire RG7 40W  Fax: 0734 - 815323  Phone: 0734 - 312030



otmos
TATUNG TCS8000 386 COMPUTER SYSTEM last few at L199

386DX with 102 keyboard, manuals. 210 watt P51-1, VO card. hard and floppy controller (please state MFM, EMI. IDE or SCSI). 1.2 or
1 4 Mbyte floppy drive. I Mbyte RAM upgradable to 16 Mbyte. eight slots. MS-DOS. 16 MHz clack L199. with 2 Mbytes RAM £219.

MATMOS 25 MHz 386 SYSTEMS
(Laze, ,1,1.1.t.iati,ailtryil,,,,Ii],T).c.:17p,i,irteIrziit,s1;bAy,MelnBks.,2,sreiv.rial;1,dparallI

small
fLfTpor.,n1, =rye slot

desktop case
s, and Floppy controller

TOP SPEC. 486 SYSTEMS
40 Mktz 486 SX cache system. I Mbyte RAM. 1.44 Mbyte floppy drive. VO card etc C349.
33MHz DX 486 cache system. with I Mbyte RAM L599. 50 MHz DX 486 cache system L639
66 MHz DX2 486 cashe system L1349 EISA MHz 486 DX2 system L999
Phone for details and a quote for complete system to your requirements.
Carriage on systems CIS See below for add-ons and other stock nuns.

486 CAD/DTP SYSTEM WITH 1280 x 1024 MONITOR
486 33 MHz cache system with 91 Mbyte Seagate hard drive. 3.5 -inch 1.44 floppy. 4 megs RAM (upgradable to 32 Megs), full tower case.
102 keyboard. 2 serial. I

parallel puss, AMI boos Mcrofield Graphics T8 colour graphics controller with 2 Mbytes video RAM and 8 MIPS
processor, Hitachi I5 -inch ultra high resolution monitor to display 1280+1024 non -interlaced. Will drive Windows 3/3.1, AGO etc.
Cancelled defence order limited stocks L1399. With 20 -inch monitor L1899. Ask for colour leaflet! or quote for machine to your spec.

LASER PRINTERS
Konica 1,3110 10 10 page per nun°te high quality laser printer Fully Laserjet II compatible. With free on site inamenance L695 (carr
L I5) stocks limited.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
360K 5.25 -inch IBM standard half -height drive L29.95 (carr L3.50).
noic 3.5. -inch Citizen OSD third -height drive for XT or AT (NOT Amstrad 1512/1640) L24.30 (carr 43).
1.14 Mbyte 3.5 -inch Citizen OSDA39C third -height drive for ATs, grey bezel L39.95 (cam L3).
1.2 Mbyte 5.25 -Inds Panasonic half height £39.95 (carr L4).
Kit to fa 3.5 :Id drive in 5.25 inch space suitable all Citizen drives inc. cable adaptors L4.99 (urn free wish drives)

IBM standard floppy disk drive cable L3.

HARD DISK DRIVES
MFM: 10 Mbyte NEC 5124 5.25 -inch L25. 71 Mbyte Micropolis 1355 28 must. full height L99
SCSI: 9I Mbyte Seagate/Impnmus ST2I06N 5.25 inch L1139
ESDI: With 16 -bit high speed cache contraer - 115 Mbyte NEC D3661 17 inset 3.5 inch 4209. (carr on hard drives LS) HDD cable
let L5

DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER CARDS (carr L2.50)
XT MFM L24.95, XT RLL L37.50, XT SCSI L29.50. AT RU. £37.50 AT MFM L 1995. AT IDE £9.95. AT SCSI £37.50. AT ESDI (Cache) £49

Multi SCSI card for hard drive. CD. WORM, tape etc Future Domain firmware. L49.
High transfer rate intelligent SCSII1DE card; supports all devices under MSDOS. Unix. OS/2 and Netware with SCSI and IDE interlaces
on one card L129. SCSI Cache accepts up to 16 Mbyte RAM. Ultimate high Speed EISA or ISA 0299

IBM COMPATIBLE AT MOTHERBOARDS, CARDS etc
66 MHz 486 DX2 baby site motherboard with 2S6K cache. Co -processor built in. Fan cooled CPU. £649. Landmark 220 MHz.
33 MHz 486 DX baby size motherboard with extra 64K cache. Floating point co -processor buds into CPU. Eight expansion dots OP71
WB chipset L399 (carr LS). SO MHz and 66MHz P.O.A.
20 MHz 486 SX motherboard; The 486 SX is the tame as the DX but without the Maths Co -Processor. /199 (cam (3.50).
40 MHz 416 SX motherboard as above but twos the speed! Fan cooled CPU £249.
25 MHz 386 DX motherboard, accepts up to 8 Mbytes SIMMS RAM L99 (carr. L3.50)
I Mbyte SIMM RAM for 386/486 (70ns) 124.
EISA 486 top spec EISA systems now in stock please ring for quote on a system. 75 MHz 486 expected soon - please ring.
486 FAN KIT Iseatsink and fan assembly for all 486 chips L25
AT MULTI I/O card with I parallel. 2 serial. I game. 2 floppy. IDE hard hoe 012.95.
AT I/O .rd, parallel. 2 serial. gone L9.95.
Mono graphics card 49.95 (all carr L2).
Mouse Microsoft compatible, serial with all software L9.95 (carr L4).
Keyboard 102 -key UK. top quality dick action, £24.95 (carr (4).

386 to 486 UPGRADE KITS
CYRIX Special 486 upgrade kits plug into 385 DX CPU sockets so give full 486 performance. Co -processor works as normal. Internal
Cache 25 MHz L117.33 MHz 1129

NETWORK PRODUCTS
Ethernet card Novell NE -2000 compatible 16 -bit £75 (carr (2). Novell Lite network software L65. All network cables and connector
in stock

AT/XT CASES WITH PSU
Desktop with 3x5.25 -inch and I x3.5 -inch bays, latest styling, C34.95. With 200W par L59 (carr £6.50).
Luxury desktop as above, with pa.. but to accept lull site motherboard, small footennt. L89. Mini tower 469 (cur £6.50).
Full Wee tower with 605.25 -inch bays. 230W psi, digital speed display, suits all motherboards inc. 486. L99 (carr L10).

INTEL 386 PROCESSOR AND 387 CO -PROCESSOR
(386 and 387 processors extracted from new systems and guaranteed I year)

2S MHz 386-25 DX cpu L39 20 MHz L29 (carr L1)
25 MHz 387-25 co -processor £39. 20 MHz L29 (carr LI).

MONITORS
MONO HERCULES: 14 -inch paper white screen high res. display. L49 (carr t6.50).
MONO VGA 12 -inch paper white high resolution L59 (carr L6.50).
COLOUR VGA 14 inch 640 by 480, with tilt and swivel stand L169. (cam. L6.50)
COLOUR SUPER VGA: 14 -inch up co 1024 by 768 multisync.. axe dot pitch Very high quality display. LI89 (interlaced). L249 (non -
interlaced) (cam (10).

CAD COLOUR
15 -Inch fixed frequency 64kHz. Hitachi HM4I15 with Microfleld Graphics TB Wirer card for Autocad and Windows 3/3.1 as
1280 by 1024 non interlaced (new) (399 (p.oa. for carriage for above)

VGA CARDS AND WINDOWS ACCELERATORS
16 -bit VGA card. 256K, all emulations. up to 800.600, with software to run all major packages Oak chip sec Switchable for use in
XT's. L29.95.
16 -bit 1024+760 super VGA card. Very high resolution with I Mbyte and driven for Windows. Acad. VP etc. Full manuals and disks
Latest version of the industry standard Trident chip sec L49; (carr on cards C2.00).
SO MHz 03 Windows Accelerator -nest high speed accelerator card using the full 50 MHz S3 chipset L195 (cam C2).
NCR Windows Accelerator with 2 Mbyte video RAM L109 (carr L2).
EISA 53 Windows Accelerator the best high speed graphics car available. Full 32 be operation 4299

MODEM CARDS
Hayes Compatible 2400BPS internal modem fully compatible with MNP 5 error correction. Auto dui/answer and speed sensing.
Works with Windows 3, Procom. Crosstalk etc. L69 (car. L4)
Modern F. card 9600 BPS fu card with 2400 BPS Hayes conepat modem with all software L109 (new model)

POWER SUPPLY
Aster BMI40 IBM XT/AT compatible 150W; +50 at ISA, +12V at 5A. -5V at 0.3A. - I2V at 0.5A; fan cooled, rear panel switch.
good value at £19.50 (cam £4).

SOFTWARE AND DISKS
DR DOS 6 Lam operating system from Digital Research with many extra features including file compression and good memory handling
L3995. MS DOSS £49.95 (carr (4).
WINDOWS 3.I/MSDOS S Latest verssan from Microsoft on 3.5 -inch disks L69.95 (MT L4).
3.5 -INCH DISKS Box of ten 1.11 Mbyte preformatted C9.95 (carr (2).

Stop Press! 386-16 motherboards not working but with guaranteed good
386DX cpu £29 (carr t4) Few only, no guarantee on motherboard,

NB * VAT and carriage must be added to all items (quotes for carriage overseas).
* Everything new, and guaranteed one year unless stated; ex-dem. products guaranteed 6 months.

* Access and Visa telephone service.

MATMOS LTD., UNIT I I, THE ENTERPRISE PARK,
LEWES ROAD, LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX

RH I6 2LX. 0444 482091 and 0444 483830
(Fax: 0444 484258).

Matmos Ltd. has been trading successfully sines 1976.
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Dataman's new S4 programmer costs £495
You could have onelomorrow on approval*

If you've been waiting for S4 we have
some good news. It's available now.
S4 is the 1992 successor
to Dataman's S3
programmer,
which was
launched in 1987.
The range goes
back through S2,
in 1982, to the
original Softy
created in 1978.
Like its predecessors,
Softy4 is a practical
and versatile tool with
emulation and product
development features.
S4 is portable, powerful
and self-contained.
Design and manufacture are
State of the Art. S4 holds a huge
library of EPROMS, EEPROMS,
FLASH and One Time
Programmables. Software upgrades
to the Library are free for the life of
the product, and may be installed from
a PROM by pressing a key. S4 makes
other programmers seem oversized,
slow and outdated. S4 is now the
preferred tool for engineers working
on microsystem development.
Battery Powered
S4 has a rechargeable NICAD battery.
On average, you can do a week's work
without recharging. On a single
charge, up to a thousand PROMS can
be programmed - and charging is fast:
it only takes an hour. Normal
operation can continue during the
charging process.

Continuous Memory
Continuous Memory means never
losing your Data, Configuration or
Device Library. You can pick up S4
and carry on where you left off, even
after a year on the shelf. If the
NICAD battery loses all of its charge,
RAM contents are preserved by the
LITHIUM backup battery.
Remote Control
S4 can be operated via it's RS232
Serial Port. The standard D25 socket
connects to your computer. Using
batch files or a terminal program, all
functions are available from your PC
keyboard and screen.
Free Terminal Program
You could use any communications
software to talk to S4. But the
Terminal Driver program, which we
include free, is the best choice. It has
Help Screens to explain S4's functions
and it sends and receives at up to
115200 baud - that's twelve times as
fast as 9600 baud. At this speed a 64
kilobyte file downloads in 9 seconds.
There is a memory resident (TSR)
option too, which uses only 6k of your
precious memory, and lets you "hot
key" a file to S4. Standard upload and

download formats include: ASCII,
BINARY, INTELHEX, MOTOROLA
and TEKHEX.

S4 loads its Library of
programmables from a PROM

in its socket,
like a computer

loads data from disk.
Software upgrades are

available free. Download the
latest Device Library from our

Bulletin Board.

Microsystem Development
With S4 you can develop and debug
microsystems using Memory
Emulation. This is an extension of
ROM emulation, used for prototype
development, especially useful for
single -chip "piggy back" micros.
When you unpack your S4 you will
find an Emulator Lead with a 24/28/32
pin DIL plug and a Write Lead with a
microhook. Plug the EMULead in
place of your ROM. Hook the
Write -Lead to your microprocessor's
write -line. Download your assembled
code into S4. Press the EMULate key
and your prototype runs the program.
S4 can look like ROM or RAM, up to
512K bytes, to your target system.
Access -time depends on S4 s RAM.
We are currently shipping 85ns parts.
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Your microprocessor can write to S4
as well as read. If ou ut
variables and stack in S4's memory
space. you can inspect and edit
them. You can write a short monitor
program to show your internal
registers.
S4's memory emulation is an
inexpensive alternative to a full MDS
and it works with any microprocessor.
Many engineers prefer it because their
prototype runs the same code that their

product will run in the real world.

Dimensions & Options
S4 measures 18 x 11 x 4 cm
and weighs 520 grams.

128k x 8 (1MB) of user
memory is standard, but

upgrading to
512k x 8 is as easy as

plugging in a
4MB low -power
static CM OS
RAM.
The stated price

includes Charger,
EMUlead, Write

Lead, Library ROM,
Terminal Driver Software

with Utilities and carriage in U.K. but
not VAT.

*Money -back Guarantee
We want you to buy an S4 and use it
for up to 30 days. If it doesn't meet
with your complete approval you will
get your money back, immediately, no
questions asked.

Y p your

=Ill
Call us with your credit card details.
Stock permitting, we are willing
send goods on 30 days sale -or -return
to established U.K. companies on
sight of a legitimate order.
Customer Support
Dataman's customer list reads like
Who's Who In Electronics.
Dataman provides support,
information interchange, utilities and
latest software for S4, S3, Omni -Pro
and SDE Editor -Assembler on our
Bulletin Board which can be reached
at any time, day or night.

DATAribill
lools ,o

microangineering

Station Road MAIDEN NEWTON
Dorset DT2 OAE United Kingdom
Phone 0300-20719
Fax 0300-21012
Telex 418442
BBS 0300-21095
Modem 12/24/96 V32 HST N,8,1
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Over 700 product packed pages with

hundreds of brand new products.
On sale now, only £2.95

Available from all branches of WH SMITH and
Maplin shops nationwide. Hundreds of new

products at super low prices!
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